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:
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:
:
:
:

Defendant and
Appellant.

APPELLANT'S BRIEF

Case No.

940395 - CA

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction to review all final
judgments entered in domestic cases by the District Courts for the
State of Utah, pursuant to Utah Code Ann, §78-2a-3(2), and Rule 3
of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure,
STATEMENT OF ISSUES
1.

The

lower court misapplied

the

law by refusing to

consider all the available income sources of the parties in setting
appropriate alimony.
2.

The lower court committed reversible error by failing to

enter findings of fact on all material issues regarding alimony,
3.

The lower court committed reversible error by failing to

enter findings of fact regarding personal expenses paid by the
family business.
4.
enter

The lower court committed reversible error by failing to

findings of

fact regarding

the plaintiff's

"return on

investment" when awarding the plaintiff the family business.

The appropriate standard for reviewing the trial court's
conclusions of law is set forth in Howell v. Howell. 806 P.2d 1209,
(Utah Ct. App. 1991).

"Conclusions of law, however, are reviewed

for correctness and given no special deference on appeal. Bountiful
v. Riley, 784 P.2d 1174, 1175 (Utah 1989); Smith v. Smith, 793 P.2d
407, 409 (Utah Ct. App. 1990)."
The appropriate standard for reviewing the accuracy or absence
of necessary findings of fact is set forth in Acton v. Deliran, 737
P.2d 996, 999 (Utah 1987),
Failure of the trial court to make findings on all
material issues is reversible error unless the facts in the
record are "clear, uncontroverted, and capable of supporting
only a finding in favor of the judgment." Kinkella v. Baugh,
660 P.2d 233, 236 (Utah 1983)
The findings of fact must
show that the court's judgment or decree "follows logically
from, and is supported by, the evidence." Smith v. Smith, 726
P.2d 423, 426 (Utah 1986)
DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS
The following statutes and case citations are determinative of
the issues presented in this appeal.
1.

Utah Code Ann. §30-3-5.

2.

Utah Code Ann. §78-45-7.5(4)(a) and (b), (1993).

3.

Utah Code Ann. §78-45-7.5(2), (1993).

4.

Crompton v. Crompton, 255 Utah Adv. Rep. 32 (Utah
Ct App 1994)

5.

Haumont v. Haumont, 793 P2d. 421

6.

Howell v. Howell. 806 P.2d 1209, (Utah Ct. App.
1991)

7.

Jones v. Jonesf 700 P.2d 1072 (Utah 1985)
2

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the Case.
This is an appeal from a final order and Decree of Divorce
entered by the Seventh District Court, in and for Carbon County,
State of Utah, June 14, 1994. The parties were married in 1977 and
separated in November, 1992.

They have two children from this

union.
The parties opened a music store in Price, Utah in 1985. This
was the parties' only source of income from 1985 to 1992. In 1992,
Mr.

Breinholt

obtained

a

second

job

as

the

Carbon

County

Commissioner with an annual salary of $21,000. Ms. Jan Breinholt
worked for two (2) years at minimum wage in a finance company. She
obtained a better job with a local coal mining company in 1979.
Her salary was approximately $1,200 per month, gross.

She left

that employment in 1981 to give birth to the parties' first child.
Ultimately Mr. Breinholt left his job with a local cement
company in 1985 to open the family music store.

At that time Mr.

Breinholt was earning $42,000 per year plus a company car.
Jan Breinholt also worked in the family music store from 1985
to late 1988. She discontinued going to the store to give birth to
the parties second child, Julia.

She did not return to the store

or the work force thereafter.
The store was consistently profitable throughout the parties'
ownership.

Profitable enough that the family's assets grew from

just equity in the home, a $7,000 boat, and $6,700 in savings to
3

approximately $360,000.
The parties ultimately separated in November, 1992.

Mr.

Breinholt filed for divorce in July, 1993, and a trial was held on
March 7, April 14 and 15, 1994.

The primarily issues contested

consisted of child support amounts, alimony, and the valuation of
the parties7 music store.

Much of the dispute centered on the

personal expenses being paid from the business funds. The focus of
the personal expenses paid by the business was determinative of the
three (3) central issues before the trial court.

First, the

valuation of the music store, (2), the available money from Mr.
Breinholt's one full time self-employed job for child support, and
(3) the total available income from all sources to determine
alimony.
Course of the Proceedings
Trial was commenced on March 7, 1994, but discontinued due to
a family emergency for counsel. The matter was rescheduled for two
days on April 14 and 15, 1994.
Each party testified and presented their respective experts to
review the expenses paid by the business and determine the value of
the music store.

Each party personally testified regarding their

respective income and expenses.
The trial court thereafter took the matter under advisement
and entered a Memorandum Decision one week later. The trial court
divided the marital assets totalling in excess of $360,000, set
alimony and child support awards based upon Mr. Breinholt's job in
4

the family store, and determined the family business had a value of
$100,000.
The trial court directed

plaintiff's counsel to prepare

Findings of Fact and the Decree of Divorce.
Objections to the proposed pleadings.

The defendant filed

The trial court largely

overruled Jan#s request to enter dollar values for the parties'
return on investment, personal expenses paid from the business, and
a total of all available income to the parties during the course of
the marriage.
Trial Court Disposition
The lower court thereafter entered the proposed Findings and
Decree with relative minor interlineation provided by the court.
The Decree was signed on June 10, 1994 and entered on June 14,
1994.

The defendant then filed her Notice of Appeal on July 8,

1994.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
Mr. and Ms. Breinholt were married in 1977. (Tr. 657) Ms. Jan
Breinholt was 19 at the time of their marriage.
after two quarters of school to get married.

Jan quit college

(Tr. 657)

Shortly

thereafter she went to work for a finance company in Price, Utah
for minimum wages, approximately $3.50 per hour. (Tr. 658)

She

changed employers for more money in 1979, and began working as a
receptionist for a coal company earning $650 per month.

Six (6)

months later she transferred within the company to the engineering
department earning approximately $1,200 per month, gross. (Tr. 173)
5

Jan continued with the coal company for two (2) years until she
quit in November, 1981, to give birth to the parties' first child,
Andrea (date of birth, May 17, 1982). (Tr. 174)
Mr, Neil Breinholt was approximately 23 at the time of their
marriage.

In 1985, Mr. Breinholt was working for a Carbon County

cement. At the end of his tenure in February, 1985, Mr. Breinholt
had an annual salary of approximately $42,000, plus the use of a
company car. (Tr. 271)
Between 1982 to 1985, the parties contemplated opening their
own

business.

Their

original

idea

included

Mr.

Breinholt

continuing at the cement company and opening a business in their
home.

(Tr. 175)

This would permit Jan to care for their first

child, Andrea, and pursue the business operated from their home.
The original idea was modified offer they could not obtain a
business permit to operate the business from their home. (Tr. 175)
The parties then decided to pursue the family business as
their exclusive income and opened Breinholt Music in February,
1985.

At the conclusion of Mr. Breinholt's employment with the

cement company, the family's assets consisted of $6,700 in savings,
a family car with a loan, a $7,000 boat free of encumbrances, and
the family residence with its original mortgage. (Tr. 264)
In February, 1985, the Breinholts purchased the music business
(primarily inventory) for $40,000. (Tr. 186) The parties financed
the purchase with a family loan from Mr. Breinholt's mother.
274)
6

(Tr.

Jan and Neil both worked exclusively in the music store
between 1985 and late 1988.

(Tr. 174)

Jan ceased working during

the pregnancy of their second child, Julia in 1989. (Tr. 176) The
parties then hired their first part-time employee.

Jan has never

returned to the work force since the late 1988 and has not worked
outside the home or family store since 1981.
primary

caretaker

and

homemaker

from

1988

Jan continued as a
to

the

date

of

separation, November, 1992.
Mr. Breinholt continued to work exclusively at the music store
until he took a seat on the Price City Council in 1991.

He was

subsequently appointed to a vacancy on the Carbon County Commission
in February, 1992.

At the time of trial, Mr. Breinholt received

$21,000 per year as a salaried County Commissioner.
ran unopposed for re-election in November, 1994.

(Tr. 286) He
(Tr. 483)

It is undisputed that between 1985 and February, 1992, the
music store was the parties' single source of income. In fact, the
court

found

that

the

store

was

consistently

profitable.

(Memorandum Decision, p. 2)
By the time of trial, (April, 1994) the store permitted the
parties to accumulate an $88,000 savings account balance; $32,000
in individual IRAs; remodel the marital residence in 1989 - 1990 at
a cost of $21,000 (Tr. 268); go on their first cruise (Tr. 277,
280); purchase a collector's car (Triumph Spitfire) $2,500 (Tr.
269); purchase unimproved real estate for $5,000; a $28,000 boat in
1989; and retire the initial business loan ($40,000) within the
7

store's first five (5) years (1985-1990) (Tr. 275). Additionally,
in 1991 the parties purchased a new pick-up truck.
agreement,

during

the

separation,

Jan withdrew

By mutual

approximately

$17,000 for a new automobile and Mr. Breinholt withdrew $9,000 for
his new home.

(Plaintiff's Exhibit 13, Plaintiff's Statement of

Marital Assets)
At the time of trial, the parties only remaining debt was on
the boat, truck, and mortgage on the marital residence. The loans
for the truck and the boat have been, and continue to be paid, as
music store expenses. On the same date, the truck loan balance was
$4,000 and the boat loan balance was $6,000. (Plaintiff's Exhibit
13)
The trial court received two professional business appraisals
regarding

the

family

store.

Each

appraiser

used

different

assumptions in preparing their valuations. However, they did agree
in part on one method for making their estimates. The only common
method used by each appraiser was valuing the business as "an
ongoing concern", cf. Plaintiff's Exhibits 15 & 29, Defendant's
Exhibit 28.
This formula requires the appraiser to assess the personal
income generated by the business and then deduct a reasonable
compensation for the owner's labor into the store.

The remaining

income generated is a "return on the investment" in the business.
As an example, Mr. Breinholt's appraiser (Dorton) estimated that
Breinholt Music generated $60,700 gross income for the owners.
8

(Plaintiff's Exhibit 29)

(Dorton's average was for 1990 to 1992,

inclusive.) This was based upon the parties' tax returns from 1990
through 1992. (Tr. 346-7)

The Dorton estimate then deducted

$45,000 as reasonable compensation for Mr. Breinholt's service and
labor to the store.

According to Dorton, the remainder ($15,700)

was the "return on the investment" in operating Breinholt Music.
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 29)
The Dorton appraisal then used an accepted "rate of return"
(i.e. 20%) and estimated value of the business as "an ongoing
concern" to be valued at $78,500.
Ultimately,

the

trial

(Plaintiff's Exhibit 29)

court

abandoned

both

appraiser's

opinions regarding reasonable compensation for Mr. Breinholt's
services. The court made a separate determination that $36,000 was
reasonable.

The lower court continued by stating the remaining

available income from the store was a return on the investment.
(Memorandum Decision, p. 3)

However, the court declined to enter

any findings identifying the amount. (Ruling on Objections p. 2-3)
Thereafter,

the

trial

court

mistakenly

transposed

Mr.

Breinholt's compensation rate as the exclusive source of available
income for determining alimony.

(Memorandum Decision, p. 2-3) The

trial court specifically refused to use all available sources of
income to award alimony,

(i.e. County Commission salary, $21,000)

(Ruling on Objections, p. 2-3)
Jan disputed several of the business tax deductions used to
pay personal expenses. The trial court did properly conclude that
9

"...their aggressive use of the business to pay expenses with a
dual purpose, have permitted them to accumulate substantial wealth
over the years."
further

stated,

(Memorandum Decision, p. 2,)
"There

is

substantial

The trial court

evidence, however, of

aggressive efforts to pay some arguably personal expenses from
business

funds

and

write

(Memorandum Decision, p. 3)

them

off

as

business

expenses."

However, the lower court refused to

enter findings of fact regarding what personal expenses were being
paid by the business and refused to include this available income
when calculating alimony and child support. (Ruling on Objections,
p. 2)
Upon these limited findings and erroneous conclusions, the
trial court awarded the divorce to the parties and divided the
marital property as follows:
Neil

Jan

Value

Breinholt Music
New Home
Neil's IRA
Neil's 401 (k)
Pickup
Van
Spitfire
Ins. Surrender
Valves
Boat
TOTAL

Marital Residence
with Lot
Jan's IRA
Car
Scofield Lot
Coins

$100,000
13,000
16,636
1,603
8,000
500
1,000
1,700

Value
$

82,700
16,627
17,000
7,000
800

10.000
$124,127

$152,439

(Memorandum Decision, p. 5)
The difference in equities was primarily adjusted with the parties'
savings account balance of $88,000.
10

The trial court valued the

total marital equity at $360,000.
The court found Jan was employable and could return to the
work force in a part time capacity and earn $500 gross per month.
(Memorandum Decision,

p.6 )

The court also found that both Mr.

Breinholt and Jan could each receive $500 per month from the
investments awarded to them.

These investments are not otherwise

identified. It is presumed the court is referring to savings. The
only investment property awarded to Jan was the savings accounts
(approximately

$56,000) and

the

interest

derived

from

them.

(Findings, p. 12 f26)
The court based child support on the Mr. Breinholt's $36,000
from the business and $500 per month from unearned income.
Jan's income was imputed to be $500 as unearned income from
investment property, plus $500 imputed income from a future part
time job.

Thereafter, the court set child support at $621 less

$160 for health insurance for the two (2) children for net child
support to Jan in the amount of $461.
The court then concluded Jan would be entitled to $500 per
month as alimony. Therefore, the court established Jan and the two
(2) children would live on a total of $1,961 per month.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The lower court erred as a matter of law in stating that
alimony was to be determined exclusively from the income earned
from the "sweat of the brow11.

The error of law was compounded by

refusing to make findings as to the parties' standard of living,
11

the reasonable personal expenses for each party, and the payor's
available income from the personal expenses paid by the family
business.
By failing to articulate the personal expenses paid by the
business, the trial court findings fail to consider all the
material facts to appropriately apply the child support laws to the
case at bar. Specifically, the court should have applied Utah Code
Ann. §78-45-7.5 (1993). This requires the court to determine what
business expenses were reasonable to advance the business purpose.
Unfortunately, the trial court used only the appraiser's opinion
regarding the "value" of Mr. Breinholt's labor to the family
business.
The lower court's final error is the refusal to enter findings
of fact regarding the amount of the "return on investment" in the
family business that was awarded to Mr. Breinholt.
manifested in two areas.

This error is

First, the return on investment is

unearned income. It therefore must be considered an income source
for alimony and child support.

The second area effected by the

trial court err is entering a finding to support the valuation of
the family store.
This Court should reverse the trial court's order and direct
the lower court to consider all sources of income for alimony. The
lower court should be further directed to enter findings regarding
the value of the business paying Mr. Breinholt's personal expenses
to determine available income for both alimony and child support as
12

required by Utah Code Ann. 78-45-7.5 (1993).
ARGUMENT
POINT I
THE ALIMONY AWARD WAS INAPPROPRIATE AS A MATTER OF LAW.
A. Standard for Review.
In awarding alimony, the trial court made the following
conclusion of law in determining the amount of alimony. The trial
court stated in it's Ruling on Defendant's Objections, at pp. 2-3
(Seer Addendum)
3.
In setting alimony, the court considered only the
income that each party may be expected to earn "by the sweat
of the brow". Since marital assets were divided equally, and
neither party has substantial non-marital property, investment
or "unearned" income is presumed to be equal, insubstantial in
comparison with "earned" income, and excluded from the alimony
calculations.
4.
Utah Law is clear that the court should consider
only the income from the equivalent of one full-time job in
setting child support, Section 78-45-7.5(2), Utah Code (1993).
This pourt believes the policy behind that rule applies with
even greater force in consideration of alimony. [Emphasis
Added].
The lower court simply misstated the law as it applies to
alimony awards.
The appropriate standard for reviewing the trial court's
conclusions of law are cited in Howell v. Howell. 806 P.2d 1209
(Utah Ct. App. 1991).

"Conclusions of law, however, are reviewed

for correctness and given no special deference on appeal. Bountiful
v. Riley. 784 P.2d 1174, 1175 (Utah 1989); Smith v. Smith. 793 P.2d
407, 409 (Utah Ct. App. 1990)."
13

In the case at bar, the trial court's conclusions that public
policy behind child support statutes should be given "even greater
force in consideration of alimony" is clearly erroneous. Not only
is this a misapplication of the child support statutes to alimony,
it misstates the Utah Supreme Court's standards in determining
alimony.
The case law is replete with the appropriate factors in
evaluating of the parties' circumstances to determine alimony. The
Utah Supreme Court stated in Jones v. JonesP 700 P.2d 1072 (Utah
1985) the following:
This Court has described the purpose of alimony: "[T]he
most important function of alimony is to provide support for
the wife as nearly as possible at the standard of living she
enioyed during marriageP and to prevent the wife from becoming
a public charge." English v. EnglishP 565 P.2d at 411. With
this purpose in mind, the court in English articulated three
factors that must be considered in fixing a reasonable alimony
award:
[1] the financial conditions and needs of the wife;
[2] the ability of the wife to produce a sufficient
income for herself; and
[3] the ability of the husband to provide support.
Id. at 411-12 (citations omitted). See also Gramme v. Gramme,
587 P.2d 144, 147 (Utah 1978); Fletcher v. Fletcher, 615 P.2d
1218, 1223 (Utah 1980). [Emphasis Added]
This "most important function of alimony" has been restated
consistently restated by the Utah Supreme Court and the Utah Court
of Appeals.

Unfortunately, the lower court herein drafted three

(3) unfounded conclusions of law.

First, "by the sweat of the

brow" would unreasonably limit a review of the payor's total
available income. The second erroneous conclusion was applying the
child support statutes with "even greater force" to determining
14

alimony.

Third, "unearned income" is excluded from consideration

in setting alimony. These conclusions are erroneous on their face
and are not given any special deference upon appellate review.
Smith v. Smith. 793 P.2d 407, 409 (Utah Ct. App. 1990).
B. All Available Income during the Marriage
Must Be Considered in Determining Alimony.
As stated above, the trial court erred by failing to consider
all the available income of the payor.
consideration should be obvious.

The importance of this

First, unless a true picture is

presented describing all the sources of income available during the
marriage, the court can not articulate and support a finding
regarding the parties' standard of living.
The second important reason to consider all income sources is
to

determine

situations.

the

payee's

and

payor's

respective

financial

This included both earned and unearned income.

The most recent determination regarding alimony is found from
the Utah Court of Appeals in Crompton v. Crompton, 255 Utah Adv.
Rep. 32 (Utah Ct App 1994).

In that case, the payor appealed

claiming the trial court erred by including the payor's historical
overtime wages.

The Utah Court of Appeals disagreed and stated,

Thus, it would be inappropriate for an appellate court to tie
the hands of a trial court by confining its consideration of
income in every case to only that forty-hour-week source...
We hold that in fixing an alimony award it is appropriate
and necessary for a trial court to consider all sources of
income that were used by the parties during their marriage to
meet their self-defined needs, from whatever source —
overtime, second job, self employment P etc.. as well as
15

unearned income, at 34.
The trial court's conclusions of law that only the income from
the "sweat of the brow" or the income from one full-time job is
clearly erroneous. The lower court's analysis that unearned income
is excluded from consideration is similarly and fatally flawed.
In the case at bar, the lower court refused to consider the
uncontroverted fact of Mr. Breinholt's second income as a Carbon
County Commissioner ($21,000 per year).
these

pertinent

facts

inherently

(Tr. 286) The omission of

creates

standard of living between the parties.

a

disproportionate

The disproportion is

multiplied where the lower court awarded Jan custody of the two (2)
children, but only considers a fraction of the family's total
income sources.
The trial court's refusal to view the parties total financial
picture rewards Mr. Breinholt a windfall from his County Commission
income of $21,000 per year. This inequity is further manifested by
reviewing the parties' 1992 and 1993 tax returns.
In 1992, (the parties separated in November, 1992) while still
residing
Breinholt

together

the

also received

family

business

earned

$19,854 as a salaried

$41,601.

Mr.

Carbon County

Commissioner.
The parties also received $4,019 interest income, primarily
from the parties' joint savings accounts in 1992. The total gross
income as evidenced by the parties' 1992 federal income tax return
was $65,474. [See, Addendum, Plaintiff's Exhibit 3, Federal Income
16

Tax

Return,

Line

23.]

After

making

the

same

maximum

IRA

contribution they had made in previous years# the parties' 1992
Adjusted Gross Income for federal income tax purposes was $58,148.
Using the same analysis, the parties' 1993 total income was
$63,590.

[See. Addendum, Plaintiff's Exhibit 10, Federal Income

Tax return, Line 23.] The parties' 1993 Adjusted Gross Income was
$56,148.
In

summary,

the

lower

court's

failure

to

include

Mr.

Breinholt's second salary was clearly erroneous and violates the
appropriate standards to determine alimony.

The matter must be

remanded with instructions to consider Mr. Breinholt's second
salary and all other sources of earned and unearned income used
during the marriage in determining alimony.
C.

The Trial court Must Be Reversed For Refusing to Enter
Findings Regarding Personal Expenses Paid By Business.

The lower court refused to enter findings regarding the personal
and reasonable expenses incurred by the parties.
Ruling on Objections, p. 2)

(See, Addendum,

In three (3) separate references the

trial court indicated the family business was in fact paying
personal expenses from the business accounts.
Decision

states,

"The

providence

of

the

The Memorandum

parties, and

their

aggressive use of the business to pay expenses with a dual purpose
have permitted them to accumulate substantial wealth over the
years".

(Memorandum Decision, p. 2)

The Memorandum decision

continues and states, "There is substantial evidence, however, of
17

aggressive efforts to pay some arguably personal expenses from
business funds and write them off as business expenses."
These references appear verbatim in the Findings of Fact at ff 7
and

13.

Thereafter,

Jan

filed

objections

and

specifically

requested the trial court make findings giving an estimate of the
personal expenses paid by the business funds.

The defendant's

objections specifically requested the following finding of fact.
"...Reasonable compensation for Neil's services to Breinholt Music
is $36,000 per year. In addition to Neil's compensation, during
the marriage the parties spent approximately $
per
year out of the business on personal expenses." Objections to
Findings, f9, cf. Objections to Findings, f 13. (See, Addendum)
However, the case law is clear that in determining alimony the
court must make sufficient findings of fact to support a logical
and reasoned decision.

In Jones v. Jonesf 700 P.2d 1072 (Utah

1985) the Utah Supreme Court was critical of findings of fact that
simply

parrot

the

trial

court's

memorandum

decision

without

assigning values to the assets. In Acton v. Deliran. 737 P.2d 996,
999 (Utah 1987), the Utah Supreme Court also noted:
Failure of the trial court to make findings on all
material issues is reversible error unless the facts in the
record are "clear, uncontroverted, and capable of supporting
only a finding in favor of the judgment." Kinkella v. Baugh.
660 P.2d 233, 236 (Utah 1983).... The findings of fact must
show that the court's judgment or decree "follows logically
from, and is supported by, the evidence." Smith v. SmithP 726
P.2d 423, 426 (Utah 1986). The findings "should be
sufficiently detailed and include enough subsidiary facts to
disclose the steps by which the ultimate conclusion on each
factual issue was reached." Rucker, 598 P.2d at 1338. See,
also Mountain States Legal Foundation v. Public Service
Commission. 636 P.2d 1047, 1051 (Utah 1981).
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In Haumont v. Haumontr 793 P2d. 421, the Utah Court of Appeals
reiterated the common requirement regarding findings of fact. This
Court stated:
. . .the trial court is required to make adequate factual
findings on all material issues, unless the facts in the
record are "clear, uncontroverted, and capable of supporting
only a finding in favor of the judgment." Throckmorton v.
Throckmorton, 767 P.2d at 124 (quoting Acton v. DeliranP 737
P.2d 996, 999 (Utah 1987)).
The Utah Court of Appeals in Haumont.

id. continued by

reversing the lower court and stating,
It (trial court) made no findings as to appellee/s financial
condition and needs, appellee's ability to provide support for
herself, what standard of living was enjoyed during the
parties' marriage, or appellant's ability to provide support.
Although there is substantial, controverted evidence in the
record as to these factors, the evidence is not necessarily
clear nor does it lend itself to a finding only in favor of
the judgment. Absent adequate findings, we are unable to
review the alimony award and, therefore, must reverse and
remand for findings and a resetting of the award based upon
the required findings. See Johnson v. Johnson, 771 P.2d 696,
699-70 (Utah Ct. App 1989); Throckmorton v. Throckmortonf 767
P.2d at 124.
Such is the state of this lower court's findings in this
matter.

The importance of making a determination regarding the

personal expenses paid by the business is a logical and subsidiary
fact to facilitate a reasoned review of the record.

Without such

a finding, the appellate court is left with a general observation,
cited in the Memorandum Decision, without the supporting details.
The amount of personal expenses by the business was a central
issue of dispute between the parties.

It was the factual premise

of both parties in support of their respective positions. Jan and
her appraiser

(Cox) presented substantial evidence of several
19

disbursements by the business for personal use (e.g. Jan's auto
insurance, auto maintenance, boat loan payments, life insurance
payments, family health insurance, VISA charges).
and

his

C.P.A. concluded

that

none

impermissible under the tax code.

of

these

Mr. Breinholt
expenses were

However, the trial court

concluded, as stated above, that the parties made "aggressive
efforts to pay some arguably personal expenses..."
Decision, p.3).

(Memorandum

Although Jan agrees with the trial court's

conclusions, the lower court's denial of her objections request for
details is reversible error.
The totality of the trial court's Memorandum Decision, Ruling
on Objections, and the Findings of Fact fail to reference either
parties' monthly expenses, the parties' prior standard of living or
assess a dollar value to these material facts.
(See, Addendum, Defendant's Exhibit 58, Defendant's Estimated
Monthly Expenses).

Similarly, the court was not specific in

determining the parties' standard of living or the reasonableness
regarding Mr. Breinholt's monthly living expenses.
These factors are all material facts necessary and essential
to support a logical development of the lower court's decision.
Without a more definitive finding regarding the subsidiary facts to
support alimony, the award of alimony of $500 per month is wholly
arbitrary.
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POINT II
THE TRIAL COURT COMMITTED REVERSIBLE ERROR BY FAILING
TO DETERMINE THE MUSIC STORE'S "NECESSARY EXPENSES TO
ALLOW THE BUSINESS TO OPERATE AT A REASONABLE LEVEL".
The trial court must determine the non-custodial parents'
earned and unearned income to properly calculate child support
under the Uniform Civil Liability for Support Act, Utah Code Ann.
§78-45-1 et. seq. (1993)

This Act specifically controls the

analysis to be used in determining the available income from a self
employed person.
Utah Code Ann. §78-45-7.5(4) (1993) states:
(4) (a) Gross income from self-employment or operation
of a business shall be calculated by subtracting necessary
expenses required for self-employment or business operation
from gross receipts. The income and expenses from
self-employment or operation of a business shall be reviewed
to determine an appropriate level of gross income available to
the parent to satisfy a child support award. Only those
expenses necessary to allow the business to operate at a
reasonable level may be deducted from gross receipts.
(b) Gross income determined under this subsection may
differ from the amount of business income determined for tax
purposes.
In the case at bar, the trial court wholly ignored this
formula to determine the child support award.

This statute

requires the court to make a factual determination regarding the
necessary expenses to operate the business. Subsection (b) clearly
states that permissible tax deductions are not synonymous with the
term "expenses necessary to allow the business to operate at a
reasonable level".
However, the trial court herein not only ignored the standard
21

set

forth

above,

the

trial

court

valued

Mr.

Breinholt's

compensation below the gross income shown on his Schedule C,
Federal Income Tax Return for 1993, 1992, 1991, and 1990.

(See,

Addendum, Federal Income Tax Returns, 1990-93, inclusive).
This is the best example where the lower court confused the
expert's opinion regarding compensation with the reality of Mr.
Breinholt's available income.

Unfortunately, the trial court

latched upon the term "reasonable compensation" and would not
review the actual available income to the parties.
During Mr. Breinholt's testimony, plaintiff offered a summary
of

his various

discretionary

business

expenses

and

personal

expenses paid from the business for 1991 to 1993, inclusive. (See,
Addendum, Plaintiff/s Business Expenses, 1993; Defendant's Exhibit
19, last page; and Plaintiff's Business Expenses, 1991 and 1992;
Defendant's Exhibit 20)

These exhibits were offered as a partial

summary of various transactions during the last three (3) years of
the

business

operation.

In

the

sole

determination

of Mr.

Breinholt, he concluded that in 1993, he had made $38,201 in
personal expenses from the store, plus $10,000 deposit to his
savings, plus discretionary business expenses of $5,478. The total
of these figures is $53,679. In addition, Mr. Breinholt also notes
tax payments of $10,965. Therefore, Mr. Breinholt's pre-tax income
available to him for personal and discretionary use is over $64,000
in 1993.
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This summary by Mr. Breinholt is very similar to his expert's
opinion regarding the personal cash flow available to the business
owner.

The Dorton estimate found a cash flow of approximately

$60,700 per year.

(Plaintiff's Exhibit 29)

The trial court again refused to enter such a finding.

The

failure of the court to properly apply the statutory formula should
not be given any deference on appeal.
423, 426 (Utah 1986)

Smith v. Smith, 726 P.2d

This misapplication of the law must be

rectified by this Court with directions on remand to determine
which store expenses were "necessary to allow the business to
operate".
POINT III
THE TRIAL COURT ERROR BY FAILING TO ENTER FINDINGS TO
SUPPORT THE COURT'S VALUATION OF THE FAMILY STORE.
The repeated theme of the trial court's refusal to enter a
monetary amount for the "return on investment" similarly effects
the lower court's value of the business.

Each party presented

their own expert regarding the valuation of the business.

Each

expert used different assumptions regarding the permissible use of
business funds to pay personal expenses.
differed upon their result.

Therefore, the experts

Jan's expert (Cox) concluded the

business had an ongoing concern value of $193,000.

(Defendant's

Exhibit 28) Mr. Breinholt's expert (Dorton) concluded the business
had an ongoing concern value of $118,000. (Plaintiff's Exhibit 29)
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The lower court again abandoned all the expert opinions and
valued the business at $100,000.
trial court
testimony,

Although nothing prevents the

to assess the necessary
the findings must

provide

weight

to the expert's

a logical view of the

subsidiary facts to support the trial court's valuations.
In the case at bar the lower court repeatedly refused to
assess values to the "return on investment" in its Findings of
Facts. This omits material facts that were hotly disputed between
the parties. The absence of these crucial determinations prohibits
a meaningful review of the lower court's rational.
Without reiterating the same arguments and need for findings
to support alimony and child support, the trial court's valuation
of the family business is similarly flawed.

Although the trial

court purports to use the same analysis as the experts, the trial
court's opinion and Ruling on Objections are void of detail. The
general conclusion that

"...investment

or unearned

income is

presumed to be equal..." is wholly without supporting facts.
In fact Mr. Breinholt was awarded the family business as
income producing property plus a portion of the savings account.
In comparison Jan was awarded only a portion of the savings.
Without the details to supports the trial court's conclusions, the
facts do not support the "presumed equality" referred to by the
lower court.
In summary, for the same reasons the findings do not support
alimony and child support determinations, this Court should reverse
24

and remand the matter for factual determinations regarding the
valuation of the parties' store.
CONCLUSION
The trial court committed several errors of law and failed to
properly develop findings of fact to support it's rationale.

The

errors are most notably seen in the lower court's approach to use
"the sweat of the brow" as a doctrine to support a limited review
of the parties' total income and resources.

This approached

totally derailed a logical review of the parties' reasonable
expenses, standards of living, and family expenses paid from the
business•
Jan respectfully request this Court to remand the case with
instructions to fully review and consider all the parties' sources
of income and enter dollar values where possible for the reasonable
personal expenses of each party, the standard of living for the
parties, and the investment income awarded to each party.
Without these instructions and determinations, a child support
or alimony award is insupportable.
DATED this (p

day of February,

1995

*;

H. G. Cutler
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Appellant's Brief, by first class mail, postage prepaid,
on this

£>

day of February, 1995, to Ms. Joane Pappas White,

Attorney for Plaintiff/Appellee, at 475 East main Street, Price,
Utah 84501.

s7?

L. G. CUTLER
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant
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store has been consistently profitable.

The providence of the

parties, and their aggressive use of the business to pay expenses
with a dual purpose, have permitted them to accumulate
substantial wealth over the years.
The primary issue in dispute concerns the valuation of
Breinholt Music.

This affects the Court's division of property

and debts, as well as child support and alimony, since the store
is Neil's primary source of income.

To the extent he is required

to compensate Jan for her interest in the store, he does not have
income to provide support.
The appraisers selected by the parties generally agree
about the methods to use in valuing the business.

They differ in

their valuations primarily because they use different assumptions
about a reasonable allowance for Neil's personal services and
different assumptions about personal expenses paid as business
expenses.
Jan contends that the parties have always received
income from the business "off the books'1 by failing to register
instrument repairs on the books and removing the resulting cash
at the end of the day.

Jan testified that she followed this

practice when running the store until 1988 and that it generated
about $50 per day.

Neil denies that this practice ever occurred,

or that it occurs now.

Whether or not this practice occurred

earlier, the Court is not satisfied that it occurs now.

A record
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Child support is $546.00 per month based on the
guidelines in effect before the 1994 amendments, with Neil's
income at $36,000 per year1 and Jan's income at $6,000 per year.
The base support obligation is reduced by the $160.00 Neil will
pay to maintain health insurance for the children to $386.00.
Neil and Jan will each pay one-half of all uninsured medical,
dental and optical expenses.

Neil's obligation to pay child

support will end when the children reach 18 years of age or reach
their regularly scheduled high school graduation date, whichever
is later.

Because Neil is self-employed, has made regular

support payments, and has substantial liquid assets, the Court
finds good cause to waive immediate automatic withholding,
provided Neil remains current on child support.

As long as Neil

is current on child support, Jan is ordered to sign an agreement
that he may claim the younger child as an exemption on his income
tax return.

The Court anticipates that Jan will move into the

labor market in the next few years and will need the other.
The assets of the parties are divided as follows,
subject to the debt on each asset, for which the receiving party
will be responsible:

'Neil's income from his work as Carbon County Commissioner is excluded because his
work at Breinholt Music is full time. Income from only one full-time job is to be considered
in setting support obligations.
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obligation is based on the assumption that he will be earning
$36,000 per year from Breinholt Music and that Jan will be
earning $6,000 per year, at least as soon as the youngest child
starts school.

Although Jan could support the family for some

time on the property she has received, she should not be required
to do so as long as Neil is profitably employed.

The Court

awards alimony to Jan of $500 per month, which equalizes the
income of the parties after taxes and child support are deducted.
The Court authorizes Jan to resume use of her maiden
name.
Counsel for plaintiff is directed to prepare findings,
conclusions and a decree of divorce.
DATED this 20th day of April, 1994.
/ /

//

4yl-e R. Anderson, District Court Judge
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resident of Carbon County, State ol Utah, and had been (or

more than three

(3) months immediately next prior to the

commencement of this action.
2.

Jurisdiction and venue are proper before this

3.

The Plaintiff and Defendant were married on the

Court.

28th day of October, 1977 at Price, Carbon County, State of
Utah and have been husband and wife since that time.
4.

The parties separated in approximately November

of 1992 and have lived separate and ^part since that time.
The divorce was filed by the Plaintiff in June of 1993.
5.

There have been two (2) children born as issue

of this marriage, namely, ANDREA JANIEL BREINHOLT, born May
17, 1982 and JULIA ELESE BREINHOLT, born February 17, 1989.
JAN has been the primary caretaker of the two (2) daughters
and NEIL enjoys a good relationship with the children.

The

parties have not had difficulties in working out visitation.
The Court finds that JAN should be awarded the custody of the
children with reasonable and liberal visitation rights for
NEIL. If any difficulties develop concerning visitation, then
either party may notify the other in writing and all future
visitations will then be governed by the statutory visitation
guidelines and schedules contained in sections 3 0-3-33 and 303-35 of Utah Code Annotated, attached hereto and incorporated
herein as Exhibit A to these Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Decree of Divorce.
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10.

Both appraisers used the value of the rent-to-

own contracts although each valued the benefits of those
contracts differently.
11.
$7,300.00

Defendant's appraisal contained approximately

in mathematical

errors and was

also based

on

assumptions of additional income which the Court finds were
not supported by the evidence.
12.

JAN contends that the parties have always

received income from the business "off the books" by failing
to register instrument repairs on the books and removing the
resulting cash at the end of the day. JAN testified that she
followed this practice when running the store until 1988 and
that it generated about ($50.00) per day. Whether or not this
practice occurred earlier, the Court'is not satisfied that it
occurs now.

A record

of virtually

all repairs

is now

maintained by the store employees, the purpose of which is to
track performance of instrument repairs.

Those records show

that the number of repairs for cash payment would be far below
what JAN contends.

The Court does not believe that, if NEIL

were taking payments under the table, he would keep such good
records of repairs.

Additionally, NEIL'S testimony, the

testimony of the store employee, the testimony of the store
accountant and the federal tax returns are all consistent with
respect to the amount of income earned by the business and
such

testimony

does

not

support

JAN'S

contention

additional cash is being earned by the business.
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amount for expenses aggressively deducted by the BREINHOLT's
on their income tax returns.

In valuing the business, the

Court considered all of the evidence on that issue, including
the appraisals and the testimony of the parties about the
health of the business and the general economy.
16.

The Court has considered both appraisals, -the-*5^/%

•fehe—appraisals—ttrrfc-rf:—the—time—o-f—heasringr

the

economic

conditions in the area and the costs of, replacing the business
and finds that the fair market value of the business is
$100,000.00.

This valuation

assumes

that NEIL receives

compensation of $3 6,000.00 for managing the store and that the
balance

of earnings or cash

investment.

flow would

be a return on

In its ruling on Objections the Court further

explained that the income of a small business is attributable
to two (2) primary components.

1) The efforts of the owner,

and 2) the capital invested by the owner. That portion of the
income attributable to the efforts of the owner is earned
income and is properly taken into account in setting support
obligations.
brow".

It is what the owner earns by the "sweat of the

The portion of income attributable to the capital

investment can be capitalized to arrive at a value for the
business.

This

is the primary

method

employed

by the

appraisers and the Court in valuing the business.
17.

The Court finds that NEIL has worked between

forty and sixty (40 and 60) hours per week at BREINHOLT MUSIC
6

and often puts in almost thirty (30) hours per week at the
Carbon County Commission as a commissioner.

The Court finds

that

job

income

from

only

one

(1) full-time

should be

considered in setting support obligations and, therefore, the
Court is excluding NEIL'S income as Carbon County Commissioner
because his work at BREINHOLT MUSIC already exceeds more than
forty (40) hours per week.
18.

The Court finds that NEIL'S income for working

at BREINHOLT MUSIC (as opposed to return on his investment in
BREINHOLT MUSIC) is the sum of $36,000.00 per year.

In

setting alimony, the Court considered only the income that
each party may be expected to earn "by the sweat of the brow".
Since marital assets were divided equally and neither party
has substantial non-marital property, the Court finds that
investment or "unearned" income is presumed to be equal,
insubstantial

in

comparison

with

"earned"

income

and,

therefore, excluded from the alimony calculations.
19.

The Court finds that JAN is an able bodied

woman who has held various jobs as a loan officer at a bank,
a receptionist and an assistant in the surveying department
for a

local mining

company.

Additionally,

JAN

handled

accounts for BREINHOLT MUSIC during the early years of the
business.

Although JAN has been out of the job market, it

appears that she was planing to re-enter same and had actually
applied for and received her business license in order to open
a home interior design business. The parties' youngest child
7

will enter school in a few months and the Court finds that
JAN should be able to earn an income of at least $6,000.00 per
year.

Utah Law is clear that the Court should consider only

the income from the equivalent of one (1) full-time job in
setting child support, § 78-45-7.5(2), Utah Code Annotated
(1993).

This Court believes that the policy behind that rule

applies with even greater force when considering the issue of
alimony. Accordingly, the Court did not consider Plaintiff's
earnings from his second job in setting alimony.
20.

The Court finds that NEIL is paying the sum of

$160.00 per month for and as a health insurance premium for
the two (2) minor children of the parties and that he is
entitled to a credit for said premiums pursuant to the child
support guidelines.
21.

The Court finds that father's earned income is

$3 6,000.00 per year, and the mother's capacity for earned
income is $6,000.00 per year.

The Court further find that

each of the parties can expect to receive $6,000.00 per year
in unearned actual or imputed income which they will receive
from the property awarded to them under the Decree of Divorce
and, therefore, in determining child support, the father's
gross annual income is the sum of $42,000.00 per year and the
mother's gross annual income is the sum of $12,000.00 per
year.

Father

is paying

$160.00 per month

for medical

insurance premiums for the children and there are two (2)
minor children which require parental support.
8

Pursuant to

the Utah Uniform Child Support Guidelines, attached hereto as
Exhibit B.

NEIL should be ordered to pay to JAN the sum of

$230i50 por month per child for a- total of $4 61.00 per month
for and as child support for said minor children until each
child reaches her respective age of majority or through the
month of her regularly scheduled graduation from high school,
u/i4U ^u4t^*bc ^^j^K^/tt- 1Ui'iL«fk* <+-- yo^tUJ
i^ ^c^i^-^jrwhich ever date is later. Said child support shall be payable
at the rate of one-half (h) of said support on or before the
5th day of the month and one-half (%) x of said support on or
before the 20th of the month.

Said child support shall

commence with the month of April, 1994.
22.

Because NEIL is self-employed

and has made

regular support payments throughout the separation of the
parties without being required to do so by a Court order and
because he has substantial liquid assets which would make the
collection of arrearage child support fairly simple, the Court
finds cause to waive immediate automatic withholding provided
that NEIL remains current on his child support obligations.
In the event that NEIL becomes delinquent in his child support
obligations, then JAN shall be entitled to the use of an order
to withhold and deliver to assist in the collection of the
child support assigned herein.
23.

In order to maximize the tax savings for the

parties and to assist each party with the support of the minor
children and anticipating that JAN will move into the labor
market within the next few years, the Court finds that NEIL
9

should be allowed to claim the youngest child as his tax
dependant on his tax returns provided that he is current in
his child support obligations and that JAN should be allowed
to claim the eldest child of the parties as her tax dependant
on her tax returns.

Each party is ordered to execute any and

all documents necessary to facilitate the filing of their
respective tax returns in compliance with this ruling.
24.

The parties hereto have accumulated additional

assets and obligations during this marriage.

With respect to

the insurance and retirement accounts (with the exception of
the IRA accounts), the Court has determined that current cash
surrender values are the appropriate fair market value for
said items so that all assets are being valued at a present
value.

The Court has also taken the stipulated values of the

two (2) residences and subtracted the indebtedness thereon in
order to award the equity

in the property

subject to the

indebtedness thereon. With that explanation, the Court awards
said assets and liabilities as follows:
(A)

To the Plaintiff:

(1)

B r e i n h o l t Music

$100,000.00

(2)

The new home ( s u b j e c t t o t h e indebtedness)
$13,000.00(equity)

(3)

Neil's IRA

$ 16,636.00 (future value)

(4)

Neil's 401(k)

(5)

Pickup, subject to debt $8,000.00 (equity)

(6)

The Van

(7)

Spitfire

(8)

Insurance (cash surrender value) $1,700. 00
10

$1,603.00 (present value)

$500.00
$1,000.00

(9)

The boat,
thereon

subject

to

the indebtedness
$10,000,00 (equity)

TOTAL
(B)

$152,439.00

To the Defendant:
(1)

The marital residence with lot, subject
to debt
$82,700.00 equity

(2)

Jan's IRA

$16,627.00 (future value)

(3)

Car

$17,000.00

(4)

Scofield lot

(5)

Coins

$7,000.00
$800.00

TOTAL
25.

$124,127.00

The Court finds that each of the parties should

be awarded the personal property in their possession as well
as their personal checking accounts.

The parties also have

substantial cash accounts which include the consolidated money
market

funds

certificates'

(approximately
of

$55,733.00),

deposit, (approximately

the

Zion's

$26,608.68),

the

Washington Federal Account (approximately $5,753.00) and the
Carbon Credit Union Account

(approximately $245.58), for a

total of $88,340.26 together with any accumulated

interest.

NEIL shall be reimbursed $2,400.00 from said accounts for his
appraisal expenses on the two (2) homes and his appraisal of
the business.

He shall also be awarded* the full amount of any

additional taxes which he paid for the family on April 15,
1994, if any ($919.00).

JAN shall receive the next $28,312.00

from those cash accounts. The remaining balance of $56,709.26
(88,340.26
together

-

with

2,400.00
any

-

919.00

interest

-

28,312.00

accumulated

11

=

thereon

56,709.26)
shall

be

equally

divided

specifically

between

does

not

the parties hereto.
award

anything

to

The Court

NEIL

for

the

unauthorized expenditures by JAN from the accounts or for the
disproportionate division of furniture and furnishings which
favor JAN.

The Court will award those to JAN as additional

assistance to her.
26.

Because of the long duration of the marriage,

JAN#S employment history and the ages of the children, the
Court finds that this is an appropriate case for indefinite
alimony. NEIL'S alimony obligation is based on the assumption
that he will be earning $3 6,000.00 per year from BREINHOLT
MUSIC and that JAN will be earning $6,000.00 per year from her
personal earnings and investment returns at least as soon as
the youngest child starts school in the fall.

Although JAN

could support the family for some time on the property she has
received in this distribution, she should not be required to
do so as long as NEIL is profitably employed. The Court finds
that NEIL can reasonably pay and that JAN will reasonably need
the sum of $500.00 per month which will equalize the income
of the parties after taxes and child support obligations are
taken into consideration.

Said alimony shall commence with

the month of April, 1994 and shall continue each and every
month thereafter unless terminated automatically by remarriage
or death or terminated by the Court pursuant to statute.
27.

The Court finds that the Defendant desires to

resume the use of her maiden name and, therefore, her prior
name of JAN SIAPERAS is hereby restored to her.
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28.

NEIL is ordered to maintain medical insurance

for the benefit of the minor children.

Each party is ordered

to pay one-half (h) of all reasonable and necessary medical,
dental and/or optical expense which is incurred on behalf of
the minor children and which is not paid for by a policy of
insurance.
29.

The Court finds that each of the parties have

received substantial distributions by way of cash and property
and that each party has sufficient funds to pay his or her
respective Court costs and attorney's fees in this matter.
The Court having entered the foregoing Findings of
Fact now concludes as follows:
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

Jurisdiction is proper before this Court.

2.

The Plaintiff is granted a divorce from the

3.

The Defendant is awarded the care, custody and

Defendant.

control of the two (2) minor children of the parties, namely,
ANDREA JANIEL BREINHOLT, born May 17, 1982 and JULIA ELESE
BREINHOLT, born February 17, 1989 subject to the Plaintiffs
rights of reasonable and liberal visitation.

In the event

that the parties are unable to agree on a visitation schedule,
then either party may notify the other, by placing such
notification in writing, that future visitations shall be
governed

by the Statutory

Visitation Guidelines

hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A.
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attached

4.

Plaintiff is ordered to pay to the Defendant

the sum of -$230,50 per month per child for a total of-$461.00
per month for and as child support for the two (2) minor
children of the parties until said children reach the age of
eighteen (18) years or through the month of their regularly
scheduled graduation from high school, which ever date is
later*.

Said child support shall be payable at the rate of

one-half (h) of said support on or before the 5th day of the
month and one-half (h) of said support.on or before the 20th
day of the month and shall commence with the month of April,
1994,
5.

Defendant is granted an order to withhold and

deliver to be utilized in the event that the Plaintiff becomes
delinquent in the child support obligations ordered herein.
As long as the Plaintiff is current in his child support
obligations, no withholding order shall be utilized.
6.

The Plaintiff is ordered to maintain medical

insurance

for the benefit of the minor children of the

parties.

Each party is ordered to pay one-half (h)

of all

reasonable and necessary medical, dental, and/or optical
expense occurred on behalf of a minor child which is not paid
for by a policy of insurance.
7.

The

Plaintiff

is

ordered

to

pay

to

the

Defendant the sum of $500.00 per month for and as alimony
until said alimony is automatically terminated by remarriage
or death or unless terminated
statute.

by the Court pursuant to

Said alimony shall be payable at the rate of one-

14

half (h)

of said sum on or before the 5th of the month and

one-half (h)

of said sum on or before the 20th of the month

and shall commence with the month of April, 1994.
8.

The parties hereto have accumulated

certain

real and personal property, subject to indebtedness thereon,
and said property and debts should be allocated as follows:
(A)

(b)

To the Plaintiff:
(1)

Breinholt Music, together with its
assets, inventory and obligations.

(2)

The
new
home,
indebtedness.

(3)

NEIL'S IRA account in the
approximately $16,636.00.

(4)

The pickup, van and spitfire.

(5)

The life insurance currently
effect on the Plaintiff's life.

(6)

The boat, subject to the indebtedness
thereon.

(7)

The sum of $2,400.00 for and as
reimbursement for appraisals and the
sum $919.00 for and as reimbursement
for the family taxes from the cash
accounts before division of same; and

(8)

One-half (h) of all of the remaining
cash accounts after payment of JAN # S
property
settlement
as
outlined
below.

(9)

All of the personal belongings,
household goods and personal property
in his possession.

subject

to

its

sum of

in

To the Defendant:
(1)

The marital
residence and
lot,
subject to the indebtedness thereon.

(2)

JAN'S IRA in the sum of approximately
$16,627.00.
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(3)

The car.

(4)

The Scofield lot.

(5)

The coins.

(7)

All
of
the
household
goods,
furniture, fixtures and appliances
located in the marital residence.

(8)

The withdrawals she made from the
accounts made during the separation
of the parties.

(9)

All of the personal property in JAN'S
possession as of the date hereof.
j

i .

(10) The sum of $28,312.00 for and as a
property
settlement
payment
to
equalize the division of the assets.
(11) One-half (h) of the remaining cash
in the cash accounts.
9.

Each party is ordered to assume and pay the

outstanding obligations associated with the assets awarded to
them and hold the other party harmless therefrom.
is

ordered

to

obligations

assume

incurred

and

pay

after

his

the

Each party

or

her

own debts

and

date

of

separation

on

November 1, 1992 and hold the other harmless therefrom.
10.

The Defendant's prior name of JAN SIAPERAS is

hereby restored to her.
11.

Each

party

is

order

to

pay

his

or

her

respective Court costs and attorney's fees in this matter.
DATED this

day of June, 1994.

LYLE R. ANDERSON
District Court Judge
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EXHIBIT B
IN THE
CARBON

SEVENTH

vinnu

DISTRICT COURT*"

COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

s::\ \u %

C T t T'.'T'.f

"f T?T

CHILD SUPPORT OBCiG^TION ^WORKSHEET
SN NEIL BREINHOLT.
vs.
Civil No. 934710123
5. BREINHOLT,

Mother

Father

nter the combined number of natural and
dopted children of this mother and father.
nter the father's and mother's gross monthly
ncome. Refer to Instructions for definition
f income.

Combined
2

$1000.00

$3500.00

$1000.00

$3500.00

nter previously
ordered
alimony that
is
ctually paid. (Do not enter alimony ordered
or this case.)
nter previously ordered child support.
(Do
ot enter Obligations ordered for the children
n this case.)
ptional: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the
hildren in Present Home Worksheet for either
arent.
ubtract Line 2b, 2c, and 2d from 2a. This is
he Adjusted Monthly Gross for child support
urposes.
ake the COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the
amber of children in Line 1 to the Support
able.
Find
the
Base
Combined
Support
bligation.

$4500.00

$ 802.000

ivide each parent's adjusted monthly gross in
ine 3 by the COMBINED adjusted monthly gross
n Line 3.

22 %

78 %

altiply Line 4 by Line 5 for each parent to
btain each parent's share of the Base Support
bligation.

$176.00

$493.00

nter
the
children's
portion
of
monthly
adical and dental insurance premiums paid to
isurance company.

$

$160.00

iter the monthly work or training related
lild care expense for the children in Line 1.

i,

9,
0.
1.

BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD
Bring down the amount in Line 6 for the obligor parent.

$

626.00

Adjusted Base Child Support Award.
Subtract the obligor's Line 7 from Line 9.

$

466.00

Adjusted Base Child Support Award per Child
Divide Line 10 by Line 1.

$_

233.00

2.

CHILD CARE AWARD
Multiply Line 8 by 50 to obtain obligor's share of child
care expense. Add to Line 10 only when expense is actually
incurred.
$_

ER

$42,000.00/12 = $3,500

ER

$12,000.00/12 = $1,000

Decree of Divorce
/s/ June 10, 1994
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JOANE PAPPAS WHITE #3445
Attorney for Plaintiff
Fifth Street Plaza, Suite 1
475 East Main Street
Price, Utah 84501
Telephone: (801) 637-0177
IN THE SEVENTH DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
CARBON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
STEVEN NEIL BREINHOLT,
)
]
]

Plaintiff,
Vs.
JAN E. BREINHOLT,

DECREE OF DIVORCE

i Civil No. 934710123

Defendant.
The above-entitled matter came on regularly for
trial before the Court on March 7, 1994 and April 1 4 - 1 5 ,
1994, the Honorable LYLE R. ANDERSON, District Court Judge,
presiding.

Plaintiff was personally present and represented

by his attorney, JOANE PAPPAS WHITE. Defendant was personally
present and represented by her attorney, !•• G. CUTLER.

The

Court received sworn testimony and exhibits from each of the
parties,

took

the

Memorandum Decision.

matter

under

advisement

and

wrote a

The Court having been fully advised in

the premises and having entered the foregoing Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law now, therefore,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as
follows:
1.

Jurisdiction is proper before this Court.

2.

The Plaintiff is granted a divorce from the

3.

The Defendant is awarded the care, custody and

Defendant.

control of the two (2) minor children of the parties, namely,
ANDREA JANIEL BREINHOLT, born May 17, 1982 and JULIA ELESE

BREINHOLT, born February 17, 1989 subject to the Plaintiff's
rights of reasonable and liberal visitation.

In the event

that the parties are unable to agree on a visitation schedule,
then either party may notify the other, by placing such
notification in writing, that future visitations shall be
governed

by the Statutory Visitation

Guidelines

attached

hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A.
4.

Plaintiff is ordered to pay to the Defendant

the sum of $23 0»50 por month por child for a-total of $4 61.00
per month for and as child support for the two (2) minor
children of the parties until said children reach the age of
eighteen (18) years or through the month of their regularly
scheduled graduation from high school, which ever date is
laterr

Said child support shall be payable at the rate of

one-half (h) of said support on or before the 5th day of the
month and one-half (h) of said support on or before the 20th
day of the month and shall commence with the month of April,
1994.
5.

Defendant is granted an order to withhold and

deliver to be utilized in the event that the Plaintiff becomes
delinquent in the child support obligations ordered herein.

2

AS long as the Plaintiff is current in his child

support

obligations, no withholding order shall be utilized,
6.

The Plaintiff is ordered to maintain medical

insurance

for

parties.

Each .party is ordered to pay one-half (h)

reasonable

the

and

benefit

necessary

of

the

medical,

minor

children

dental;

and/or

of

the

of all
optical

expense occurred on behalf of a minor child which is not paid
for

by a policy of insurance.
7.

The

Plaintiff

is

ordered

to

pay

to

the

Defendant the sum of $500.00 per month for and as aliraony
until said aliraony is autoraaticaliy terminated by remarriage
or

death

or

unless

terminated fc>y the

Court

pursuant

to

statute.

Said alimony shall be payable at the rate of one-

half (h)

of said sura on or before the 5th of the raonth and

one-half (h)

of said sura on or before the 20th of the raonth

and shall commence with the month of April, 1994.,
8.

The parties hereto have accumulated

certain

real and personal property, subject to indebtedness thereon,
and said property and debts should be allocated as follows:
(A)

To the Plaintiff:
(1)

Breinholt Music, together with its
assets, inventory and obligations.

(2)

The
new home,
indebtedness.

(3)

NEIL'S IRA account in the sura of
approximately $16,636.00.

(4)

The pickup, van and spitfire.

(5)

The life insurance currently
effect on the Plaintiff's life.

3

subject

to

its

in

(b)

(6)

The boat, subject to the indebtedness
thereon.

(7)

The sum of $2,400,00 for and as
reimbursement for appraisals and the
sum $919.00 for and as reimbursement
for the family taxes from the cash
accounts before division of same; and

(8)

One-half (h) of all of the remaining
cash accounts after payment of JAN # S
property
settlement
as
outlined
below.

(9)

All of the personal belongings,
household goods and personal property
in his possession.

To the Defendant:
(1)

The marital
residence and lot,
subject to the indebtedness thereon.

(2)

JAN'S IRA in the sum of approximately
$16,627.00.

(3)

The car.

(4)

The Scofield lot.

(5)

The coins.

(7)

All
of
the
household
goods,
furniture, fixtures and appliances
located in the marital residence.

(8)

The withdrawals she made from the
accounts made during the separation
of the parties.

(9)

All of the personal property in JAN'S
possessionia? of the date hereof.

(10) The sum of $28,312.00 for and as a
property
settlement
payment
to
equalize the division of the assets.
(11) One-half (h) of the remaining cash
in the cash accounts.
9.

Each party is ordered to assume and pay the

outstanding obligations associated with the assets awarded to

4

them and hold the other party harmless therefrom•

Each party

is ordered to assume and pay his or her own debts and
obligations

incurred

after

the

date

of

separation

on

November 1, 1992 and hold the other harmless therefrom.
10•

The Defendant's prior name of JAN SIAPERAS is

hereby restored to her.
11.

Each

party

is

order

to

pay

his

or

her

respective Court costs and attorney's fees in this matter.
. lf\^f
J W SEDATED this/fj^h day of May, 1994.

EYLE'R. ANDERSON
fcFstrict Court Judge
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L. G. CUTLER, #0789
Attorney for Defendant
560 East 200 South, Suite 220
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
Telephone: (801) 355-1896
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IN AND FOR
CARBON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
STEVEN NEIL BREINHOLT,
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Plaintiff,
JAN E. BREINHOLT,
Defendant.

DEFENDANT'S OBJECTIONS TO
PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED
DECREE OF DIVORCE AND
FINDINGS OF FACT
Civil No.

934710123

Judge Lyle R. Anderson
(ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED)

Defendant, by and through her counsel of record, hereby files
the following objections to plaintiff's proposed Decree of Divorce
and Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, pursuant to Rule 4504, Code of Judicial Administration.
Defendant
categories.

objections

are

generally

outlined

in

three

First, vague or inconsistent references to economic

values associated with the parties income, expenses, and standard
of living that result in insufficient findings of fact.

Second,

nonexistent values that should be assessed to the parties7 income,
expenses, standard of living, and assets awarded to the parties.
Third,

additional

verbiage

contained

in

plaintiff's

proposed

pleadings not contained in the Court's memorandum decision.
Therefore, the Defendant submits the following objections:

Findings of Fact
Paragraph 7.

(a)

The memorandum decision refers initially

to Neil as owner but makes several references to "their aggressive
use of the business to pay expenses".

The plaintiff's proposed

Findings takes the Court's term of art "Neil has owned" and
compounds
business.
bank

it

to

Neil's

exclusive

ownership

of

the parties'

The exhibits on file are uncontroverted, all business

accounts were

joint accounts.

Neil's testimony

always

referred to the business effort during4 the marriage as "ours",
"we",

or

"us".

The

Court's

Memorandum

Decision

correctly

designates the business as a joint asset acquired by their joint
effort during the marriage.

The plaintiff's proposed pleadings

eliminates the defendant's ownership interest in Breinholt Music.
(b)

The plaintiff inappropriately attempts to add a finding

in this paragraph "...their frugality during the marriage".

Such

terminology is absent from the Memorandum Decision. Such a finding
also attempts to establish a standard of living without addressing
the actual expenses incurred by either of the parties during the
marriage or after the separation.
Paragraph 8.

The Court's Memorandum opinion and the Findings

of Fact are unclear.

The Court states the "...valuation of

Breinholt Music...affects...child

support and alimony..."

Findings of Fact compound this inconsistency.

The

The Court's

valuation of the business is low enough to be offset with the
liquid assets available for distribution between the parties.
Therefore, the plaintiff is not required to invade the business
2

assets to pay defendant for any purpose (alimony, child support, or
Jan's interest in the business).

Paragraph 8 as proposed is not a

finding of fact.
Paragraph

9.

This

paragraph

should

simple

state

"The

appraisers agreed on the methods to value the business. (The Court
should also make a finding as to the method the Court used in
making

it's valuation.)

The differences between

the values

established by the appraisers are based upon a dispute regarding
the reasonable compensation for Neil's services and assumptions
regarding personal expenses paid as business expenses. Reasonable
compensation for Neil's services to Breinholt Music is $36,000.00
per year.

In addition to Neil's compensation, during the marriage

the parties spent approximately $

per year out of the

business on personal expenses."
Paragraph 10.

(a) This proposed paragraph radically departs

from the Court's Memorandum opinion.
p. 3)

(See, Memorandum Decision,

This paragraph should state, "Breinholt Music is also

difficult to value due to its most significant asset "Rent-to-Own".
The business history shows that a large share of those payments
will be made but they are subject to uncertainty, some collections
costs, and are not easily liquidated."

The language proposed by

plaintiff adds several comments not contained in the Memorandum
Decision. It is the defendant's preference that the Court actually
state an assessed value for this asset.

The Court should also

state the reduced value of the business's most significant asset
after the adjustments are made as referred to in the Court's
3

decision.
(b)
value

Plaintiff's attempt to add findings regarding reduced

to the

decision.

"Rent-to-Own"

This

is

is not contained

particularly

flagrant

in the Court's

where

plaintiff's

appraisal was less than 8 weeks old at the time of the conclusion
of the trial.
Paragraph 11. None of the language contained in this proposed
Finding of Fact is contained in the Court's decision. Paragraph 11
should simply conclude with the Court's valuation of the business
at $100,000.00 based upon the above findings.
Paragraph 12.

(a)

This paragraph should read as follows,

"Jan contends the parties have always received income from the
business "off the books" by failing to register instrument repairs
on the books and removing the resulting cash at the end of the day.
Jan contends she followed this practice when running the store
until 1988.

Jan contends it generated approximately, $50.00 per

day. Neil disputes the practice ever occurred. The Court makes no
finding on whether or not the practice occurred earlier, however,
the Court finds such a practice does not now occur due to the
current records currently maintained by store employees.

Those

records also show the dollar amount would be far below what Jan
contends.
(b)

The plaintiff's proposed language in the last sentence of

paragraph 12 is not included in the Court's Memorandum Decision.
Paragraph 13.

This

paragraph

should

include

a

finding

regarding the amount of personal expenses aggressively paid from
4

the parties' business funds,
paragraph 9).

(See. Discussion above regarding

This finding should also be included in the value of

the business.
Paragraph 14.

(See, Discussion Above, Paragraph 10 (a) and

(b).)
Paragraph 15. None of the representations contained in this
proposed finding of fact is contained in the Court's Memorandum
Decision.
Paragraph 16.

(a)

Plaintiff's proposed language including

Neil's opinion, qualifications, Carbon County economic conditions,
and reduced values are all objectionable to defendant.
(b) The Court should make a finding to establish the dollar
amount of the "...balance of earnings or cash flow..." to be
considered a return on the investment.
Paragraph 17.

(a)

Plaintiff's proposed finding assumes

several conclusions by the Court not contained in the Memorandum
Decision.
(b)

(e.g.hours per week at each job location)
The defendant's appraiser established Neil's reasonable

compensation to be $36,000.00 per year.
adopted by the Court.

This is the finding

(See, Court's Memorandum Decision, p. 3 and

4) Therefore, plaintiff's assumptions regarding hours per week are
inconsistent with this finding.
(c)

The

Court's

reference

in

its

footnote

(Memorandum

Decision, p. 4) should be included in the Conclusions of Law and
not a Finding of Fact. The Court should make a specific Finding of
Fact regarding the amount of income earned by Mr. Breinholt as a
5

County

Commissioner.

(Approximately

$21,000.00

per

year)

Finally, the court should make a Conclusion of Law excluding the
Carbon County income in determining alimony, if that was the intent
of the footnote cited above.
Paragraph 18.

Paragraph 18 should include a finding for the

dollar amount identified by the Court as "...the balance of
earnings or cash flow are return on investment..." above the
$36,000.00 identified as Neil's income.

(Also see. Paragraph 16,

above)
Paragraph 19.

(a)

Plaintiff adds several statements and

findings that are not included in the Court's Memorandum Decision.
The court only states it "...anticipates that Jan will move into
the labor market in the next few years..." All additional language
supplied by plaintiff is unsupported in the Court's decision.
(b)

To the extent the Court may agree with the plaintiff's

proposed language, specific findings should be made regarding the
"anticipated earnings", the dollar amount for investment income she
will obtain from the assets awarded to her, and similarly Neil's
anticipated investment income from the assets awarded him.

This

would also have to include a definition of "...a reasonable rate of
return..." as claimed in plaintiff's proposed language.
Paragraph 21. Although plaintiff's mathematical calculations
are correct, child support should be $386.00 per month.

As

presently worded, ($193.00 per child) the Decree and Findings would
permit a reduction in child support by one-half upon the oldest
reaching 18.

This violates Utah Code Ann. §78-45-7.7(3).
6

Paragraph 22.
objectionable.

Plaintiff's

puffing

in

this

finding

is

More specifically, the language "...without being

required to do so by a Court order..."
Paragraph 24.

The appropriate valuation for the insurance

policies and the annuities that Mr. Breinholt anticipated keeping
and was awarded should be the current value, not surrender value.
Paragraph 25.

(a)

The Court made no reference in its

decision that the division of personal property had a specific
value, a greater benefit to Jan, or was to provide her "additional
assistance".
Paragraph 26.

(a)

Alimony should be based upon the total

income received by Neil from (1) his earned wages ($36,000.00), (2)
the balance of the cash flow from Breinholt Music in excess of the
$36,000.00 (identified as return on investment/an joint investment
created during the marriage), and (3) County Commission wages
($21,000.00/yr).

The findings should include reasons for not

including all income available to Mr. Breinholt.
(b)

If the Court desires to include the date when the

youngest child's starts school, she will begin kindergarten for
half day sessions Fall, 1994, and 1st grade in Fall, 1995.
Conclusions of Law
Paragraph 9.

Plaintiff's unilateral addition to the Court's

decision regarding payment of post separation debts is wholly
without support in the Memorandum Decision.
Defendant submits the same objections for the Plaintiff's
Proposed Decree of Divorce and requests the Court permit the
7

defendant to prepare an alternative set of Findings after the Court
rules and clarifies the above stated questions.
DATED this

3/

day of May, 1994.

OL. G. CUTLER
Attorney for Defendant

MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Defendant's Objection to Plaintiff's Proposed
Findings of Fact and Decree of Divorce, by first class mail,
postage prepaid, on this 3'

day of May, 1994, to Joane Pappas

White, Attorney for Plaintiff, 475 East Main Street, Price, Utah
84501.
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June 6 ,

1994

Jl'H-S Sk
SEVENTH DISTRICT COURT
STATuC;" UTAH

IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR CARBON COUNTY
STATE OP UTAH

STEVEN NEIL BREINHOLT,
RULING ON OBJECTIONS
TO PROPOSED FINDING
AND DECREE

Plaintiff,
ir

V•

'.Case No. 934710123
Judge Lyle R. Anderson

JAN E. BREINHOLT,
Defendant.

The Court has received and considered Defendant's
Objections to Plaintiff's Proposed Decree of Divorce and Findings
of Fact (the "Objection").

Before receiving the Objection, the

Court had already made substantial changes to the findings
proposed by plaintiff and delivered the edited findings and
decree to counsel for plaintiff.

Those changes made by the Court

addressed several of the objections raised by defendant and to
that extent, the objections have been accepted by the Court.
Defendant objects to other language not found in the
memorandum decision.

It is not always, possible for the Court to

address each contention of the parties in a memorandum decision
and it is accordingly permissible for the party assigned the
responsibility of preparing the findings to flesh out the bare
bones of the decision when preparing the findings.

The other

party is certainly free to object to that "fleshing out".
additional language not eliminated by the Court during its

That

BREINHOLT v. BREINHOLT
RULING ON OBJECTION TO
PROPOSED FINDING AND DECREE
Page 2

editing of the proposed findings and decree is appropriate, and
the Objection is overruled with regard to those additions.

To

facilitate understanding of the reasoning behind the memorandum
decision, the Court supplements the decision as follows:
1.

The Court declines to fix an amount for expenses

aggressively deducted by the Breinholtslon their income tax
returns.

In valuing the business, the Court considered all of

the evidence on that issue, including the appraisals and the
testimony of the parties about the health of the business and the
general economy.
2.

The income of a small business is attributable to

two primary components:

1) the efforts of the owner, and

2) the capital invested by the owner.

That portion of the income

attributable to the efforts of the owner is earned income and is
properly taken into account in setting support obligations.
is what the owner earns by the "sweat of the brow11.

It

The portion

of income attributable to the capital investment can be
capitalized to arrive at a value for the, business.

This is the

primary method employed by the appraisers and the Court in
valuing the business.
3.

In setting alimony, the Court considered only the

income that each party may be expected to earn "by the sweat of
the brow".

Since marital assets were divided equally, and

neither party has substantial non-marital property, investment or

BREINHOLT v. BREINHOLT
RULING ON OBJECTION TO
PROPOSED FINDING AND DECREE
Page 3

"unearned" income is presumed to be equal, insubstantial in
comparison with "earned11 income, and excluded from the alimony
calculations.
4.

Utah law is clear that the Court should consider

only the income from the equivalent of one full-time job in
setting child support, Section 78-45-7.5(2), Utah Code (1993).
This Court believes the policy behind that rule applies with even
greater force in consideration of alimony.

Accordingly, the

Court did not consider plaintiff's earnings of $21,000 per year
from his second job in setting alimony.
The Court recognizes that it erred in basing child
support only on the expected earned income of the parties.

The

Court finds that each party can expect to receive $6,000 per year
in unearned actual or imputed income from property awarded under
the decree.

Counsel for plaintiff is accordingly directed to

modify the child support to a total $621.00 per month, less
$160.00 per month for the children's health insurance.
Except as noted above, the Objection is overruled.
DATED the 3rd day of June, 1994.

Uyle R. Anderson, District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that on June 3, 1994, I mailed a true and correct
copy of the foregoing RULING ON OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED FINDING
AND DECREE, postage prepaid, to the following:
L.G. Cutler
560 East 200 South, Suite 220
Salt Lake City, UT 84102

Joane Pappas White
475 East Main Street
J>rice, UT 84501

1990 State and Federal
Income Tax Return
Plaintiff's Exhibit 1
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I 1 U 4 U

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return' U^SJU

Label

Your first name and initial

(See page 9.)

security number

So.

Spouse's social security number

U

fj 5 * H I Q& \Q2J>1

Hi

Apt. no.

Home address (number and street). (If you have a P.O. box, see page 9.)

Z(oS

IPO

Ea-SJ-

City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code. (If you have a foreign address, see page 9.)

•

V

*. 11) Hour
Last name

If • |oint return, spouse's first name and initial

Use IRS label.
Otherwise,
please print
or type.

Presidential v -—
Election Campaign

Last name

AJ

(See
Instructions
on page 8.)

OMB No. 1545-0074

, 1990.endu

For the year Jan.-Oec. 31,1990. or other tax year beginning

J.

Yes

Do you w a n t $ 1 to go to this fund?
If joint return, does your spouse w a n t $ 1 to go t o this fund?

For Privacy Act and ^ f c '
Paperwork Reduction ^ "
Act Notice;it*bW^?^
Instructions.
No

No

Yes

Note: Checking "Yes" will
not change your tax or
reduce your refund.

Single. (See page 10 to find out if you can file as head of household.)

Filing Status

Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)

^

. ^ -.*; . ^

Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here. •

• Check only
one box

,

Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 10.) If the qualifying person is your child but not your dependent,
enter this child's name here. •
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (year spouse died • 19
6a

Exemptions
b

(See
Instructions
on page
10.)

0

Yourself

(2) Check
if under
age 2

-

; - 7 l : 3 M 3 1 dw<\\*\ev

IT.

:
:
:
:
:

IT-

fXI

•

(5) No. of months
lived in your home
in 1990

(4) Dependent's'
relationship to you

(3) If ige 2 or older, dependent's
social security number

:
:
;
:
:

Attach
Copy B of your
Forms W-2. VV-2G.
and W-2P here.
If you do not
have a W-2. see
page 8.

Attach check or
money order on
top of any Forms
W-2. W-2G. or
W-2P

No. of other
'dependents on 6c

Adjusted
Gross Income

T

8a

.

4 t r7f

b Tax-exempt interest income (see page 13). DON'T include on line Bal 8b
9

Dividend income (also attach Schedule B if over $400)

16a Total IRA distributions .

16a

. 1 6 b Taxable amount (see page 14)

10
11
12
13
14
15
16b

17a Total pensions and annuities

IZlL

. 1 7 b Taxable amount (see page 14)

17b

10
11
12
13
14
15

18

Taxable refunds of state and local income taxes, if any, from worksheet on page 14
Alimony received

et.

Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule C)

„

.......,

u

Capital gain or (loss) (attach Schedule D)

....

v

:

Other gains or (losses) (attach Form 4797)

.

.

Rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. (attach Schedule E)

19

Farm income or (loss) (attach Schedule F)

20

Unemployment compensation (insurance) (see page 16)
. 1 21a \

,

*•***:

Capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (see page 14)

21a Social security benefits.

(See
Instructions
on page 17.)

•Add numbers
L J . .entered on
. .
lines above •

Wages, salaries, tips, etc. (attach Form(s) W-2)

8a Taxable interest income (also attach Schedule B if over $400) .

22
23

Adjustments
to Income

No. of your
children on 6c
who:
- • .lived with you
^•didn't live with
.you due to.
V divorce or "
.separation (sot
page 11)/. .. ;

w

d If your child didn't live with you but is claimed as your dependent under a pre-1985 agreement.check here •
e Total number of exemptions claimed
V . .

Income

checked on 6a
and 6b .

_
•
* return, do not check box 6a. But be sure to check the box on line 33b on page 2
L S Spouse

«4v\dr«Aw Br/.viUeUr
TuAiO* ^ ! v s U < l +

7

No. of boxes

If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent on his or her tax

c Dependents:
(1) Name (first, initial, and last name)

If more than 6
dependents, see
Instructions on
page 1 1 .

—
——,
). (See page 10.)

.

.

,

.

.

. . . , „ r <,.

wf

....
.

. . . . .

L _ 2 1 b Taxable amount (see page 16)

Other income (list type and amount—see page 16)
Add the amounts shown in the far right column for lines 7 through 22. This is your total Income
.

24a

loco

b Spouse's IRA deduction, from applicable worksheet on page 17 or 18

.

24b

2 - t OOP

31

Self-employed health insurance deduction, from worksheet on page 18

26

Keogh retirement plan and self-employed SEP deduction

27

Alimony paid. Recipient's SSN •

18
19
21b
22

•

23

H3. ) l \

25

One-half of self-employment tax (see page 18)

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings

\tn

20

f

24a Your IRA deduction, from applicable worksheet on page 17 or 18

25
26
27
28
29
30

. .. .

3S

.

.

28

.
:

:

29

Add lines 24a through 2 9 . These are your total adjustments
Subtract line 3 0 from line 23. This is your adjusted gross income. If this amount ts less than
$20,264 and a child lived with you, see page 23 to find out if you can claim the 'Earned Income
Credit" on line 57
, . , •

M, OOP

31

X^^

Form 1040(1990)
Amount from line 3 1 (adjusted gross income)

32

Tax
Computation
If you want IRS
to figure your
tax. see
Instructions on
page 19.

3 3 a Check if:

\.«

D

You were 65 or older D

Blind;

•

Spouse was 65 or older

Add the number of boxes checked above and enter the total here

.

D

c
Si

33b

34'

If you are married filing a separate return and your spouse itemizes deductions, or you
are a dual-status alien, see page 19 and check here
•33c!
Enter the

:

• Your standard deduction (from the chart (or worksheet) on page
2 0 that applies to you), OR

.35
36
37'
38

If you itemize, attach Schedule A and check here.

Subtract line 3 4 from line 3 2

.'

Multiply $ 2 , 0 5 0 by the total number of exemptions claimed on line 6e

.

Enter tax. Check if from: a Q T a x Table, b D
AdditionaltaTeV(^serpage2l)l'Checkiffrom:'a

. ' . * " . ""."."

Tax Rate Schedules, or c D
•

d

Credits

43

4 4 ' General business credit. Check if from:

b D

.

.

3,8*1

.

Form4972 , ' .'

Form 3 8 0 0 or

•b D

Form (specify)

Credit for pnor year minimum tax (attach Form 8801)

42

.

.

.

.

44

.

45
46

4 6 — A d d lines 4 1 through 45
. . .
4 7 ' Subtract line 4 6 from line 4 0 . (If line 4 6 is more than line 4 0 , enter - 0 - . ) ,

47

4 8 ' - Self-employment tax (attach Schedule SE)

48

49

Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251)

50

Recapture taxes (see page 22). Check if from: a D

b D

Tax on an IRA or a qualified retirement plan (attach Form 5329)

.

.

,• ,

51

;

52
53

,

54

Federal income tax withheld (If any is f r o m Form(s) 1 0 9 9 ,

56
57
58
59
60
61
62

1990 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1989 return

56

Earned Income credit (see page 23)

57

Amount paid with Form 4 8 6 8 (extension request)

58

Excess social security tax and RRTA tax withheld (see page 24)

59
60
61

check • • )

*UklL

55

"Credit for Federal tax on fuels (attach Form 4136)
Regulated investment company credit (attach Form 2439)

.

.

Add lines 55 through 6 1 . These are your t o t a l payments .

.

.

63

If line 6 2 is more than line 5 4 , enter amount OVERPAID .

.

.

64

Amount of line 63 to be REFUNDED TO YOU

65

Amount of line 63 to be APPLIED TO YOUR 1991 ESTIMATED TAX >

67

50

Form 8 6 1 1 ,

.

55

66

S.^IO

49
Form 4 2 5 5

53
Advance earned income credit payments from Form W-2
5 4 - -Add lines 4 7 through 5 3 . This is your t o t a l tax

Paid
Preparer's
Use Only

,

43

Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116)

a D

52'

Keep a copy
of this return
for your
records.

\y

41

2441)

.

5 1 . Social security tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137)

Sign
Here

.

3 6 2,\

(See
Instructions
on page 21.)

Refund or
Amount
You Owe

1S.HT

Add lines 3 8 and 39

42. . C r e d i t for the elderly or the disabled (attach Schedule R)

Attach Forms
W-2. W-2G,
andW-2Pto
front.

3~oo

.

Form 8615 (see page;
1

Form'4970

1\(>1\

. , . . ' . ' . . .

Taxable Income; Subtract line 3 6 from line 3 5 . (If line 3 6 is more than line 3 5 . enter - 0 - } ,'

' 4 1 . ; Credit for child and dependent care expenses (attach Form

45*

•• D -

;
,

(If any is from Form(s) 8 8 1 4 ; enter that amount here •
39
40

StH5Q

• Your itemized deductions (from Schedule A, line 27).

of:

Payments

Blind.."
33a

.

is b If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent, check here

larger

Other
Taxes

3*1. n»)

"

1 ^ .

n^bu
63

65

If line 5 4 is more than line 6 2 , enter A M O U N T YOU OWE. Attach check or money order for full
• amount payable to "Internal Revenue Service/' Write your name, address, social security number,
daytime phone number, and " 1 9 9 0 Form 1 0 4 0 " on i t . .
Estimated tax penalty (see page 25)

1 67 1

1

Under penalties of penury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and belief,
they are true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.
Your signature

Date

Your occupation

Spouse's signature («f joint return, BOTH must sign)

Date

Spouse's occupation

Preparer's
signature

Date

•

Firm's name (or yours
if self-employed) and
address

•

Check if
self-employed

•

Preparer's social security no.

El. No
ZIP code
* U S Government Printing Offlcr 1900 - 2*5-152

Schedule A—Itemized Deductions

SCHEDULES A&B
(Form 1040)

OMB No. 1545-0074

1 90

(Schedule B is on back)

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service (0)
Name(s) shown on Form 1040

Attachment
Sequence No. 0 7

• Attach to Form 1040. • See Instructions for Schedules A and B (Form 1040).

Your social security number

ft*€|Aol*

* T<\*

Caution: Do not include expenses reimbursed or paid by others.
Medical and dental expenses. (See page 27 of the Instructions.)
Enter amount from Form 1040, line 32
. 1 2 I
[_

Medical and
Dental Expenses

Multiply the amount on line 2 by 7.5% (.075). Enter the result .
Subtract line 3 from line 1. Enter the result. If less than zero, enter -0Taxes You
Paid
(See
Instructions
on page 27.)

5

State and local income taxes

6
7

Real estate taxes
Other taxes. (List—include personal property taxes.)

8

Add the amounts on lines 5 through 7. Enter the total

JL
6
•

Interest You
Paid

9a Deductible home mortgage interest paid to financial institutions and
reported to you on Form 1098. Report deductible points on line 10 . .

(See
Instructions
on page 27.)

b Other deductible home mortgage interest. (If paid to an
individual, show that person's name and address.) •

10

Deductible points. (See Instructions for special rules.)

.

.

.

11

Deductible investment interest (attach Form 4952 if required).
(See page 28.)
12a Personalinterest you paid. (See page 28.) I l 2 a ]
[_
b Multiply the amount on line 12a by 10% (. 10). Enter the result .
13 Add the amounts on lines 9a through 1 1 . and 12b. Enter the total
Caution: If you made a charitable contribution and received a
benefit in return, see page 29 of the Instructions.

Gifts to
Charity
14

Contributions by cash or check

15
16
17

Other than cash or check. (You MUST attach Form 8283 if over $500.)
Carryover from prior year
Add the amounts on lines 14 through 16. Enter the total . . .

Casualty and
Theft Losses

18

Casualty or theft loss(es) (attach Form 4684). (See page 29 of the Instructions.)

Moving
Expenses

19

Moving expenses (attach Form 3903 or 3903F). (See page 30 of the Instructions.).

20

Unreimbursed employee expenses—job travel, union dues, job
education, etc. (You MUST attach Form 2106 if required. See
Instructions.) •

21

Other expenses (investment, tax preparation, safe deposit box,
etc.). List type and amount •

22
23
24
25

Add the amounts on lines 20 and 2 1 . Enter the total
Enter amount from Form 1040, line 32. . 1 23 1

26

Other (from list on page 30 of Instructions). List type and amount

(See
Instructions
on page 29.)

Job Expenses
and Most Other
Miscellaneous
Deductions
(See
Instructions on
page 30 for
expenses to
deduct here.)

Other
Miscellaneous
Deductions

18
•

Multiply the amount on line 23 by 2% (.02). Enter the result. .
Subtract line 24 from line 22. Enter the result. If less than zero, enter - 0 - .

11

25

•

26
Total Itemized
Deductions

27

Add the amounts on lines 4, 8, 13, 1 7 , 1 8 , 19, 25, and 26. Enter the total here. Then
enter on Form 1040, line 34, the LARGER of this total or your standard deduction
from page 20 of the Instructions
•

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.

27
Schedule A (Form 1040) 1990

OMB No. 1545-0074

Schedules A&B (Form 1040) 1990

^ i & i i f i

(See
Instructions
on pages 13
and 30.)

If you received more than $ 4 0 0 in taxable Interest income, or you are claiming the exclusion of interest from
series EE U.S. savings bonds issued after 1989 (see page 3 1 ) , you must complete Part I. List ALL interest received
in Part I. If you received more than $ 4 0 0 In taxabie Interest income, you must also complete Part III. If you received,
as a nominee, interest that actually belongs to another person, or you received or paid accrued interest on
securities transferred between interest payment dates, see page 3 1 .
Amount
Interest Income
Interest income. (List name of payer—If any interest income is from seller-financed
mortgages, see Instructions and list that interest first.) •

J./r;...lvr.-?.^.r: S.P^.JVAVJL
^/>.Y;.)p!f*4...^
!?T.*.&^. s.

±L

Hoi

JL&Jfi

^r.f*. yy!&m

i.frSM
X.ifcl

M,°nH

2

Add the amounts on line 1. Enter the total

3

Enter the excludable savings bond interest, if any, from Form 8815, line 14. Attach
Form 8815 to Form 1040
Subtract line 3 from line 2. Enter the result here and on Form 1040, line 8a . . •

4

(See
instructions on
pages 13 and

am

,

t?^(^i.-..^A^!!!.!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!]

Note: Ifyou
receiveo a Form
1099-INT, Form
1099-010. or
substitute
statement, from
a brokerage firm,
list the firm's
name as the
payer and enter
the total interest
shown on that
form.

Part II
Dividend
Income

f t it.

Attachment
_
Sequence No. 0 8

Schedule B—Interest and Dividend income
Parti
Interest
Income

Page C

Your social security number

Nime(s) shown on Form 1040. (Do not enter name and social security number if shown on other side.)

±L±2^±

If you received more than $ 4 0 0 in gross dividends and/or other distributions on stock, you must complete Parts II
and III. If you received, as a nominee, dividends that actually belong to another person, see page 3 1 .
Amount

Dividend Income
5

Dividend income. (List name of payer—include on this line capital gain distributions,
nontaxable distributions, etc.) •

Note: Ifyou
receivea a Form
1099-DIV,or
substitute
statement, from
a brokerage firm,
list the firm's
name as the
payer and enter
the total
dividends shown
on that form.

5

6
7
8
9
10

Add the amounts on line 5. Enter the total
Capital gain distributions. Enter here and on Schedule D* .
Nontaxable distributions. (See the Inst, for Form 1040, line 9.) .

6
7
8

Add the amounts on lines 7 and 8. Enter the total
. . .
Subtract line 9 from line 6. Enter the result here and on Form 104C). line 9 .

HHi mp
•

.

, •

9
LUL

* If you received capital gain distributions but do not need Schedule D to report any other gams or tosses, *eethe
Instructions for Form 1040, lines 13 and 14.
Part III
Foreign
Accounts
and
Foreign
Trusts
(See
instructions
on page 31.)

If you received more than $ 4 0 0 of interest or dividends, OR if you had a foreign account or were a
grantor of, or a transferor to, a foreign trust, you must answer both questions in Part HI.
11a At any time during 1990, did you have an interest in or a signature or other authority over a financial account
in a foreign country (such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial account)? (See page 31 of
the Instructions for exceptions and filing requirements for Form TDF 90-22.1.)
b If "Yes," enter the name of the foreign country •
12

Were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a foreign trust that existed during 1990, whether or not you have any
beneficial interest in it? If "Yes," you may have to file Form 3520, 3520-A, or 926

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1 0 4 0 Instructions.

Schedule B (Form 1040) 1 9 9 0
*US

Government Printing O M K * 1990 — 265-1 S3

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service (0)

•

Name of proprietor

Attachment _ _
Sequence No. 0 9

Social security number (SSN)

/J.

^

T<XVA.

i.

6^.vW

S2.6

1 \~

tcvi^J

i/Vwb\i

Business name and address fc> .
(include suite or room no.) ^
Accounting method:

Stay*-

Method(s) used to
_
value closing inventory: (1) •

Cost

(2) •

Accrual

_
(2) Lfl Lower of cost
or market

j 1/1

D Employer ID number (Not SSN)

jB Y1«'0* W o V t l * A U 5 > \ (~
^ ; .";_" \ Z V ^

(1) BD Cash

j 1H

B Enter principal business code
(frompage2)^|tf |3 ft | 3

Principal business or profession, including product or service (see Instructions)

C

mo

r r u u i vi LU99 r r u m Duauit
(Sole Proprietorship)
Partnerships, Joint Ventures, Etc., Must File Form 1065.
Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041.
• See Instructions for Schedule C (Form 1040).

(Form 1040)

fti7ioki<Hini'

9 ^ r M

PI

( 3 ) D Other (specify) • .
—
(3) U Other (attach
explanation)

*—•
(4) U Does not apply (if
checked, go to line H)

Yes

6
H
I

Was there any change in determining quantities, costs, or valuations between opening and closing inventory? (If "Yes," attach explanation.)
Are you deducting expenses for business use of your home? (If "Yes," see Instructions for limitations.)
Did you 'materially participate" in the operation of this business during 1990? (If "No," see Instructions for limitations on losses.) . . .

J

If this is the first Schedule C filed for this business, check here

No

±J1

IJJBl^ income
1

Gross receipts or sales. Caution: If this income was reported to you on Form W-2 and the "Statutory
employee* box on that form was checked, see the Instructions and check here

2

Returns and allowances

•

•

3S"f,fr7l

JL
JL

3

Subtract line 2 from line I . E n t e r the result here

4

Cost of goods sold (from line 3 8 on page 2)

5

Subtract line 4 from line 3 and enter the gross profit here

6

Other income, including Federal and state gasoline or fuel tax credit or refund (see Instructions) .

7

Add lines 5 and 6. This is your gross income.

3 5 5,11

im.aiq

4

i\3fsn«l

JL

.

il.SH

Expenses

gfcl

8 Advertising

9

Bad debts from sales or services
(see Instructions)

X2&L
H.Hfio
l^Hfl

Depletion

10
11
12

Depreciation and section 179
expense deduction (not included
in Part III) (see Instructions). . .

13

S.I8H

14

Employee benefit programs (other
than on line 19)

14

15

Insurance (other than health) .

10
11
12

Car and truck expenses (attach Form 4562) .

13

Commissions and fees

.

.

.

.

Supplies (not included in Part III)

23

Taxes and licenses

24

16a
16b

17

Legal and professional services

JLZ.

18

Off ice expense

19

Pension and profit-sharing plans .

.

.

Travel, meals, and entertainment:

a Travel

c Enter 20% of line
24b subject to
limitations (see
Instructions). .
d Subtract line 24c from line 24b
25

16 Interest:
a Mortgage (paid to banks, etc.).
bother

20

Repairs and maintenance

22

b Meals and
entertainment .

.

.

21

Utilities

26 Wages (less jobs credit)
27a Other expenses (list type and amount):

3 tqq

18

H.H33

Rent or lease (see Instructions):
a Vehicles, machinery, and equip. . 20a
b Other business property. . . . 20b

H.iso
27b Total other expenses

28

Add amounts in columns for lines 8 through 27b. These are your total expenses

29

Net profit or (loss). Subtract line 28 from line 7. If a profit, enter here and on Form 1040, line 12. Also enter
the net profit on Schedule SE, line 2 (statutory employees, see Instructions). If a loss, you MUST go on to line
30 (fiduciaries, see Instructions)

30 If you have a loss, you MUST check the box that describes your investment in this activity (see Instructions).
If you checked 30a, enter the loss on Form 1040, line 12, and Schedule SE, line 2 (statutory employees,
see Instructions). If you checked 30b, you MUST attach Form 6198.
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, tee Form 1040 Instructions.

•

.

iO

All investment is at risk.

)d

Some investment is not at risk.

Schedule C (Form 1040) 1990

Schedule C (Form 1040) 1990

Cost of Goods Sold (See Instructions.)
31
32
33
34
35

Inventory at beginning of year. (If different from last year's closing inventory, attach explanation.)
Purchases less cost of items withdrawn for personal use
Cost of labor. (Do not include salary paid to yourself.)
Materials and supplies
Othercosts

36 Add lines 31 through 35
37 Inventory at end of year
38 Cost of goods told. Subtract line 37 from line 36 Enter the result here and on page 1. line 4

31
J2_
33
34
35

•LFmiiTJ Principal Business or Professional Activity Codes

1 CO
H7W
&1/Qil

3, iM

37

l i o
g\fcM
1 8 . S-7T-

38

a m , o<?z

36
.

10
140

Locate the major category that best describes your activity. Within the major category, select the activity code that most closely identifies the business or
profession that is the principal source of your sales or receipts. Enter this 4-digit code on page 1, line B. For example, a grocery store is under the major
category of 'Retail Trade,' and the code is '3210.' (Note: If your prinapal source of income is from farming activities, you should file Schedule F (Form
1040), Farm Income and Expenses.)
267 5 Agent or broker for other firms—
Construction
more than 50% of gross sales on
Code
commission
0018 Operative builders (for own account)
Retail Trade—Selling Goods to
General contractors
Individuals and Households
0034 Residential building
3012 Selling dooMo-door, by telephone
0059 Nonresidential building
or party plan, or from mobile unit
0075 Highway and street construction
3038 Catalog or mail order
3889 Other heavy construction (pipe
3053 Vending machine selling
laying, bndge construction, etc.)

Selling From Showroom,
Store, or Other Fixed Location
Food, beverages, and drugs
0232
0257
3079 Eating places (meats or snacks)
0273
3086 Catering services
0299
3095 Onnking places (alcoholic
0414
beverages)
0430
3210 Grocery stores (general line)
0455
0612 Bakenes selling at retail
0885
3236 Other food stores (meat, produce,
candy, etc)
3251 Liquor stores
3277 Drug stores
Manufacturing, Including
Automotive and service stations
Printing and Publishing
3319 New car dealers (f ranchised)
0638 Food products and beverages
0653 Textile mill products
3335 Used car dealers
0679 Apparel and other textile products
3517 Other automotive dealers
0695 Leather, footware, handbags, etc.
(motorcycles, recreational
0810 Furniture and fixtures
vehicles, etc)
0836 Lumber and other wood products
3533 Tires, accessories, and parts
0851 Printing and publishing
3558 Gasoline service stations
0877 Paper and allied products
General merchandise, apparel,
1032 Stone, day, and glass products
and furniture
1057 Primary metal industries
3715 Vanety stores
1073 Fabncated metal products
3731 Other general merchandise stores
1099 Machinery and machine shops
3756 Shoe stores
1115 Electric and electronic equipment
3772 Men s and boys' clothing stores
1883 Other manufacturing industries
3913 Women's ready-to-wear stores
3921 Women's accessory and specialty
Mining and Mineral Extraction
stores and turners
3939 Family clothing stores
1511 Metal mining
3954 Other apparel and accessory stores
1537 Coal mining
3970 Furniture stores
1552 Oil and gas
3996 TV. audio, and electronics
1719 Quarrying and nonmetallic mining
3988 Computer and software stores
4119 Household appliance stores
Agricultural Services, Forestry, 4317 Other home furnishing stores
(china, floor covenngs, etc )
Fishing
4333 Music and record stores
1933 Crop services
1958 Veterinary services, including pets
Building, hardware, and garden
supply
1974 Livestock breeding
1990 Other animal services
4416 Building matenals dealers
2113 Farm labor and management
4432 Paint, glass, and wallpaper stores
services
4457 Hardware stores
2212 Horticulture and landscaping
4473 Nurseries and garden supply stores
2238 Forestry, except logging
Other retail stores
0836 Logging
2246 Commercial fishing
4614 Used merchandise and antique
2469 Hunting and trapping
stores (except motor vehicle parts)
4630 Gift, novelty, and souvenir shops
4655 Florists
Wholesale Trade—Selling
4671 Jewelry stores
Goods to Other Businesses, E t c 4697 Sporting goods and bicycle shops
4812 Boat dealers
Durable goods. Including
4838 Hobby, toy, and game shops
machinery, equipment, wood,
4853 Camera and photo supply stores
metals, etc
4879 Optical goods stores
2618 Selling for your own account
4895 Luggage and leather goods stores
2634 Agent or broker for other firms—
5017 Book stores, excluding newsstands
more than 50% of gross sales on
5033 Stationery stores
commission
5058 Fabric and needlework stores
Nondurable goods. Including
5074 Mobile home dealers
food, fiber, chemicals, etc.
5090 Fuel dealers (except gasoline)
5884 Other retail stores
2659 Selling for your own account
Building trade contractor*.
Including repairs
Plumbing, heating, air conditioning
Painting and paper hanging
Electrical work
Masonry, dry wall, stone, tile
Carpentenng and flooring
Roofing, siding, and sheet metal
Concrete work
Other building trade contractors
(excavation, glazing, etc.)

7856 Mailing, reproduction, commercial
art and photography, and
stenographic services
5520 Real estate agents or brokers
7872 Computer programming,
5579 Real estate property managers
processing, data preparation,
5710 Subdivides and developers, except
and related services
cemeteries
7922 Computer repair, maintenance,
5538 Operators and lessors of buildings,
and leasing
including residential
7773 Equipment rental and leasing
5553 Operators and lessors of other real
(except computer or automotive)
property
7914 Investigative and protective
5702 Insurance agents or brokers
services
5744 Other insurance services
7880 Other business services
6064 Security brokers and dealers
Personal services
6080 Commodity contracts brokers and
8110 Beauty shops (or beautician)
dealers, and secunty and
8318 Barber shop (or barber)
commodity exchanges
8334 Photographic portrait studios
6130 Investment advisors and services
8532 Funeral services and crematories
6148 Credit institutions and mortgage
8714 Child day care
bankers
8730 Teaching or tutoring
6155 Title abstract offices
8755 Counseling (except health
5777 Other finance and real estate
practitioners)
8771 Ministers and chaplains
Transportation,
6882 Other personal services
Communications, Public
Automotive services
Utilities, and Related Services
8813 Automotive rental or leasing,
6114 Taxicabs
without dnver
6312 Bus and limousine transportation
8839 Parking, except valet
6361 Other highway passenger
8953 Automotive repairs, general
transportation
and specialized
6338 Trucking (except trash collection)
8896 Other automotive services (wash,
6395 Courier or package delivery services]
towing, etc.)
6510 Trash collection without own dump
Miscellaneous repair, except
6536 Public warehousing
computers
6551 Water transportation
6619 Air transportation
9019 TV and audio equipment repair
6635 Travel agents and tour operators
9035 Other electrical equipment repair
6650 Other transportation services
9050 Reupholstery and furniture repair
6676 Communication services
2881 Other equipment repair
6692 Utilities, including dumps,
Medical anq^heatth services
snowplowing, road cleaning, etc.
9217 Offices and clinics of medical
doctors (MDs)
Services (Personal, Professional,
9233 Offices and clinics of dentists
and Business Services)
9258 Osteopathic physicians and
Hotels end other lodging places
surgeons
7096 Hotels, motels, and tounst homes 9241 Podiatrists
9274 Chiropractors
7211 Rooming and boarding houses
9290 Optometrists
7237 Camps and camping parks
9415 Registered and practical nurses
Laundry and cleaning services
9431 Other health practitioners
7419 Coin-operated laundnes and dry
9456 Medical and dental laboratones
9472 Nursing and personal care facilities
cleaning
9886 Other health services
7435 Other laundry, dry cleaning, and
rment services
Amusement and recreational
irpet and upholstery cleaning
services
7476 Janrtonal and related services
8557 Physical fitness facilities
(building, house, and window
9597 Motion picture and
cleaning)
video production
Business and/or personal
9688 Motion picture and tape
services
distribution and allied services
7617 Legal services (or lawyer)
9613 Videotape rental
7633 Income tax preparation
9639 Motion picture theaters
7658 Accounting and bookkeeping
9670 Bowling centers
7518 Engmeenng services
9696 Professional sports and racing,
7682 Architectural services
including promoters and managers
7708 Surveying services
9811 Theatrical performers, musicians,
7245 Management services
agents, producers, and related
7260 Public relations
services
7286 Consulting services
9837 Other amusement and recreational
7716 Advertising, except direct mail
services
7732 Employment agencies and
personnel supply
8888 Unable to classify
7799 Consumer credit reporting and
collection services

Finance, Insurance, Real
Estate, and Related Services

S

* U S Government Printing Office 1990 — 265-1 *7

SCHEDULE 5 E

Form 1040)
lepartment of the Treasury
nernal Revenue Service (X)
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Social Security Self-Employment Tax
•

See Instructions for Schedule SE (Form 1040).
•

Attachment
Sequence No. 1 7

Attach to Form 1040.

lame of person with self-employment income (as shown on Form 1040)

Social security number of person
with self-employment income •

g l # j <\y | ^UU

Vho Must File Schedule SE
'ou must file Schedule SE if:
> Your net earnings from self-employment were $400 or more; OR
» You were an employee of an electing church or church-controlled organization that paid you wages (church employee
income) of $100 or more;
AND
• Your wages (subject to social security or railroad retirement tax) were less than $51,300.
jcceptlon: If your only self-employment income was from earnings as a minister, member of a religious order, or
Christian Science practitioner, AND you filed Form 4 3 6 1 and received IRS approval not to be taxed on
those earnings, DO NOT file Schedule SE. Instead, write "Exempt-Form 4 3 6 1 " on Form 1040, line 48.
or more information about Schedule SE, see the Instructions.
Iota: Most people can use the short Schedule SE on this page. But, you may have to use the longer Schedule SE
on the back.
Vho M U S T Use the Long Schedule SE (Section B)
r
ou must use Section B if ANY of the following apply;
You elect the "optional method" to figure your self-employment tax (see Section B, Part II, and the Instructions);
You are a minister, member of a religious order, or Christian Science practitioner and you received IRS approval (from
Form 4 3 6 1 ) not to be taxed on your earnings from these sources, but you owe self-employment tax on other earnings;
You had church employee income of $100 or more that was reported to you on Form W-2;
You had tip income that is subject to social security tax, but you did not report those tips to your employer; OR
You were a government employee with wages subject ONLY to the 1.45% Medicare part of the social security tax
(Medicare qualified government wages) AND the total of all of your wages (subject to social security, railroad
retirement, or the 1.45% Medicare tax) plus all your earnings subject to self-employment tax is more than $51,300.
Section A—Short Schedule SE (Read above to see if you must use the long Schedule SE on the back (Section B).)
1 Net farm profit or (loss) from Schedule F (Form 1040), line 36, and farm partnerships, Schedule K-l
(Form 1065), line 15a
2 Net profit or (loss) from Schedule C (Form 1040), line 29, and Schedule K-l (Form 1065), line 15a
(other than farming). See Instructions for other income to report
3 Combine lines 1 and 2. Enter the result
4 Multiply line 3 by .9235. Enter the result. If the result is less than $400, do not file this schedule; you
do not owe self-emplpyment tax
•

1
2
_3_

4

5 Maximum amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings subject to social security or

5
5 Total social security wages and tips (from Form(s) W-2) and railroad retirement compensation (tier 1).
Do not include Medicare qualified government wages on this line "
7 Subtract line 6 from line 5. Enter the result. If the result Is zero or less, do not file this schedule; you do
not owe self-employment tax
•
I

$51,300

00

6
7
8

Enter the smaller of line 4 or line 7

9
) Self-employment tax. If line 8 is $51,300, enter $7,848.90. Otherwise, multiply the amount on line 8
by the decimal amount on line 9 and enter the result. Also enter this amount on Form 1040, line 48

10

X.153

li

HWiJ.rtIWWi*W—

Note: Also enter one-half of this amount on Form 1040, line 25,

Schedule SE (Form 1040) 1990

>r Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.

121

of person with self •employment income (as shown on Form 1040)

Social security number of person
with self-employment income •

CT~t ! <H S ^Mfe

tlon B—Long Schedule SE (Before completing, see if you can use the short Schedule SE on the other side (Section A).)
f you are a minister, member of a religious order, or Christian Science practitioner, AND you filed Form 4361, but you had $400
>r more of other earnings subject to self-employment tax, continue with Part I and check here
•
LJ
f your only income subject to self-employment tax is church employee income and you are not a minister or a member of a religious
)rder, skip lines 1 through 4b. Enter -0- on line 4c and go to line 6a. But do not include your church employee income on line 6a.
Q

Social Security Self-Employment Tax

Met farm profit or (loss) from Schedule F (Form 1040), line 36, and farm partnerships, Schedule K-1
[Form 1065), line 15a. (Note: Skip this line if you elect the farm optional method. See requirements in
Part It below and in the Instructions.)
Net profit or (loss) from Schedule C (Form 1040), line 29, and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), line 15a
[other than farming). See Instructions for other income to report. Do not include church employee
income from Form W-2 on this line. (Note: Skip this line if you elect the nonfarm optional method. See
requirements in Part II below and in the Instructions.)
• • . . .
Combine lines land 2. Enter the result
4a
If line 3 is more than zero, multiply line 3 by .9235. Otherwise, enter the amount from line 3 here . .
4b
If you elected one or both of the optional methods, enter the total of lines 12 and 14 here
Combine lines 4a and 4b. If less than $400, do not file this schedule; you do not owe self-employment
tax. (Exception: If less than $400 and you had church employee income, enter -0- and continue.) . 4c•
Maximum amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings subject to social security or
railroad retirement (tier 1) tax for 1990
Total social security wages and tips (from Form(s) W-2) and railroad
retirement compensation (tier 1). Do not include Medicare qualified
£2.
government wages or church employee income on this line
Unreported tips subject to social security tax (from Form 4137, line 9) or
6b
railroad retirement tax (tier 1)
Add lines 6a and 6b. Enter the total
Subtract line 6c from line 5. If zero or less, do not file this schedule; you do not owe self-employment
tax
•
7a

7b
Enter your church employee income from Form W-2 of $100 or more ,
Multiply line 7b by .9235 (if the result is less than $ 100, enter -0-) , # ..
Add lines 4c and 7c. Enter the total
•
Enter the smaller of line 7a or line 7d
Enter your Medicare qualified government wages. See Instructions to see if you .
must use the worksheet in the Instructions to figure your self-employment tax , ( j L
Self-employment tax. If line 8 is $51,300. enter $7,848.90. Otherwise, multiply line 8 by .153 and
enter the result. Also enter this amount on Form 1040, line 48
Note: Also enter one-half of this amount on Form 1040, line 25.
3Q

•&& \H1
3S, |»P
3 S . VIA

ZSTZ^
$51.300

• O
SI

00

-

yZO0

31XH
^S.TH

12.

S^<\0

Optional Method To Figure Net Earnings (See "Who Can File Schedule SE" in the Instructions.)

nstructions for limitations. Generally, you may use this part only if;
Your gross farm income1 was not more than $2,400; or
Your gross farm income1 was more than $2,400 and your net farm profits2 were less than $1,733; or
Your net nonfarm profits3 were less than $1,733 and also less than two-thirds (%) of your gross nonfarm income.4
Maximum income for optional methods
Farm Optional Method—If you meet test A or B above, enter the smaller of; two-thirds (%) of gross
farm income1 or $1,600. Also include this amount on line 4b above
Subtract line 12 from line 11. Enter the result . , . .Nonfarm Optional Method—If you meet test C above, enter the smallest of; two-thirds (ft) of gross
nonfarm income4 or $1,600; or, if you elected the farm optional method, the amount on line 13. Also
include this amount on line 4b above
\ Schedule F(Form 1040). line 11. and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065). line 15b.
i Schedule F (Form 1040). line 36. and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065). line 15a.

11

$1,600

00

12

flEj
1 14

*From Schedule C (Form 1040), line 29, and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), line 15a.
From Schedule C (Form 1040). line 7, ind Schedule K-1 (Form 1065). line 15c.
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Form

uepreciauon ana Amorcizauon
(Including Information on Listed Property)

Department of the Treasury
internal Revenue Service (X)

•

See separate Instructions.

•

OMB NO. 1545-0172

Attachment
^_
Sequence No. 6 7

Attach this form to your return.

Identtfying number

Name(s) shown on return

i

TA-NJ

Business or activity to which this form relates

1
2
3
4
5

6
t_.

&f«\VA.V\»lh

<JMll

Election To Expense Certain Tangible Property (Section 179) (Note: If you have any "Listed Property, * also
complete Part V.)
__
$10.000
Maximum dollar limitation (see instructions)
JL
Total cost of section 179 property placed in service during the tax year (see instructions)
$200,000
Threshold cost of section 179 property before reduction in limitation
JL
Reduction in limitation—Subtract line 3 from line 2, but do not enter less than -0- . .
5
Dollar limitation for tax year—Subtract line 4 from line 1, but do not enter less than -0- .
(b)Cost

(a) Description of property

(c) Elected cost

7 Listed property—Enter amount from line 26
LZ
8 Total elected cost of section 179 property—Add amounts in column (c), lines 6 and 7 .
9 Tentative deduction—Enter the lesser of line 5 or line 8
10
10 Carryover of disallowed deduction from 1989 (see instructions)
11
11 Taxable income limitation—Enter the lesser of taxable income or line 5 (see instructions)
12 Section 179 expense deduction—Add lines 9 and 10, but do not enter more than line 11
13 Carryover of disallowed deduction to 1991—Add lines 9 and 10, less line 12 • I 13
Note: Do not use Part II or Part III below for automobiles, certain other vehicles, cellular telephones, computers, or property used for
entertainment, recreation, or amusement (listed property). Instead, use Part V for listed property.
L££1JJ MACRS Depreciation For Assets Placed In Service ONLY During Your 1990 Tax Year (Do Not Include Listed
Property)
^
(b) Mo. and yr.
placed
in service

(a) Classification of property

(c) Basis for depreciation
(Business use only—see
instructions)

14 General Depreciation System (GDS) (see instructions):
a 3-year property
b 5-year property
c 7-year property
d 10-year property
e 15-year property
f 20-year property
mm

(d) Recovery
period

(e) Convention

(f) Method

27.5 yra.

MM
MM
MM
MM

S/L
S/L
S/L
S/L

MM

S/L
S/L
S/L

(g) Depreciation deduction

WillWiiiik
Wmffi
iiiikWii/ik
iiiikmm

g

Residential rental property

h

Nonresidential real property

•1
••

27*5 y r a .
31.6 y r a .
31.8 y r a .

•1 •B

15 Alternative Depreciation System (ADS) (see instructions):
a
b
c

Class life
12-year
40-year

12 y r a .
40 y r a .

_

Other Depreciation (Do Not Include Listed Property)
16 GDS and ADS deductions for assets placed in service in tax years beginning before 1990 (see
instructions)
17 Property subject to section 168(0(1) election (see instructions)
18 ACRS and other depreciation (see instructions)
.

16
18

Summary
19 Listed property—Enter amount from line 25
20 Total—Add deductions on line 12, lines 14 and 15 in column (g), and lines 16 through 19. Enter here
and on the appropriate lines of your return. (Partnerships and S corporations—see instructions)
21 For assets shown above and placed in service during the current year, enter the portion
of the basis attributable to section 263A costs (see instructions)
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see pmg* 1 of the separate Instruction*.

263

19

8.<8M
S f 8M

Form 4562 (1990)

Used for Entertainment, Recreation, or Amusement
If you are using the standard mileage rate or deducting vehicle lease expense, complete columns (a) through (c) of Section A,
Section B, and Section C if applicable.
Section A.—Depreciation (Caution: See instructions for limitations for automobiles.)
in Do vou have evidence to support the business use claimed? SYesD No 22b If "Yesf" is the evidence written? > 0 Yes _D No
(t)
Type of property (list
vehicles first)

<b)
Oate placed in
service

(0
Cost or

(c)
Business use
percentage

(e)
Basis for depreciation
(business MM only)

other basis

(0

Method/
Convention

Recovery
period

rv.

( h )

Depreciation
deduction

(0
Elected
stction 179
cost

i Property used more than 50% in a trade or business:

TTwT

[<i<bl

•Uc&Adk^.
tt-H^hA

£au<f

mo
i<m

B">- %

if.in
i l . HOP

<\z %

160 %

r* *<,*-£>

1-QH1
ift,H30
7A.nl-

2>ft, t - n .

>*ACi/.S
^^g-yt-S

\<\\t\
X5X1
3736

4 Property used 50% or less in a trade or business:
%
S/L%
S/L%
S/Lg ISH
5 Add amounts in column (h). Enter the total-here and on line 19, page 1
1 25
6 Add amounts in column (i). Enter the total here and on line 7. page 1
1 26
Section B.—Information Regarding Use of Vehicles—If you deduct expenses for vehicles:
Always complete this section (or vehicles used by a sole proprietor, partner, or other 'more than 5% owner,' or related person.
if you provided vehicles to your employees, first answer the questions in Section C to see if you meet an exception to completing this sectio
7 Total business miies driven during the year
(DO NOT inciude commuting miles) . .

(a)
Vehicle 1

U

S7
5Ln~

8 Total commuting miles driven during the year
,9 Total other personal (noncommuting)
- 6 miles driven
0 Total miles driven during the year—Add
-70 l 3
lines 27 through 29
Yes
No
(1 Was the vehicle available for personal use
<
during off-duty hours?
12 Was the vehicle used primarily by a more
than 5% owner or related person? . . .
X
13 Is another vehicle available for personal

V

(b)
Vehicle 2
H

%1^

-*

v\*

-

83r

5^85^
No

(f)
Vehicle 6

<«)
Vehicle 5

7<n
Zt

IS*

Yes

(d)
Vehicle 4

(c)
Vehicle 3

Yes

Yes

No

tf

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Y

X

X

X

X

Section C.—Questions for Employers Who Provide Vehicles for Use by Their Employees
(Answer these questions to determine if you meet an exception to completing Section B. Note: Section B must always be
completed for vehicles used by sole proprietors, partners, or other more than 5% owners or related persons.)
Yes
No
54 Do you maintain a written policy statement that prohibits ail personal use of vehicles, including commuting, by your
employees?
)5 Do you maintain a written policy statement that prohibits personal use of vehicles, except commuting, by your
employees? (See instructions for vehicles used by corporate officers, directors, or 1% or more owners.)
16 Do you treat all use of vehicles by employees as personal use?
37 Do you provide more than five vehicles to your employees and retain the information received from your employees
concerning the use of the vehicles?
38 Do you meet the requirements concerning qualified automobile demonstration use (see instructions)? . . . .
Note: If your answer to 34, 35, 36, 37, or 38 is "Yes," you need not complete Section B for the covered vehicles.

Amortization

(•)
Description of costs

(b)
Oate amortization
begins

39 Amortization of costs that begins during your 1990 tax year:

(e)
Amortization
period or
percentage

<*)

(c)
Amort izable
amount

Code
section

wmmmmm.

41 Total. Enter here and on 'Other Deductions" or 'Other Expenses" line of your return

264

.

.

.

.

.

(0
Amortization
for this year

mmmmmimm.
. 1 41

»a

UTAH

Resident Long Form
Individual Income Tax Return

19 90
FORM
TC-40

tor the year ending Dec. 31,1990, or other taxable year beginning
.19
and ending
.19

D
If no label, enter your (ull name (first, middle initial, last). II married, also enter spouse's lull name.
Use label.
Otherwise,
please type Present home address (number and street including apartment number or rural route)
or print in
1C $
So,
106
E^t
black ink. City,
County (province) State and ZIP code (foreign country)
itY, town
town or
or post office

ULV^W

• 1. Filing Status
* a. Single
b. Head of household
c. Married filing joint return
d. Marned filing separate return

Ma
Mb

hd H

he

If filing married loint or separate return. Please
enter spouse's social security number in the
space provided above.

i
i

2.

Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions)
Itemized or standard deduaion claimed on federal return (see instructions) •
Personal exemptions (line 2e times $1,538)
1/2 Federal tax liability on federal return (see instructions) —
State tax refund included on line 10 of federal form 1040
Interest from U.S. Government obligations included in federal income
Retirement income (refer to instructions and Schedule B on back of return) •
Check the box if age 65 or over • Self Q • S p o u s e f l
11. Other Deductions - Check the appropriate boxes
• Q Adoption exp. Q R.R. Retirement Q Indian i n c Q Equitable adj.12. Total (add lines 5 through 11)
13. Deduct line 12 from line 4 —
14. State income tax deducted as itemized deduction on Federal Sch. A
15. Entire amount of lump sum distnbution shown on federal form 4972
16. Total (add lines 14 and 15)
17. Utah taxable income (add lines 13 and 16, if less than zero, enter zero)
18. Utah tax (from Tax Schedules on page 12 of instruction booklet)
19. Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on pages 6 and 7 of booklet)
20. Total check-off contnbutions from Schedule D on back of the return
21. Previous refunds (applies to amended only, see instructions)
22. Total tax and contributions (add lines 18 through 21)
23. Utah income tax withheld (attach withholding forms)
24. Credit for Utah income tax prepaid
25. Credit for taxes paid to another state (from Schedule A on back of return)
26. Other credits (from Schedule C on back of return)
27. Previous payments (applies to amended returns only, see instructions)
28. Total credits (add lines 23 through 27)
29. Tax due • if line 22 is larger than line 28, subtract line 28 from line 22;
30. Penalty and interest paid (for extension, late filed or amended returns)
!1. Total amount paid with this return (add lines 29 and 30)
12. Refund - if line 28 is larger than line 22, subtract 22 from 28
Check if you want total refund applied to next year's tax. •«
If oaid preparer^ filled out this return, please check this box

^. Mail Your Return And Payment To:
^ Utah State Tax Commission. 160 East Third South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84134-0200

Spouse s soaal security number
Daytime telephone number
l2c\ ) Isll - %0T-0

H' I

• 3. Election Campaign Fund
Spouse
Yourself
Amencan
Democrat
U
Independent
Libertanan
Republican
No contribution Q

(add 2a, 2b, 2C and 2d) * Enter '0* il you did not dawn yoursell on federal return

TWITT

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

•

Your social secunty number

8H501

t 2. Exemptions
a. Yourself #
[5L
b. Spouse
«
*
c. Other dependents
claimed on federal return %
d. Disabled
• 2d
(See instructions)
e. Total exemptions
L2SL

C h e c k if A m e n d e d

5.

HSQ

1

2
4
5
6

_kJ_£l

JL2±1

7
8

10

9

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

j3.S>3>

JUJtSSL
\*. ?:.-':
O -

^ s i*o$

uif

10
11
12
13
14

22

, L»-2.S

23
24
25
26
27

15
16
17

28

— o-

i. i * y

•
•

•©

(plS"

18
19
20

32

PLEASE
Verify Your Social Security Number(s)
Recheck Your Math
Sign Return on Back of Form
Attach W-2 Form(sv
Provide Davtime Telponone N u m ^ r

Ollice
Use Only

Schedule A - Credit for taxes paid to another state
1. Federal adjusted gross income taxed in state of:_
[T $
2. Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions)
3. Percent of other state gross income to total income (line 1 divided by line 2)
4. Utah income tax (line 18 on front of return)
5. Credit limitation (line 4 times percentage on line 3)
6. Actual income tax paid to state of:
7. Credit for taxes paid to another state (line 5 or 6, whichever is less). Enter on line 25 on front ol
of return.
return.

v $ * \s-$.% ,^<

LL

* * » * \ M % * x ^ - ^ * ^ <•£'

3|

nr
EE

% |

""

>*.>*&«•&€* %

%

%

j

7 |$

YOU MUST ATTACH A SIGNED COPY OF ALL OTHER STATE INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR WHICH CREDIT IS CLAIMED
Schedule B • Retirement Exemption/Deduction

I

(The total of 1a and 1b
Retirement Deduction *
Retirement Exemption
cannot exceed 2)
| ~ | Self - Under age 65 Q
Spouse • Under age 65
l ~ | Self -Age 65 or older Q Spouse - Age 65 or older
.1a.

1 b.

Total number checked

2a. Total exemption amount
(1a times $7,500)

2a I $

Total number checked

2b. Total deduction amount
(Not to exceed 1 b times $4,800 Review 2bl$
Instructions for qualifying income)

3. Total exemption and deduction amount (add line 2a and 2b) 4. Enter federal adjusted gross income from line 4 of state return
$
5. Less: (a) $32t000~marned filing joint or head of household
(b) $16,000-mamed filing separate
(c) $25f000~single
6. Line 4 less line 5 (if zero or less, enter zero)
7. One-half of line 6 (line 6 divided by 2) If zero or less, enter zero.
8. Line 3 less line 7. This is your retirement exemption/deduction, enter on line 10 on the front of this form.
Oo not enter an amount less than zero.

LL

$

ALL TAXPAYERS UNDER AGE 65 CLAIMING RETIREMENT DEDUCTIONS ARE REQUIRED TO ATTACH COPIES OF ALL FORMS W-2,
W-2P, 1099, SSA-1099, RRB-1099, RRB-W2P, OR OTHER DOCUMENTATION TO SUPPORT THE RETIREMENT INCOME DEDUCTION.
Schedule C - Other Credits
1. Mineral production withholding tax credit (attach form(s) TC-675R or federal Schedule(s) K-1)2. Agricultural off-highway gas tax credit
Tax paid gallons purchased 1/1/90 to 12/31/90
x19e =
3. Credit for energy systems installation (attach form TC-40E showing Energy Office approval)
4. Credit to beneficiary of trust receiving accumulation distribution (see instructions)
5. Credit for cash contnbution to qualified sheltered workshop. Name of workshop
Total cash contnbution $
x50% (maximum credit is $200)
6. Enterprise zone credit (read and complete instructions)
7. Nonresident shareholders' withholding tax credit (Federal ID Number) | | |
8. Total of other credits (add lines 1 through 7 and enter total on line 26 on front of return)

T

"$

2
3
4

-

|5~
6
7

LL $

Schedule D • Check-off Contributions
1. Utah nongame wildlife fund (enter amount, $1 minimum)
2. Homeless contnbution (enter amount, $1 minimum)3. State Board of Regents (State Colleges and Universities) for libraries and library equipment
(enter amount, $1 minimum, see instructions)
•
4. Contnbutions for nonprofit school district foundation (enter amount, $1 minimum, see instructions) • |
5. Total contributions (add lines 1 through 4 and enter total on line 20 on front of return)

FT

$

2
Q
| |

N~
4

[£. $

Under penalties ol perjury, I declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief, this return and accompanying schedules are true, correct and complete.
w

Your signature

Date signed

Occupation

w

Spouses signature (it tiling jointly, com MUST sign even it only one had income)

Oate signed

Occupation

w

Paid preparer's name and signature

Date signed

Preparers social security numoer

w

Paio preparers complete address

City

State

j ZIP cooe

Tf5l State and Federal
Income Tax Return
Plaintiff's Exhibit 2

35

Resident Long Form
individual Income Tax Return
iding Dec. 31,1991, or other taxable year beginning
19
and ending
.19

•

,a. Single
b. Head of household
c. Marned filing jotnt return
d. Marned filing separate return
If fifing married lolnt or separate return, please enter
spouse's social security number tn the space provided
above,

FORM
TC-40

Check if Amended

Spouse s social security numoer
Daytime telephone number
(
)
• 3. Election Campaign Fund
Spouse
Yourself
Democrat
Independent
Libertarian
Republican
No contribution

intry)

• 2. Exemptions (Enter number claimed from
federal return)

a. Yourself *
b. Spouse
c. Other dependents
d. Disabled (page 4)
e. Total exemptions;

19 91

Your social security number

It no la* ***********
C 4 R - R T $CRT # # CR06
Use label.
UT
523949116
RY 529080207
Otherwise,
STEVEN M L JAN £ BRF1NH0LT
Presen
please type
365 S 700 EAST
or print in
PRICE, UT
84501
black ink. EityTio
t 1. Filing Status

UTAH

•
9
9

'Enter "0" If you did not claim yourself on federal return

{Checking a party does not change your tax or
reduce your refund).

1
2
3
4

Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions)
Itemized or standard deduction claimed on federal return (see instructions)
Personal exemptions (line 2e times $1,613)
112 federal tax liability on federal return (see instructions)
State tax refund included on line 10 of federal form 1040
Interest from U.S. government obligations included in federal income
Retirement income (refer to instructions and Schedule B on back of return)
Check the box if age 65 or over • Self Q # Spouse) |
11. Other Deductions - Check the appropriate boxes
• • Adoption exp. Q R.R. Retirement Q Indian i n c . Q Equitable adj
12. Total (add lines 5 through 11)
13. Deduct line 12 from line 4 —
14. State income tax deducted as itemized deduction on Federal Sch. A
15. Entire amount of lump sum dtstnbution shown on federal form 4972
16. Total (add lines 14 and 15)
17. ^ Utah taxable income (add lines 13 and 16, if less than zero, enter zero)
18. Utah tax (from Tax Schedules on page 12 of instruction booklet)
19. Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on page 6 of booklet) -~
20. Total check-off contnbutions from Schedule D on back of the return
21. Previous refunds (applies to amended only, see instructions)
22. Total tax and contnbutions (add lines 18 through 21)
23. Utah income tax withheld (attach withholding forms)
24. Credit for Utah income tax prepaid on forms TC-546 or TC-636
25. Credit for taxes paid to another state (from Schedule A on back of return)
26. Other credits (from Schedule C on back of return)
27. Previous payments (applies to amended returns only, see instructions)
>8. Total credits (add lines 23 through 27)
>9. Tax due • if line 22 is larger than line 28, subtract line 28 from line 22;
JO. Penalty and interest paid (for extension, late filed or amended returns)
11. Total amount paid with this return (add lines 29 and 30) •••••
12. Refund - if line 28 is larger than line 22, subtract 22 from 28,
Check if you want total refund applied to next year's tax.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

•

If paid preparer^ filled out this return, please check this box - —

^ Mail your return and payment to:
Utah State Tax Commission, 160 East Third South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84134-0200

Verify Your Social Security Number(s)
Recheck Your Math
Sign Return on Back of For^
AMtAk

\%i O - - - J / M l

iif'Li

Office
Use Only

5vJieduie A • credit for taxes paid to another state (Complete separate schedule A for each state)
1. Federal adjusted gross income taxed in state of*
[T [$
2. Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions) —
\L
3. Percent of other state gross income to total income (line 1 divided by line 2)
4. Utah income tax (line 18 on front of return)
[T
5. Credit limitation (line 4 times percentage on line 3)
[5.
6. Actual income tax paid to state of*
EC front of return.
7. Credit for taxes paid to another state (line 5 or 6, whichever is less). Enter on line 25
25 on Iront
return

3|

0/

7|$

*l

_ l

YOU MUST ATTACH A SIGNED COPY OF ALL OTHER STATE INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR WHICH CREDIT IS CLAIMED
Schedule B • Retirement Exemption/Deduction
.e
D ..
A.

Retirement Exemption
r ] Self - Age 65 or older Q

|
(The total of 1a and 1b

Retirement Deduction *

cannot exceed 2)

Spouse - Age 65 or older

f

Q

Under age 65 •

Self

Spouse - Under age 65

1 b.
Total number checked
2b. Total deduction amount
(Not to exceed 1b times $4,800.
2b $
Review instructions for qualifying income].

1a.
Total number checked
2a. Total exemption amount
(1a times $7,500)
2a I $

3. Total exemption and deduction amount (add lines 2a and 2b)
4. Enter federal adjusted gross income from line 4 of state return
$
5. Less: (a) $32,000--marned filing joint or head of household
(b) $16,000--marned filing separate
(c) $25,000--single
6. Line 4 less line 5 (if zero or less, enter zero)
7. One-half of line 6 (line 6 divided by 2). If zero or less, enter zero.
8. Line 3 less line 7. This is your retirement exemption/deduction. Enter on line 10 on the front of this form.
Do not enter an amount less than zero.

$

ALL TAXPAYERS UNDER AGE 65 CLAIMING RETIREMENT DEDUCTIONS ARE REQUIRED TO ATTACH COPIES OF ALL FORMS W-2, W-2P,
1099,1099R, SSA-1099, RRB-1099, RRB-W2P, OR OTHER DOCUMENTATION TO SUPPORT THE RETIREMENT INCOME DEDUCTION.
Schedule C - Other Credits
1. Mineral production withholding tax credit (attach form(s) TC-675R or federal Schedule(s) K-1)-<
2. Agricultural off-highway gas tax credit
Tax paid gallons purchased 1/1/91 to 12/31/91 I
| x 19e * —
3. Credit for energy systems installation (attach form TC-40E showing Energy Office approval) •<
4. Credit to beneficiary of trust receiving accumulation distribution (see instructions)
5. Credit for cash contnbution to qualified sheltered workshop. Name of workshop
Total cash contribution [$~
x 50% (maximum credit is $200)
6. Enterprise zone credit (read and complete instructions) 7. Nonresident shareholders' withholding tax credit (Federal ID Number) [ " T l
8. Total of other credits (add lines 1 through 7 and enter total on line 26 on front of return)

n~ $
2
3
I4
|5*
6
7
[8_ $

Schedule D • Check-off Contributions (Enter $0.00 or any amount greater than or equal to $1.00)
1. Utah nongame wildlife fund (page 6)
2. Homeless contnbution (page 7)
3. State Board of Regents (State Colleges and Universities) for libraries and library equipment
Enter college code (page 7)
« Q
4. Contnbutions for nonprofit school district foundation. Enter school district code (page 7)
• | |"|
5. Total contributions (add lines 1 through 4 and enter total on line 20 on front of return) •

H" $
2

|3~
4

LL s

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief, this return and accompanying schedules are true, correct and complete
Your signature

Date signed

"""" Occupation

Spouses signature (il tiling jointly, ootn MUST sign even ii only one had income)

Oato signed

Occupation

Paid preparers name and signature

Oate signed

Preparers social security or FIN number

•
•

Cl

Paid preparers complete address
t

r

A

t

V.

State

f

IZIP~c:

Department of the Treasury—internal Revenue Service

1040

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return

1S91

Label

r

If a joint return, spouse's first name and initial

2V*

E.

•g(»&

S* •

Presidential v .
Election Campaign
(See page 11.)

100

Spouse's social security number

Apt. no.

For Privacy Act and
Paperwork Reduction
Act Notice, see
instructions.

BAST-

City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code. (If you have a foreign address, see page 11.)

•

OMB No. 1545-0074

Your social security number

KOUT

Last name

Home address (number and street). (If you have a P.O. box. see page 11.)

.

19

"\

Last name

fe&EffJ

(See
instructions
on page 11.)
Use the IRS
label.
Otherwise,
please print
ortype.

Your first name and initial

(5)
, 1991, ending

For the year Jan.-Dec. 31. 1991, or other tax year beginning

Note: Checking "Yes" will
not change your tax or
reduce your refund.

Do you want $1 to go to this fund?
If joint return, does your spouse want $1 to QO to this fund?
Single

Filing Status

2,

Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)
Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here. •

Check only
one box.

Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 12.) If the qualifying person Is a child but not your dependent,
enter this child's name here. •
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (year spouse died •
6a

). (See page 12.)

Q

Yourself. If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent on his or her tax
return, do not check box 6a. But be sure to check the box on line 33b on page 2

b

SI

Spouse

c

Dependents:
(1) Name (first, initial, and last name)

Exemptions
(See page 12.)

19

A*^r<*

If more than six
dependents,
see page 13.

TuiVtfr

(5) No. of months
lived in your
home in 1991

(4) Dependent's
relationship to
you

(3) if age 1 or older,
(2) Check
if under dependent's social security
number
_a2LL_

s*<\ m 1131

A*«\*Vvilf'

5 a g : ± 1 ?»?C-1>

&*4,iN*V\llV'

No. of boxes
checked on 6a
md 6b
No. of your
children on 6c
who:
• lived with you
• dldnl live with
you due to
divorce or
separation (see
pige 14)

li.

No. of other
dependents on 6c
d
e

income
Attach
Copy B of your
Forms W - 2 ,
VV-2G, and
1099-R here.
If you did not
get a W - 2 , see
page 10.
Attach check or
money order on
top of any
Forms W - 2 ,
W - 2 G , or
1099-R.

7
8a
b
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16a
17a
18
19
20
21a
22
23
24a

If your child didn't live with you but is claimed as your dependent under a pre-1985 agreement, check here •
Total number of exemptions claimed

8a

Taxable interest income (also attach Schedule B if over $400) .
Tu-exempt interest income (see page 16). DONT include on line 8a

L§*L

Dividend income (also attach Schedule B If over $400)

.

.

10

Alimony received

11

Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule C)

12

Capital gain or (loss) (attach Schedule D)

13

Capital gam distributions not reported on line 13 (see page 17)
Other gains or (losses) (attach Form 4797) .
16a
Total IRA distributions .
Total pensions and annuities

15

17a

. 16b Taxable amount (see page 17)

16b

. 17b Taxable amount (see page 17)

17b
18

Rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. (attach Schedule E)
Farm income or (loss) (attach Schedule F)

19

Unemployment compensation (insurance) (see paae 18)

20

I

2 1 b Taxable amount (see page 18)

Other income (list type and amount—see page 19)
Add the amounts shown in the far right column for lines 7 through 22. This is your total income
Your IRA deduction, from applicable worksheet on page 20 or 21

24a

~2- Q O Q

Spouse's IRA deduction, from applicable worksheet on page 20 or 21

24b

lane
11*0
1^

.

25

(See page 19.)

26

Self-employed health insurance deduction, from worksheet on page 22 .

26

27

Keogh retirement plan and self-employed SEP deduction

27

28

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings

28

29
30
31

29
Alimony paid. Recipient's SSN •
Add iines 24a through 29. These are your total adjustments
SuDtract line 30 from line 23. This is your adjusted gross income. If this amount is less than
$21,250 and a child lived with you, see page *5 to f,nd out 'fycj can c's"*? the "**-<+*
'^or^e
Credit" on line 56.

tt- ^ .

21b
22

•

One-half of self-employment tax (see page 21)

:

1>g,2si

14

,

.

Social security benefits. L S l S J

H i )

.

Taxable refunds of state and local income taxes, if any, from worksheet on page 16 ,

25

Adjusted
Gross Income

Add numbers
entered on
lines above •

Wages, salaries, tips, etc. (attach Form(s) W-2)

Adjustments
to Income

b

D
.

23

^3,ft*8

;

30

(p'Hk
*V„

r>A1

m

Page 2

Form 1040 (1991)

Tax
Computation
If you want
the IRS to
figure your
tax, see page
24.

32

Amount from line 31 (adjusted gross income)

33a

Check if: •

(See page
25.)

Attach
Forms W-2,
W-2G, and
1099-R to
front.

33a
33b

34

Keep a copy
of this return
for your
records.

Paid
Preparer's
Use Only

33c

•

Itemized deductions (from Schedule A, line 26), OR
Enter
Standard deduction (shown below for your filing status). Caution: If you
the
checked any box on line 33a or b, go to page 23 to find your standard
larger I
deduction. If you checked box 33cf your standard deduction is zero.
of
•
Single—$3,400
• Head of household—$5,000
your.
• Married filing jointly or Qualifying widow(er)—$5,700
• Married filing separately—$2,850

5 noo
10 3 8 X

35

Subtract line 34 from line 32

36

If line 32 is $75,000 or less, multiply $2,150 by the total number of exemptions claimed on
line 6e. If line 32 is over $75,000, see page 24 for the amount to enter

36

Taxable income. Subtract line 36 from line 35. (If line 36 is more than line 35, enter -0-.) .

37

38

Enter tax. Check if from a H

39
40

or d D Form 8615 (see page 24). (Amount, if any, from Form(s) 8814 • •
1— •)
Additional taxes (see page 24). Check If from a • Form 4970 b • Form 4972 . . .
Add lines 38 and 39
•

41
42
43

47
48
49
50
51

54
55
56
57
58
59

61
62
63
64

65

Sign
Here

.

If you are married filing a separate return and your spouse itemizes deductions,
or you are a dual-status alien, see page 23 and check here
•

60

Refund or
Amount
You Owe

.

Tax Table, b D

Tax Rate Schedules, c •

36.3/32.

Blind.

•

52
53

Payments

Spouse was 65 or older, •

Add the number of boxes checked above and enter the total here .

45
46

Other
Taxes

Blind; •

b If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent, check here •

37

Credits

You were 65 or older, •

32

Schedule D,
38

39

8>oo
^132,
3.2fc(*

40

ITTUU

Other credits (see page 25). Check if from a D Form 3800
44
b D Form 8396 c D Form 8801 d • Form (specify)
Add lines 41 through 44
Subtract line 45 from line 40. (If line 45 is more than line 40, enter -0-.)

46

3 rUC

Self-employment tax (attach Schedule SE)

47

gH2Q

Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251)

48

Recapture taxes (see page 26). Check if from a D Form 4255 b • Form 8611 c D Form 8828 .
Social security and Medicare tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137)
Tax on an IRA or a qualified retirement plan (attach Form 5329)
Advance earned income credit payments from Form W-2
Add lines 46 through 52. This is your total tax
•
54
Federal income tax withheld (if any is from Form(s) 1099, check •
• )

49

Credit for child and dependent care expenses (attach Form 2441)
Credit for the elderly or the disabled (attach Schedule R). .
Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116)

41
42
43

1991 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1990 return .

55

Earned income credit (attach Schedule EIC)

56
. . . .

57

Excess social security, Medicare, and RRTA tax withheld (see page 27) .

58

Other payments (see page 27). Check if from a D Form 2439
b D Form 4136
Add lines 54 through 59. These are your total payments

59

Amount paid with Form 4868 (extension request)

50
51
52
53

2Ej£lI

3, 5*ftp

°[ 5 o o

If line 60 is more than line 53, subtract line 53 from line 60. This is the amount you OVERPAID*
Amount of line 61 to be REFUNDED TO YOU

•

Amount of line 61 to be APPLIED TO YOUR 1992 ESTIMATED TAX •

I

I *3 I

ff

I M

8\*

61

•
•

62

If line 53 is more than line 60, subtract line 60 from line 53. This is the AMOUNT YOU OWE.
Attach check or money order for full amount payable to "Internal Revenue Service." Write your
name, address, social security number, daytime phone number, and "1991 Form 1040" on it. .
Estimated tax penalty (see page 28). Also include on line 64. I 65 I
|

Under penalties of penury. I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and
belief, they are true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.
Your signature
Date
Your occupation
Spouse's signature (if joint return, BOTH must sign)

Preparer's
signature

Date

•

Firm's name (or yours
if self-employed* and
address

Date

•

rvi.*yj\wv

>>.

v^\uuci

Spouse's occupation

Check if
self-employed

m

Preparer's social secunty no.

E.I. No.
ZIP cods

2 4a

^

SCHEDULES A&B
(Form 1040)
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

(5)

Name(s) shown on Form 1040

Medical
and
Dental
Expenses
Taxes You
Paid
(oee
page 38.)

Interest
You Paid
(See
page 39.)
Note:
Personal
interest is
no longer
deductible.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

10
11

13
14
15
16

Casualty and
Theft Losses 17
Moving
Expenses 18
Job Expenses 19
and Most Other
Miscellaneous
Deductions
20
(See
page 41 for
expenses to
deduct here.)

Other
Miscellaneous
Deductions
Total
Itemized
Deductions

OMB No. 1545-0074

1§91

(Schedule B is on back)

Attachment
• Attach to Form 1040. • See Instructions for Schedules A and B (Form 1040).
Sequence No. 0 7
Your social security number

Caution: Do not include expenses reimbursed or paid by others.
1
Medical and dental expenses. (See page 38.). . .
Enter amount from Form 1040, line 32 I 2 I
I
Multiply line 2 above by 7.5% (.075)
Subtract line 3 from line 1. Enter the result. If less than zero, enter •
State and local income taxes
6
Real estate taxes
Other taxes. (List—include personal property taxes.) •

8 Add lines 5 through 7. Enter the total
9a Home mortgage interest and points reported to you on Form 1098
b Home mortgage interest not reported to you on Form 1098. (If
paid to an individual, show that person's name and address.) •

12
Gifts to
Charity
(See
page 40.)

Schedule A—Itemized Deductions

Points not reported to you on Form 1098. (See
instructions for special rules.)
Investment interest (attach Form 4952 if required). (See
page 40.)
Add lines 9a through 11. Enter the total
Caution: If you made a charitable contribution and
received a benefit in return, see page 40.

10
11

13

Contributions by cash or check
Other than cash or check. (You MUST attach Form 8283
if over $500.)
Carryover from prior year
Add lines 13 through 15. Enter the total

14
15

Casualty or theft loss(es) (attach Form 4684). (See page 40.).

17

Moving expenses (attach Form 3903 or 3903F). (See page 41

18

Unreimbursed employee expenses—job travel, union
dues, job education, etc. (You MUST attach Form 2106
if required. See instructions.) •
Other expenses (investment, tax preparation, safe
deposit box, etc.). List type and amount •

21
22
23
24
25

21
Add lines 19 and 20 . . . .
Enter amount from Form 1040, line 32. 22
23
Multiply line 22 above by 2% (.02).
Subtract line 23 from line 21. Enter the result. If less than zero, enter -0Other (from list on page 41 of instructions). List type and amount •

26

• If the amount on Form 1040, line 32, is $100,000 or less ($50,000 or
less if mamed filing separately), add lines 4, 8, 12, 16, 17, 18, 24, and
25. Enter the total here.
• If the amount on Form 1040, line 32, is more than $100,000 (more than
$50,000 if mamed filing separately), see page 42 for the amount to enter. <
Caution: Be sure to enter on Form 1040, line 34, the LARGER of the
amount on line 26 above or your standard deduction.

25

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.

*****

fc.1-

««AAMf

Schedules M B (Form 1040) 1991
Name<s) shown on Form 1040. (Do not enter name and social security number if shown on other side.)

OMB No 1545-0074
Page 2
Your social security number
Attachment
Sequence No. 0 8

Schedule B—Interest and Dividend Income

If you received more than $400 in taxable interest income, or you are claiming the exclusion of interest from
senes EE U.S. savings bonds issued after 1989 (see page 43), you must complete Part I. List ALL interest received
in Part I. If you received more than $400 in taxable interest income, you must also complete Part III. If you received,
as a nominee, interest that actually belongs to another person, or you received or paid accrued interest on securities
transferred between interest payment dates, see page 43.
Amount
Interest Income

Parti
Interest
Income
(&ee
pages 15
and 43.)

1

Note: If you
received a Form
1099-INT, Form
1099-OID, or
substitute
statement, from
a brokerage firm,
list the firm's
name as the
payer and enter
the total interest
shown on that
form.

Interest income. (List name of payer—if any interest income is from
seller-financed mortgages, see instructions and list this interest first.) • .
^.iiM.^....06.^.^t

M U5T
\ 7-

Add the amounts on line 1
H^Hl
Enter the excludable savings bond interest, if any, from Form 8815, line 14.
Attach Form 8815 to Form 1040
4 Subtract line 3 from line 2. Enter the result here and on Form 1040, line 8a. •
H. u-n
If you received more than $400 in gross dividends and/or other distributions on stock, you must complete Parts
II and III. If you received, as a nominee, dividends that actually belong to another person, see page 43.
2
3

Part II
Dividend
Income

5

(oee
pages 16
and 43.)

Note: If you
received a Form
1099-DIV, or
substitute
statement, from
a brokerage
firm, list the
firm's name as
the payer and
enter the total
dividends
shown on that
form.

Part III
Foreign
Accounts
and
Foreign
Trusts
(See
page 43.)

Amount

Dividend Income
Dividend income. (List name of payer—include on this line capital gain
distnbutions, nontaxable distnbutions, etc.) •

5

6
7
8
9
10

6
Add the amounts on line 5
7
Capital gam distnbutions. Enter here and on Schedule D*.
Nontaxable distnbutions. (See the mst. for Form 1040, line 9.). 8
Add lines 7 and 8
9
10
Subtract line 9 from line 6. Enter the result here and on Ir orm 1040, line 9 * •
If you received capital gain distnbutions but do not need Schedule D to report any other gams or losses,
see the instructions for Form 1040, lines 13 and 14.

H

If you received more than $400 of interest or dividends, OR if you had a foreign account or were a
grantor of, or a transferor to, a foreign trust, you must answer both questions in Part III.
11a At any time during 1991, did you have an interest in or a signature or other authority over a financial
account in a foreign country (such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial
account)? (See page 43 for exceptions and filing requirements for Form TD F 90-22.1.)
. . .
b If "Yes," enter the name of the foreign country •
12 Were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a foreign trust that existed during 1991, whether or not
you have any beneficial interest in it? If "Yes," you may have to file Form 3520, 3520-A or 926

U A H T D A W i i M i n n As** kisiti^a

c a d P o r m 1flAn in«trt i r t i r i n c

e.~t._,^..i_ rs /r-^_

<f\Af\\
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SCHEDULE C
(Form 1040)

OMB No 1545-0074

Profit or Loss From Business

H®91

(Sole Proprietorship)
•

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

(5)

•

Partnerships, joint ventures, etc., must file Form 1065.

Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1 0 4 1 .

•

See Instructions for Schedule C (Form 1040).

Name of proprietor

Social security number (SSN)

A/

^

T*-AJ

P^yCtfiO HouT~~

is

B Enter principal business code
(from page 2) • |
l
(
I

Principal business or profession, including product or service (see instructions)

O Employer ID number (Not SSN)

Business name

&\~\ i Q\H\(a\2.\'[\

0 I V- I M ^ S I L~
Business address (including suite or room no.) •
City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code
F

Accounting method:

G

(1) E f Cash

Method(s) used to
value closing inventory:

H

Attachment
Sequence No 0 9

(2) D

_.
(1) U

«Hs-6 \
Accrual

(3) •

_ . Lower of cost
Cost

(2) I S or market

Other (specify)
Other (attach

(3) U

explanation)

•
Does not apply (if
(4) L J checked, skip line H)

j Yes No

Was there any change in determining quantities, costs, or valuations between opening and closing inventory? (If "Yes," attach explanation.) .

I

Did you "materially participate" in the operation of this business during 1991? (If "No." see instructions for limitations on losses.)

J

l\0

If this is the first Schedule C filed for this business, check here

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

X
V

Income
1
2

Gross receipts or sales. Caution: If this income was reported to you on Form W-2 and the
"Statutory employee" box on that form was checked, see the instructions and check here
.

_.
L

. •

M I + *I4
KL1L

Returns and allowances

3

Subtract line 2 from line 1

1H0.ZT1

4

Cost of goods sold (from line 40 on page 2)

i/tq.eiH

5

Subtract line 4 from line 3 and enter the gross profit here

6

Other income, including Federal and state gasoline or fuel tax credit or refund (see instructions).

7

Add lines 5 and 6. This is your gross income

! 10/ WS<1
.

.
•

H0.4ST

Expenses (Caution: Enter expenses for business use of your home on line 30.)
8

J^JL^O.

Advertising

9

Bad debts from sales or
services (see instructions). .
Car and truck expenses (see
instructions—also attach
Form 4562)

10

11

Commissions and fees.

12
13

Depletion
Depreciation and section 179
expense deduction (not included in
Part III) (see instructions). . .

14

.

Employee benefit programs
(other than on line 1 9 ) . .

.

.

15

Insurance (other than health).

16

Interest:

10

13
14
15
16a

17

Legal and professional services .

18

Office expense

19

Pension and profit-sharing plans.

Other

20

18
19

Rent or lease (see instructions):
a
b

Vehicles, machinery, and equipment .
Other business property

Supplies (not included in Part III).

23

Taxes and licenses

S,0Qfr

20a

.

b Meals and
entertainment
c Enter 20% of line
24b subject to
limitations (see
instructions) .

XHi

.

Travel, meals, and entertainment,
a Travel .

11
12

16b
17

Mortgage (paid to banks, etc.)

b

Repairs and maintenance .

22

24

.

a

21

<us
(85

d Subtract line 24c from line 24b

JlpLLEL

25

Utilities

26

Wages (less jobs credit)

27a Other expenses (list type and amount)

*{> * i r
7,XT6

5 4o£'

20b

27b Total other expenses .

28

Add amounts in columns for lines 8 through 27b. These are your total expenses before expenses for
business use of your home
•

29
30
31

Tentative profit (loss). Subtract line 28 from line 7
Expenses for business use of your home (attach Form 8829)
Net profit or (loss). Subtract line 30 from line 29. If a profit, enter here and on Form 1040. line 12. Also
enter the net profit on Schedule SE. line 2 (statutory employees, see instructions). If a loss, you MUST
go on to line 32 (fiduciaries, see instructions)

32

If you have a loss, you MUST check the box that describes your investment in this activity (see instructions)
If you checked 32a. enter the loss on Form 1040, line 12, and Schedule SE, line 2 (statutory
employees, see instructions). If you checked 32b, you MUST attach Form 6198.

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions.

Cat. No. 11334P

.

.

32a U

All investment is at risk.

32b D

Some investment is not at risk.

Schedule C (Form 1040) 1991

Page 2

Schedule C (Form 1040) 1991

•z/rriim
33
34
35
36

Cost of Goods Sold (See mstructionsT

Purchases less cost of items withdrawn for personal use

33
34

Cost of labor. (Do not include salary paid to yourself.)

35

Inventory at beginning of year. (If different from last year's closing inventory, attach explanation.).

Materials and supplies

36

37

Other costs

37

38

Add lines 33 through 37

38

39
40

Inventory at end of year
Cost of goods sold. Subtract line 39 from line 38. Enter the result here and on page 1. line 4

39

ISfTfTT

.

40

Principal Business or Professional Activity Codes

z e j ftn-

•£ <k

(^A

^£L-

^
2.0ft
*,H(,S

as-7/n*<
ITHfio
^,OT

Locate the major category that best describes your activity. Within the major category, select the activity code that most closely identifies the
business or profession that is the principal source of your sales or receipts. Enter this 4-digit code on page 1, line B. For example, real estate
agent is under the major category of "Real Estate,n and the code is "5520." (Note: if your pnncipal source of income is from farming activities, you
should file Schedule F (Form 1040), Profit or Loss From Farming.)

• Agricultural Services,
Forestry, Fishing
Code
1990 Animal services, other than
breeding
1933 Crop services
2113 Farm labor & management
services
2246 Fishing, commercial
2238 Forestry, except logging
2212 Horticulture & landscaping
2469 Hunting & trapping
1974 Livestock breeding
0836 Logging
1956 Veterinary services, including pets

Construction
0016 Operative builders (for own
account)
Building Trade Contractors, Including
Repairs
0414 Carpentenng & floonng
0455 Concrete work
0273 Electncal work
0299 Masonry, dry wall, stone, & tile
0257 Painting & paper hanging
0232 Plumbing, heating. & air conditioning
0430 Roofing, siding & sheet metal
0885 Other building trade contractors
(excavation, glazing, etc.)
General Contractors
0075 Highway & street construction
0059 Nonresidential building
0034 Residential building
3889 Other heavy construction (pipe
laying, bridge construction, etc.)

1552 Oil & gas
1719 Quarrying & nonmetallic mining

Real Estate
5538 Operators & lessors of buildings.
including residential
5553 Operators & lessors of other real
property
5520 Real estate agents & brokers
5579 Real estate property managers
5710 Subdivides & developers, except
cemetenes
6155 Title abstract offices

Services: Personal,
Professional, & Business
Services

Amusement & Recreational Services
9670 Bowling centers
9688 Motion picture & tape distribution
& allied services
9597 Motion picture & video
production
9639 Motion picture theaters
8557 Physical fitness facilities
9696 Professional sports & racing,
including promoters & managers
9811 Theatncal performers, musicians,
agents, producers & related
services
9613 Video tape rental
9837 Other amusement & recreational
services
Automotive Services
8813 Automotive rental or leasing,
without driver
8953 Automotive repairs, general &
specialized
Finance, Insurance, &
8839 Parking, except valet
Related Services
8896 Other automotive services (wash,
6064 Brokers & dealers of securities
towing, etc.)
6080 Commodity contracts brokers &
Business & Personal Services
dealers; security & commodity
7658 Accounting & bookkeeping
exchanges
7716 Advertising, except direct mail
6148 Credit institutions & mortgage
7682 Architectural services
bankers
8318 Barber shop (or barber)
5702 Insurance agents or brokers
8110 Beauty shop (or beautician)
5744 Insurance services (appraisal.
8714 Child day care
consulting, inspection, etc.)
6676 Communication services
6130 Investment advisors & services
7872 Computer programming.
5777 Other financial services
processing, data preparation &
related services
7922 Computer repair, maintenance. &
Manufacturing, Including
leasing
7286 Consulting services
Printing & Publishing
7799 Consumer credit reporting &
0679 Aoparei & other textile products
collection services
1115 Electric & electronic eouipment
8755 Counseling (except health
1073 Fabricated metal products
practitioners)
0638 Food products & beverages
6395 Courier or package delivery
0810 Furniture & fixtures
7732 Employment agencies &
0695 Leather footwear, handbags, etc.
personnel supply
0836 Lumber & other wood products
7518 Engineering services
1099 Machinery & machine shops
7773 Equipment rental & leasing
0877 Paper & allied products
(except computer or automotive)
1057 Primary metal industries
8532 Funeral services & crematories
0851 Printing & publishing
7633 Income tax preparation
1032 Stone, clay. & glass products
7914 Investigative & protective services
0653 Textile mill products
7617 Legal services (or lawyer)
1883 Other manufacturing mdustnes
7856 Mailing, reproduction, commercial
art. photography, &
stenographic services
Mining & Mineral Extraction
7245 Management services
8771 Ministers & chaplains
1537 Coal mining
flTU Photoarachic studios
1C11 MAt^l mininn

7260
6536
7708
8730
6510
6692

Public relations
Public warehousing
Surveying services
Teaching or tutoring
Trash collection without own dump
Utilities (dumps, snowplowing,
road cleaning, etc.)
7880 Other business services
6882 Other personal services

Hotels & Other Lodging Places
7237 Camps & camping parks
7096 Hotels, motels, & tounst homes
7211 Rooming & boarding houses
Laundry & Cleaning Services
7450 Carpet & upholstery cleaning
7419 Coin-operated laundries & dry
cleaning
7435 Full-service laundry, dry cleaning,
& garment service
7476 Jamtonal & related services
(building, house, & window
cleaning)
Medical & Health Services
Chiropractors
Dentist's office or clinic
Doctor's (M.D.) office or clinic
Medical & dental laboratories
Nursing & personal care facilities
Optometnsts
Osteopathic physicians & surgeons
Podiatnsts
Registered & practical nurses
Offices & clinics of other health
practitioners (dieticians,
midwives. speech pathologists,
etc.)
9886 Other health services
Miscellaneous Repair, Except
Computers
9019 Audio equipment & TV repair
9035 Electrical & electronic equipment
repair, except audio & TV
9050 Furniture repair & reupholstery
2881 Other equipment repair
9274
9233
9217
9456
9472
9290
9258
9241
9415
9431

Trade, Retail—Selling
Goods to Individuals &
Households
3038 Catalog or mail order
3012 Selling door to door, by telephone
or party plan or from modile unit
3053 Vending machine selling
Selling From S h o w r o o m , Store,
or Other Fixed Location
Apparel & Accessories
3921 Accessory & specialty stores &
furriers for women
3939 Clothing, family
3772 Clothing, men's & boys'
3913 Clothing, women's
3756 Shoe stores
3954 Other apparel & accessory stores
Automotive & Service Stations
3558 Gasoline service stations
3319 New car dealers (francnised)
3533 Tires, accessories. & parts
3335 Used car dealers
3517 Other automotive dealers
(motorcycles, recreational
\ ancles, etc \

Building, Hardware, & Garden Supply
4416 Building materials dealers
4457 Hardware stores
4473 Nurseries & garden supply stores
4432 Paint, glass. & wallpaper stores
Food
0612
3086
3095

& Beverages
Bakeries selling at retail
Catering services
Drinking places (bars, taverns.
pubs, saloons, etc.)
3079 Eating places, meals & snacks
3210 Grocery stores (general line)
3251 Liquor stores
3236 Specialized food stores (meat.
produce, candy health food, etc.)
Furniture & General Merchandise

3988 Computer & software stores
3970 Furniture stores
4317 Home furnishings stores (china,
floor coverings, drapes)
4119 Household appliance stores
4333 Music & record stores
3996 TV, audio & electronic stores
3715 Vanety stores
3731 Other general merchandise stores
Miscellaneous Retail Stores
4812 Boat dealers
5017 Book stores, excluding newsstands
4853 Camera & photo supply stores
3277 Drug stores
5058 Fabnc & needlework stores
4655 Florists
5090 Fuel dealers (except gasoline)
4630 Gift, novelty & souvenir shops
4838 Hobby, toy, & game shops
4671 Jewelry stores
4895 Luggage & leather goods stores
5074 Mobile home dealers
4879 Optical goods stores
4697 Sporting goods & bicycle shops
5033 Stationery stores
4614 Used merchandise & antique stores
(except motor vehicle parts)
5884 Other retail stores

Trade, Wholesale—Selling
Goods to Other Businesses, etc.
Durable Goods, Including Machinery
Equipment, Wood, Metals, etc.
2634 Agent or broker for other firms—
more than 50% of gross sales
on commission
2618 Selling for your own account
Nondurable Goods, Including Food,
Fiber, Chemicals, etc.
2675 Agent or broker for other firmsmore than 50% of gross sales
on commission
2659 Selling for your own account

Transportation Services
6619 Air transportation
6312 Bus & limousine transportation
6361 Highway passenger transportation
(exceot chartered service)
6114 Taxicaos
6635 Travel agents & tour operators
6338 Trucking (exceot trash collection)
6551 Water transportation
6650 Other transportation services
Sflflfl U r m h l * tn r««»e«,A*

SCHEDULE SE
(Form 1040)
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
(5)

OMB No. 1545-0074

Self-Employment Tax

1191

• See Instructions for Schedule SE (Form 1040).

Attachment
Sequence No. 1 7

• Attach to Form 1040.

Name of person with self-employment income (as shown on Form 1040)

Social security number of person
with self-employment income •

su j j j jink

Who Must File Schedule SE
You must file Schedule SE if:
• Your net earnings from self-employment from other than church employee income (line 4 of Short Schedule SE or
line 4c of Long Schedule SE) were $400 or more; OR
• You had church employee income (as defined in the instructions) of $108.28 or more;
AND
• Your wages (and tips) subject to social security AND Medicare tax (or railroad retirement tax) were less than
$125,000.
. Exception: If your only self-employment income was from earnings as a minister, member of a religious order, or
Christian Science practitioner, AND you filed Form 4361 and received IRS approval not to be taxed on
those earnings, DO NOT file Schedule SE. Instead, write "Exempt-Form 4361" on Form 1040, line 47.
Note: Most people can use Short Schedule SE on this page. But you may have to use Long Schedule SE on the back.
Who MUST Use Long Schedule SE (Section B)
You must use Long Schedule SE if ANY of the following apply:
• You received wages or tips and the total of all of your wages (and tips) subject to social security, Medicare, or
railroad retirement tax plus your net earnings from self-employment is more than $53,400;
• You use either "optional method" to figure your net earnings from self-employment (see Section B, Part II, and
the instructions);
• You are a minister, member of a religious order, or Christian Science practitioner and you received IRS approval
(by filing Form 4361) not to be taxed on your earnings from these sources, but you owe self-employment tax on
other earnings;
• You had church employee income of $108.28 or more that was reported to you on Form W-2; OR
• You received tips subject to social security, Medicare, or railroad retirement tax, but you did not report
those tips to your employer.
Section A—Short Schedule SE (Read above to see if you must use Long Schedule SE on the back (Section B).)
1

Net farm profit or (loss) from Schedule F (Form 1040), line 37, and farm partnerships, Schedule
K-1 (Form 1065), line 15a

1

Net profit or (loss) from Schedule C (Form 1040), line 31, and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), line
15a (other than farming). See instructions for other income to report

2

3

Combine lines 1 and 2

3

4

Net earnings from self-employment Multiply line 3 by .9235. If less than $400, do not file
this schedule; you do not owe self-employment tax. Caution: If you received wages or tips, and
the total of your wages (and tips) subject to social security, Medicare, or railroad retirement tax
plus the amount on line 4 is more than $53,400, you cannot use Short Schedule SE. Instead,
use Long Schedule SE on the back
• 4

2

5

Self-employment tax. If the amount on line 4 is:
• $53,400 or less, multiply line 4 by 15.3% (.153) and enter the result.
• More than $53,400, but less than $125,000, multiply the amount in excess of $53,400 by
2.9% (.029). Add $8,170.20 to the result and enter the total.
• $125,000 or more, enter $10,246.60.
Also enter this amount on Form 1040, line 47
Note: Also enter one-half of the amount from line 5 on Form 1040, line 25.

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice. se« Form 1040 instniRtinn*
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Attachment Sequence No 17

Schedule SE (Form 1040) 1991
Name of person with self-employment income (as shown on Form 1040)

Social secunty number of person
with self-employment Income •

S e c t i o n B — L o n g S c h e d u l e S E (Before completing, s e e if you c a n use Short Schedule S E on the other side
(Section A ) )
A
B

if you are a minister, member of a religious order, or Chnstian Science practitioner, AND you filed Form 4 3 6 1 , but you
had $400 or more of other net earnings from self-employment, check here and continue with Part I
. . . . •
If your only income subject to self-employment tax is church employee income and you are not a minister or a member
of a religious order, skip lines 1 through 4b. Enter - 0 - on line 4c and go to line 5a.

fciFTifli

•

S e l f - E m p l o y m e n t Tax"

1

Net farm profit or (loss) from Schedule F (Form 1040), line 37, and farm partnerships, Schedule
K-1 (Form 1065), line 15a. (Note: Skip this line if you use the farm optional method. See
requirements in Part II below and in the instructions.)

2

Net profit or (loss) from Schedule C (Form 1040), line 3 1 , and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), line
15a (other than farming). See instructions for other income to report. (Note: Skip this line if you
use the nonfarm optional method. See requirements in Part II below and in the instructions.) .

3

Combine lines 1 and 2

4 a If line 3 is more than zero, multiply line 3 by .9235. Otherwise, enter the amount from line 3 here
b If you elected one or both of the optional methods* enter the total of lines 17 and 19 here .

,

4a
4b

c Combine lines 4a and 4b If less than $400, do not file this schedule; you do not owe self-employment
tax. (Exception: If less than $400 and you had church employee income, enter -0- and continue.)
5a Enter your church employee income from Form W-2. Caution: See
the instructions for definition of church employee income .
b Multiply line 5a by .9235. (If less than $100, enter - 0 - ) . .
6
Net earnings from self-employment Add lines 4c and 5b
7
Maximum amount of combined wages and self-employment
tax or the 6.2% portion of the 7.65% railroad retirement (tier
8a Total social secunty wages and tips (from Form(s) W-2) and
retirement (tier 1) compensation

.
.

.
.

•

4c

5a
5b

earnings subject to social secunty
1) tax for 1991
railroad

$53,400

00

$125,000

00

8a

b Unreported tips subject to social secunty tax (from Form 4137,
line 9) or railroad retirement (tier 1) tax

8b

c Add lines 8a and 8b
9
10

Subtract line 8c from line 7. If zero or less, enter - 0 - here and on line 10 and go to line 12a
Multiply the smaller of line 6 or line 9 by 12.4% (.124)

11

Maximum amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings subject to Medicare tax
or the 1.45% portion of the 7.65% railroad retirement (tier 1) tax for 1991

12a Total Medicare wages and tips (from Form(s) W-2) and railroad
retirement (tier 1) compensation

12a

b Unreported tips subject to Medicare tax (from Form 4137, line 14) or
railroad retirement (tier 1) tax

12b

•

c Add lines 12a and 12b
13

Subtract line 12c from line 1 1 . If zero or less, enter - 0 - here and on line 14 and go to line 15

14
15

Multiply the smaller of line 6 or line 13 by 2 . 9 % (.029)
Self-employment tax. Add lines 10 and 14, Enter the result here and on Form 1040, line 47
Note: >4/so enter one-half of the amount from line 15 on Form 1040, line 25.

IjglllJ

10
11

12c
13
14
15

O p t i o n a l M e t h o d s To F i g u r e N e t E a r n i n g s (See " W h o C a n File S c h e d u l e S E n and "Optional M e t h o d s " in
the instructions.)

Farm Optional Method. You may use the farm optional method only if (a) Your gross farm income1 was not more than $2,400 or
(b) Your gross farm income 1 was more than $2,400 and your net farm profits2 were less than $1,733.
16

Maximum income for optional methods

16

17

Enter the smaller of: two-thirds (Vs) of gross farm income 1 or $1,600. Also include this amount
on line 4b above
__

17

$1,600

00

Nonfarm Optional Method. You may use the nonfarm optional method only if (a) Your net nonfarm profits3 were less than $1,733
and also less than 72.189% of your gross nonfarm income4 and (b) You had net SE earnings of at least $400 in 2 of the prior 3
years. Caution: You may use the nonfarm optional method no more than five times.
18

Subtract the amount on line 17, if any, from line 16 and enter the result
4

18

Enter the smaller of: two-thirds (%) of gross nonfarm income or the amount on line 18. Also
19
include this amount on line 4b above
3
1
From
Schedule
C
(Form
1040)
line
31
and
Schedule
K-1 (Form 1065), line 15a
From Schedule F (Form 1040) line 11 and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065) line 15b
'From Schedule F (Form 1040) line 37 and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065) line 15a 'From Schedule C (Form 1040) line 7 and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065) line 15c
19

^

„4562
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Depreciation and Amortization
(Including Information on Listed Property)
• See separate instructions.

(5)

Name<s) s h o w n o n return

f

OMB No. 1545-0172

H®91
Attachment
Sequence No. 6 7
Identifying number

• Attach this form to your return.

^ ^

gift-<H-qui
Business or activity
trvrty to which tthis form relates

1
2
3
4
5

Election To Expense Certain Tangible Property (Section 179) (Note: If you have any "Listed Property,1
complete Part V.)
______^__
$10,000
Maximum dollar limitation (see instructions)
Total cost of section 179 property placed in service during the tax year (see instructions)
$200,000
Threshold cost of section 179 property before reduction in limitation
Reduction in limitation—Subtract line 3 from line 2, but do not enter less than -0- . .
5
Dollar limitation for tax year—Subtract line 4 from line 1, but do not enter less than -0(b) Cost

(a) Descnption of property

(c) Elected cost

6
7 Listed property—Enter amount from line 26
8 Total elected cost of section 179 property—Add amounts in column (c), lines 6 and 7 .
9 Tentative deduction—Enter the lesser of line 5 or line 8
10
10 Carryover of disallowed deduction from 1990 (see instructions)
11
11 Taxable income limitation—Enter the lesser of taxable income or line 5 (see instructions)
12
12 Section 179 expense deduction—Add lines 9 and 10, but do not enter more than line 11
13 Carryover of disallowed deduction to 1992—Add lines 9 and 10 Jess line 12 • I 13
Note: Do not use Part II or Part III below for automobiles, certain other vehicles, cellular telephones, computers, or
property used for entertainment, recreation, or amusement (listed property). Instead, use Part V for listed property.
MACRS Depreciation For Assets Placed in Service ONLY During Your 1991 Tax Year (Do Not Include
Listed Property)
(a) Classification of property

(b) Mo. and yr.
placed
in service

(c) Basis for depreciation
(d) Recovery
(Business/investment use
penod
only—see instructions)

(e) Convention

(f) Method

27.5 y r s .

MM

S/L

27.5 y r s .

MM

S/L

31.5 y r s .

MM

S/L

31.5 y r s .

MM

S/L

(g) Depreciation deduction

14 General Depreciation System (GDS) (see instructions):
a ) 3-year property
b
5-year property
c
7-year property
d
10-year property
e
15-year property
f
20-year property

WWWJ

WttmA
Wm
WHSm

IBIP
wJmi.

g
h

15
a
b
c

Residential rental property
Nonresidential real property

••

Alternative Depreciation System (ADS) (see instructions):
Class life
12-year
40-year

HH
iii

S/L

12 y r s .
40 y r s .

S/L
MM

S/L

Other Depreciation (Do Not Include Listed Property)
16
17
18

GDS and ADS deductions for assets placed in service in tax years beginning before 1991 (see
16
instructions)
17
Property subject to section 168(f)(1) election (see instructions)
ACRS and other depreciation (see instructions) . .
18
Summary

19
20
21

19
Listed property—Enter amount from line 25
Total—Add deductions on line 12, lines 14 and 15 in column (g), and lines 16 through 19. Enter here
and on the appropriate lines of your return. (Partnerships and S corporations—see instructions)
20
For assets shown above and placed in service during the current year, enter
the portion of the basis attributable to section 263A costs (see instructions)

q. n q

q. m

Page 2

Form 4562 (1991)

Listed Property.—Automobiles, Certain Other Vehicles, Cellular Telephones, Computers, and Property
Used for Entertainment, Recreation, or Amusement
If you are using the standard mileage rate or deducting vehicle lease expense, complete columns (a) through (c) of
Section A, all of Section B, and Section C if applicable
Section A.—Depreciation (Caution: See instructions for limitations for automobiles.)
22a Do you have evidence to support the business/investment use claimed? S3 Y e s D No 22b If "Yes," is the evidence written? SI Yes D No
(a)
Type of property (list
vehicles first)

23

(c) Business/)
investment
use
percentage

(e)
(f)
Basts for depreciation
Recovery
(business/investment
period
use only)

(d)
Cost or
other basis

(g)
Method/
Convention

(h)
Depreciation
deduction

t**t(LZ
*\Alfci>

v^

0)
Elected
section 179
cost

Property used more than 50% in a qualified business use (see instructions)'

\JektcU

v*U.c(£

lltl
1-LllO

MS

°\0 %

7 in

'3>IS

lS-,-74

iq. Hoc
1%. \-TU

17, HbQ

tt

m-

£
lap %
£±LL£Property used 50% or less in a qualified business use (see instructions):
%

*T*C*<A*-

24

(b)
Date placed in
service

MAC-<1

n

S2g

3,MSI

S/LS/LS/L-

%
Add amounts tn column (h). Enter the total here and on line 19, page 1
Add amounts in column (i) Enter the total here and on line 7, page 1
Section B.—Information Regarding Use of Vehicles—if you deduct expenses for vehicles:
• Always complete this section lor vehicles used by a sole proprietor, partner, or other "more than 5% owner," or related person
• If you provided vehicles to your employees, first answer the questions in Section C to see if you meet an exception to completing this sectio
25
26

27
28
29
30

Total business/investment miles driven during
the year (DO NOT include commuting miles).
Total commuting miles driven dunng the year
Total other personal (noncommuting)
miles driven
Total miles dnven dunng the y e a r Add lines 27 through 29

(a)
Vehicle 1

5,11^
l^t

32
33

Was the vehicle available for personal
use dunng off-duty hours? .
. .
Was the vehicle used pnmanly by a more
than 5% owner or related person? . .
Is another vehicle available for personal
use?

1X-L1H

Ho\

3. Sel-

9 UM

No

(d)
Vehicle 4

(c)
Vehicle 3
7., v<&

ffl

(e)
Vehicle 5

Vehicle 6

^6*1

V\\
ves

31

(b)
Vehicle 2

Yes

No

MU
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

X

y

K

y

y

X

X

)c

X

Section C.—Questions for Employers Who Provide Vehicles for Use by Their Employees
(Answer these questions to determine if you meet an exception to completing Section 8. Note: Section B must always
be completed for vehicles used by sole propnetors, partners, or other more than 5% owners or related persons.)
Yes
34
35
36
37
38

No

Do you maintain a wntten policy statement that prohibits ail personal use of vehicles, including commuting,
by your employees?
Do you maintain a wntten policy statement that prohibits personal use of vehicles, except commuting, by your
employees? (See instructions for vehicles used by corporate officers, directors, or 1 % or more owners.)
Do you treat all use of vehicles by employees as personal use?
Do you provide more than five vehicles to your employees and retain the information received from your
employees concerning the use of the vehicles?
Do you meet the requirements concerning qualified automobile demonstration use (see instructions)?
. .
Note: If your answer to 34, 35, 36, 37, or 38 is "Yes," you need not complete Section B for the covered vehicles.
Amortization
(a)
Description of costs

(b)
Date amortization
begins

(c)
Amortizable
amount

(d)
Code
section

(e)
Amortization
penod or
percentage

g 2 g ^ ^ # # # # ^ £ /vvx/yysvyyyyx

39

Amortization of costs that begins during your 1991 tax year:

40
41

Amortization of costs that began before 1991
Total Enter here and on "Other Deductions' or "Other Expenses" line of your return

| 40
| 41

(t)
Amortization
for this year

mmmwMm,

Yf9? ^ t n t e and F^iioi n.l

36
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Individual Income Tax Return

ua*

FORM
TC-40

ending Dec 3 1 . 1 9 9 2 , or other taxable year beginning
19
and ending
,19

Check if Amended /

s

^Q

if no label, enter your lull name (first, middle initial, last)

Your social secunty number

STEVEN)
fel,?^ HOLT
NJ
&e label,
therwise, f a joint return, spouses name (first, middle initial, last)
ease type
•'(LZisi H o u r
pnnt in
Present home address (number and street including apartment number or rural route)
ackink.

3^6

<>G loo

City, town or post office
1. Filing Status
a.
b.
c.
d.

Single
Head of household
Marriedfilingjoint return
Married filing separate return.

If filing married lolnt or separate return,
please enter spouse's social security number
In the space provided above.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

2 . E x e m p t i o n s (Enter number claimed from
federal return)

a.
b. .

c.
d. .
e. •

L4J

•

3. Election Campaign Fund
Yourself Spouse

*\ 1
_.i^_

Daytime telephone number

State and ZIP code (foreign country)

Yourself •
Spouse
Other dependents
Disabled (page 4)
Total exemptions

Yourself Spouse

Amtncan

Ifceruran

Democratic

Repuolcin

Independent American

No Contortion

H 2

Poputet

*€ntir "0" If you did not claim yourself on fedf ml return

Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions)
Itemized or standard deduction claimed on federal return (see instructions)
Personal exemptions (see instructions.)
1/2 federal tax liability on federal return (see instructions)
State tax refund included on line 10 of federal form 1040
Interest from U.S. government obligations included in federal income
Retirement income (refer to instructions and Schedule B on back of return)
Check the box if age 65 or over • Self Q • SpouseQ
10
Other Deductions • Check the appropriate boxes
Q Adoption exp. Q R.R. Retirement Q Indian inc. Q Equitable adj. •
11
Total (add lines 5 through 11)
Deduct line 12 from line 4
State income tax deducted as itemized deduction on federal Sch. A
14
Entire amount of lump sum distnbution shown on federal form 4972
15
Total (add lines 14 and 15)
Utah taxable income (add lines 13 and 16, if less than zero, enter zero)
Utah tax (from tax rate schedules on page 11 of instruction booklet)
18
Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on page 7 of booklet)
—
19
Total check-off contnbutions from Schedule D on back of the return
20
Previous refunds (applies to amended returns only, see instructions)
21
Total tax and contnbutions (add lines 18 through 21)
Utah income tax withheld (attach withholding forms)
23
Credit for Utah income tax prepaid on form TC-546
24
Credit for taxes paid to another state (from Schedule A on back of return) ••••
25
Other credrts (from Schedule C on back of return)
26
Previous payments (applies to amended returns only, see instructions) —
27
Total credits (add lines 23 through 27)
Tax due • if line 22 is larger than line 28, subtract line 28 from line 22
Penalty and interest paid (for extension, late filed or amended returns) —
Total amount paid with this return (add lines 29 and 30)
Refund - if line 28 is larger than line 22, subtract 22 from line 28, and enter balance •

33.• Q

Spouse's soaai secunty number

£*<>\-

County (province)
•

Check if NOL

m

(Checking a party doet not change your i n or reduce your refund)

5

sft, ma

kooo
feqoo
3&Sfc

6
7
8
9
%&*'$!*
12

10

\(*.?6(p

2

"i U ^ 16

iTi

•0

11
12

-

THTr^"

13

2186
>V '

22

>%

*%

SN

s 's»

-2,195

14
15

^H
16
17
28

31*7

-•z.t ifift

©
©

T-'flB

Yes, I want my refund applied to my 1993 taxes. I understand that I will not receive a refund this year.

If paid preparers) filled out this return, please check this box

3

H

Mail your return and payment to. Utah State Tax Commission; 160 East Third South; Salt Lake City, Utah 84134-0200

Office
Use Only

18
19
20

r
I
I. Federal adjusted gross income taxed in state of:
1 $
I Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions)
2
5. Percent of other state gross income to total income (line 1 divided by line 2)
L Utah income tax (line 18 on front of return)
4
i. Credit limitation (line 4 times percentage on line 3)
,5
5. Actual income tax paid to state of:
GL
K Credit for taxes paid to another state (line 5 or 6, whichever is less). Enter on line 25
25 on
on front
front of
ofreturn.
return.

'^^^&&§§i

r»i

3

%

J * C ^ ^ ^&#fctex j

7 [_$___„„„

YOU MUST ATTACH A SIGNED COPY OF ALL OTHER STATE INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR WHICH CREDIT IS CLAIMED
nedule B»Retirement Income Exemption/Deduction

(The total number of exemptions and deductions cannot exceed 2)

1 $
1. Retirement Exemption Age 65 or over Self ( H Spouse
X $7,500.
Total checked.
2
$
.X
$4,800Total
checkeo
2. Retirement Deduction * Under age 65: Self | | Spouse
•Please review Instructions for qualifying Income.
I. Total exemption and deduction amount (add lines 1 and 2)
i. Enter federal adjusted gross income from line 4 of state retCirn
$
>. Less: (a) $32,0Q0--mamed filing joint or head of household
(b) $16,000~marned filing separate
(c) $25,000-single
. Line 4 less line 5 (if zero or less, enter zero)
. One-half of line 6 (line 6 divided by 2). If zero or less, enter zero.
. Line 3 less line 7. This is your retirement exemption/deduction. Enter on line 10 on the front of this form.
Do not enter an amount less than zero
L TAXPAYERS UNDER AGE 65 CLAIMING RETIREMENT DEDUCTIONS ARE REQUIRED TO ATTACH COPIES OF ALL FORMS W-2,109!
)9R, SSA-1099, RRB-1099, OR OTHER DOCUMENTATION TO SUPPORT THE RETIREMENT INCOME DEDUCTION.
ihedule C • Other Credits

1 $

1. Mineral production withholding tax credit [attach form(s) TC-675R or federal Schedule(s) K-1]
2. Agncuttural off-highway gas tax credit
Tax paid gallons purchased 1/1/92 to 12/31/92
x19c =
3. Credit for energy systems installation (attach form TC-40E showing Energy Office approval)
4. Credit to beneficiary of trust receiving accumulation distribution (see instructions)
5 Credit for cash contnbution to qualified sheltered workshop. Name of workshop.
Total cash contnbution
x 50% (maximum credit is $200)
6. Enterprise zone credit (read and complete instructions) •
7. Clean Fuel Alternative Credit - (attach form TC-40F showing Division of Air Quality approval)
8. Clean Fuel Vehicle Credit - (attach form TC-40V showing Division of Air Quality approval) —
9. Total of other credits (add lines 1 through 8 and enter total on line 26 on front of return)

2
3
4

FT
6
7
8

LL

ledule D • Check-off Contributions (Enter any amount greater than or equal to $1.00)
.
!.
I,
.
,
.

Utah nongame wildlife fund (see instructions, page 7)
Homeless contnbution (see instructions, page 7)
State Colleges and Universities (for libraries and library equipment) College code (page 8)
Contnbutions for nonprofit school distnct foundation. School distnct code (page 8)
Children's Organ Transplant Fund (see instructions, page 8)
Total contributions (add lines 1 through 5 and enter total on line 20 on front of return)

er penalties

of perjury*!

^Zu

declare that to the best of my knowledge

•
t [""

and belief, this return and accompanying

1 S
2
3
4

•

5

6 $
schedules

are true, correct and complet

M signature

Date signeo

Occupation

>ouse* signature (H-kng jointlY,Jotn MUST sign even n onry one nao income)

Dale signeo

Ocajpaiion

rr
noVepa/er* na1 )/flFC signature

Date signeo
signeo

Preparers social security or FID numoer

Uy

State

A

j ^

b+*X\\
no preparers complete aoo'ress

to<\0 Sp. uJfWW-'^f. ^A*cU t III-

64^4

r

| ZIP cooe

04olu

IDCI

r

Your first name and initial

^ .
jctlons
age 10.)
the IRS
»l.
jrwlse,
se print
pe.

identlal V
lion Campaign
page to,)

Your social security number

Last name

ft&E/rV

tf a joint return, spouse's first name and tnitiaJ

3*&

rAsi"
Spouee't social tecurtty number

Last name

€•

Apt. no.

Home address (numoer and street), if you nave a P.O. box, see page 10.

US

So.

loo

For Privacy Act and
Paperwork Reduction
Act Notice, see p a g e 4.

$*ct

City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code. If you have a foreign address, see page 10.

•

Yes

Oo you want $1 to go to this fund?
If a joint return, does your spouse want $1 to go to this fund?

m

i

No
No

Yes

Note: Checking "Yes" will
not change your tax Of
reduce your refund.

Single

ng Status

Z

> page 10.)

Married filing jomt return (even if only one had income)
Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here. •

—

Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 11.) If the qualifying person is a child but not your dependent,

:k only
box.

enter this child's name here. •
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (year spouse died •
da

imptions

IS

19

). (See page 11.)
No. of boxes
checked on 6a
and 6b

Yourself. If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent on his or her tax
return, do not check box 6a. But be sure to check the box on line 33b on page 2

page 11.)

b

Ejp Spouse .

c

Dependents:
(1) Name (first, initial, and last name)

,

.'

.

.
(3) if aoe 1 or older,
(2) Cneck
if under dependent s social security
numper
aoe i

sv\ -m w ?

A*dv<C\ ft<v.*l-*l4
TuUft fev ( *^Vo \r

>re than six
indents,
sage 12.

(4) Dependent's
relationship to
J2H,
db\j*\\^f*r
(\(k\JC-jV{P>/

(5) No. ol momns
lived in your
home in 199?

No. of your
children on 6c
who:

%

• lived with you
• didn't live with
you due to
divorce or
separation (see
page 13)

!i_

No. of other
dependents on 6c
d
e

ome
;h
' B of your
iiW-2,
i, and
»R here.
i did not
W-2. see
9.
h check or
y order on
f any
5 W-2.

. or
R.

stments
come
>age 18.)

ctprj
.

s income

7
8a
b
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16a
17a
18
19
20
21a
22
23

Wages, salaries, tips, etc. Attach Form(s) W-2

.

.

.

8a

Taxable interest income. Attach Schedule 8 if over $400
Tax-exempt interest income (see page 15). DON'T include on line 8a
Dividend income. Attach Schedule B if over $400

.

8b

10
11
12
13
14
15
16b
17b
18
19
20
21b
22
23

Alimony received
Business income or (loss). Attach Schedule C or C-EZ
Capital gain or (loss). Attach Schedule 0
Capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (see page 15)
.

Total IRA distributions

Total pensions and annuities

b Taxable amount (see page 16)

17a

b Taxable amount (see page 16)

Rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. Attach Schedule E
Farm income or (loss) Attach Schedule F
Unemployment compensation (see page 17)
Social security benefits

L212J

'

I b Taxable amount (see page 17)

Other income. List type and amount—see page 18
Add the amounts in the far ^ h f column fpr imes 7 through 22. This is your total income
Your IRA deduction from aopi>caoie worksheet on page 19 or 20

24a

l-COO

b

Spouse's IRA deduction from applicable worksheet on page 19 or 20

24b

l-OOO

Uc f

. . .

25

Self-employed health insurance deauction (see page 20)

26

Keogh retirement plan and self-employed SEP deduction

27

28

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings

28

29
30
31

:
:
Ahmony pa<a Rec'O'ent's $$N •
29
f
Add lines 24a through 29 These a e your total adjustments
Subtract line 30 trom une 23. This is your adjusted gross income. If this amount is /ess than
$22,370 ana a child lived with you, see page ElC-1 to find out if you can claim the "Earned
mr0me o w on u*» se
. .
;

One-naif of self-employment tax (see page 20)

Cat. No. 11320B

31

l«\,ftSM
L

El

*,o^

'/A

Taxable refunds, credits, or offsets of state and local income taxes from worksheet on page 16

Other gains or (losses). Attach Form 4797 ,
16a

Add numbers
entered on
lines above •

.

24a

25
26
27

D

If youf chiW didn't live with you but is claimed as your dependent under a pre-1985 agfeement. check here
Total number of exemptions claimed
. . .
. . . . . .
. . . .

H I ,(,01

t?s, H T i

5111 17~<*

•

31

S<d I M S
Form 1 0 4 0 (1992)

Tax
Computation

32

32
33a

Amount from line 31 (adjusted gross income)
Check If: Q You were 65 or older. D Blind: D Spouse was 65 or older. D Blind.
Add the number of boxes checked above and enter the total here . . . . • 33a
b If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent, check herB . • 33b

(See page
22.)

c If you are married filing separately and your spouse itemizes deductions or you
are a dual-status alien, see page 22 and check here
• 33c
34

Enter
the
larger
of
your

<

Itemized deductions from Schedule A, line 26, OR
Standard deduction shown below for your filing status. But If you checked
any box on line 33a or b, go to page 22 to find your standard deduction.
If you checked box 33c, your standard deduction is zero.
• Single—$3,600
• Head of household—$5,250
• Married filing jointly or Qualifying widow(er)—$6,000
• Married filing separately—$3,000

i^ooo

fz, \w

36

Subtract line 34 from line 32

36

If line 32 is $78,950 or less, multiply $2,300 by the total number of exemptions claimed on
36

c\Kvoo

37

*^M4fl

38

7,3fe5

line 6e. If line 32 is over $78,950, see the worksheet on page 23 for the amount to enter .
W you want
the IRS to
figure your
tax, see page
23.

Credits
(See page
23.)

37

Taxable income. Subtract line 36 from line 35. If line 36 is more than line 35. enter -0-

38

Enter tax. Check if from a l$Q Tax Table, b D Tax Rate Schedules, c D

39
40

or d D Form 8615 (see page 23). Amount, if any, from Form(s) 8814 • e
I
Additional taxes (see page 23). Check if from a D Form 4970 b •
Form 4972 . .
Add lines 38 and 39

41
42
43

45
46

Other
Taxes

Payments
Attach
Forms W-2,
YV-2G, and
1099-R on
the front

Refund or
Amount
You Owe

47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Keep a copy
of this return
for your
records.

Schedule 0,
.
•

40

45

Self-employment tax. Attach Schedule SE. Also, see line 25

46
47

Alternative minimum tax. Attach Form 6251

46

Recapture taxes (see page 25). Check if from a D Form 4255 b D Form 8611 c DForm 8828

49

Social secunty and Medicare tax on tip income not reported to employer. Attach Form 4137

50
51
52
53

Tax on qualified retirement plans, including IRAs. Attach Form 5329
Advance earned income credit payments from Form VV-2
Add lines 46 through 52. This is your total tax
. . . .

JLik

54
55
56
57
58

60
61

If line 60 is more man i.ne 53. subtract line 53 from line 60. This is the amount you OVERPAID.

62

Amount of line 61 you want REFUNDED TO YOU
Amount of line 61 you want APPLIED TO YOUR 1993 ESTIMATEO TAX •

63

39

-5JL

41
Credit for child and dependent care expenses. Attach Form 2441
42
Credit for the elderly or the disabled. Attach Schedule R . .
43
Foreign tax credit. Attach Form 1116
Other credits (see page 24). Check if from a D Form 3800
b O Form 8396 c D Form 8801 d D Form (specify)
Add lines 41 through 44
Subtract line 45 from line 40. If line 45 is more than line 40. enter -0-

Federal income tax withheld if any is from Form(s) 1099. check •
O
1992 estimated t«m payments and amount applied from 1991 return .
Earned income credit. Attach Schedule EIC
Amount paid with Form 4868 (extension request)
. . . .
Excess social security, Medicare, and RRTA tax withheld (see page 26) .
Other payments (see page 26). Check if from a DForm 2439
b DForm 4136
Add lines 54 through 59. These are your total payments

54
55
56
57
58
59

Attach check or 64
money order on
too of Form(s)
W-2. etc.. on
the front.
65

Sign
Here

syiy

5M
l . l \ l

S.feflT-

\^v*

B, (e°Q

59

I

TW

q.iu

63

.

•
•
| _

I

If line 53 is more than line 60. subtract line 60 from line 53. This is the AMOUNT YOU OWE.
Attach check or money order for full amount payable to "Internal Revenue Service." Wnte your
name, address, social secunty number, daytime phone number, and "1992 Form 1040" on it
Estimated tax penalty (see page 27) A'so include on line 64
I 65 j
- Q~
I

[ 64

Under penalties o< penury t ceoa'e mat i nave examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, anc 'c me best of my knowledge and
belief, they are true, correct, ana complete Declaration o< preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on ail information of wn.c* preparer has any Knowledge.
Your signatur
Date
Your occupation

z_

Spowse/^S'gnatjre if a io«ry retum, BOTH mustt S'gn
S'QP

/
Preparers
signature

Date

Paid
\ U>AMVX g \ MJUji dM
Preparer's /-Firm's name (or yours
• J ^ I wy^ift y * S3E
'?v t .
seif-empioyed) ana
Use Only ifaddress

•

W

1

32

Spouse s occupation

Check if
seif-empioyed

I *Ti I
.

f

I Preparer's social security no.

K s i ? \bt> Ml23

E.I No
ZIP cooe

OMB No. 1545-0074

Schedules A&B (Form 1040) 1992
Name<s) shown on Form 1040. Oo not < or name and social socunty numoer «f shown on other side.

^ ^ ^

Page 2

Your social security number

C,
t&Bih) H a u l
Schedule B—Interest and Dividend Income
TANI

Parti
Interest
Income
(See
pages 14
and B-1.)

Attachment
Sequence No. 08

If you had over $400 in taxable interest Income OR are claiming the exclusion of interest from
series EE U.S. savings bonds issued after 1989, you must complete this part. List ALL interest you received. If you had
over $400 in taxable interest income, you must also complete Part III. If you received, as a nominee, interest that actually
belongs to another person, or you received or paid accrued interest on securities transferred between interest payment
dates, see page B-1
Amount
Interest Income
List name of payer—if any interest income is from seller-financed mortgages,
seeJ page
page B-1
B-i and
ana list
list this
this interest
interest first
nrst •w.

\Q

Note: If you
received a Form
1099-INT, Form
1099-OID, or
substitute
statement from
a brokerage firm,
list the firm's
name as the
payer and enter
the total interest
shown on that
form.

3,fiQ\
ZPfl

fULLl

2
3

Part II
Dividend
Income
(See
pages 15
and B-1.)

Note: If you
received a Form
1099-DIVor
substitute
statement from
a brokerage
firm, list the
firm's name as
the payer and
enter the total
dividends
shown on that
form.

Part III
Foreign
Accounts
and
Foreign
Trusts
(See
page B-2.)

Add the amounts on line 1
Excludable interest on series EE U.S. savings bonds issued after 1989 from Form
8815, line 14. You MUST attach Form 8815 to Form 1040
4 Subtract line 3 from line 2. Enter the result here and on Form 1040, line 8a. •
0\<\
If you had over $400 in gross dividends and/or other distributions on stock, you must complete this part and Part III. If
you received, as a nominee, dividends that actually belong to another person, see page B-1.
Amount
Dividend Income
5

List name of payer—include on this line capital gam distributions, nontaxable
distributions, etc. •

5

6
7
8
9
10

6
Add the amounts on line 5
7
Capital gain distributions. Enter here and on Schedule D*.
8
Nontaxable distributions. (See the mst. for Form 1040, line 9.)
9
Add lines 7 and 8
[j<L !
Subtract line 9 from line 6. Enter the result here and on f : orm 1040, line 9 . •
L
'If you received capital gam distributions but do not need Schedule D to report any other gams or losses,
see the instructions for Form 1040, lines 13 and 14
"

_

If you had over $400 of interest or dividends OR had a foreign account or were a grantor of, or a transferor
to, a foreign trust, you must complete this part.
11a At any time during 1992, did you have an interest in or a signature or other authority over a financial
account in a foreign country, such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial
account? See page B-2 for exceptions and filing requirements for Form TD F 90-22.1
. . . .
b If "Yes," enter the name of the foreign country •
12 Were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a foreign trust that existed during 1992, whether or not
you have any beneficial interest in it 7 If "Yes." you may have to file Form 3520. 3520-A, or 926

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions.

Schedule B (Form 1040) 1992

(Form 1040)
(5)

Name<s) shown on Form 1040

•

Attachment
Attach to Form 1040. • See Instructions for Schedules A and B (Form 1040).
Sequence No. Q7
Your social security number

1
2
3
4

Caution: Do not include expenses reimbursed or paid by others.
Medical and dental expenses (see page A-1) . . . .
Enter amount from Form 1040, line 32. I 2 I
L—
Multiply line 2 above by 7.5% (.075)
Subtract line 3 from line 1. If zero or less, enter - 0 - ,

Taxes You
Paid

5

State and local income taxes

6

Real estate taxes (see page A-2)

(See
page A-1.)

7

Other taxes. List—include personal property taxes

8

Add lines 5 through 7 ,

9a

Home mortgage interest and points reported to you on Form 1098

b

Home mortgage interest not reported to you on Form 1098. If
paid to an individual, show that person's name and address. •

Interest

You Paid
(See
page A-2.)
Note:
Personal
interest is
not
deductible.

H§92

(Schedule B is o n back)

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Medical
and
Dental
Expenses

O M B NO. 1545-0074

Schedule A—Itemized Deductions

SCHEDULES A&B

10
11
12

Points not reported to you on Form 1098. See page A-3
for special rules
Investment interest. If required, attach Form 4952. (See
page A-3.)
Add lines 9a through 11

9a

10
11

C a u t i o n : If you made a charitable contribution
and
received a benefit in return, see page A-3.

Gifts t o
Charity

13

13

Contributions by cash or check

14

16

Other than by cash or check. If over $500, you MUST
attach Form 8283
Carryover from prior year
Add lines 13 through 15

Casualty and
Theft Losses

17

Casualty or theft ioss(es). Attach Form 4684. (See page A-4.)

• ! 17

Moving
Expenses

18

Moving expenses. Attach Form 3903 or 3903F. (See page A-4

•

19

Unreimbursed employee expenses—job travel, union
dues, job education, etc. If required, you M U S T attach
Form 2106. (See page A-4.) •

20

Other expenses—investment, tax preparation, safe
deposit box, etc. List type and amount •

21

A d d lines 19 and 20

(See
page A-3.)

15

Job Expenses
and Most
Other
Miscellaneous
Deductions
(See
page A-5 for
expenses to
deduct here.)

22
23
24

. . . .
Enter amount from Form 1040, line 32. 22
Multiply line 22 above by 2 % (.02)
Subtract line 23 from line 2 1 . If zero or less, enter - 0 -

Other
Miscellaneous
Deductions

25

Other—from list on page A-5. List type and amount

Total

26

Itemized
Deductions

14
15
•

I 16

I 18

21
23
j

•

24

•
•

' 25

Is the amount on Form 1040, line 32, more than $105,250 (more than $52,625 if
married filing separately)?
• NO. Your deduction is not limited. Add lines 4, 8, 12, 16, 17, 18, 24, and 25. 1
• YES. Your deduction may be limited. See page A-5 for the amount to enter. J
C a u t i o n : Be sure to enter on Form 1040, line 34, the LARGER
on line 26 above or your standard deduction.

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions.

of the

Cat. No. 11330X

•

amount
Schedule A (Form 1040) 1992

•

2**nmmrn of th# Tr—ury
,(X)

• Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041,

x«m» of propo«tof

az

Partnerships, Joint ventures, etc., must file Form 1066.

Attschm.nl

Sequence No. 0 9

• See Instructions for Schedule C (Form 1040).

Social *#cuhty number (SSN)

fJ

I

i

1AM

Ovi\*\

r\o\ +~
B Enter principal business code
(from p a g e 2 ) » | ^ | 3 [ 3 [ 3

Principal business or profession. Including product or service (see page C-1)

(UV<V^

MU51C

4+6Vg-

0 Employer 10 number (Not SSN)

Business name

Business address (including suite or room no.) •
City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code

^.X/.l^.^.^r- — --1/r.
Pr\'C< , ( A " U U
8 *f S i '

Accounting method:

(1) [$J Cash

(2) D Accrual

(3) D Other (specify) •

Method(s) used to
value closing inventory:

(1) •

^
Lower of cost
(2) l H or market

(3) •

Cost

Other (attach
explanation)

Does not apply (if
checked, skip line H)

(4) U

Yes

2*1

Was there any change in determining quantities, costs, or valuations between opening and closing inventory? If "Yes," attach explanation
Did you "materially participate" in the operation of this business during 1992? If "No," see page C-2 for limitations on losses .
.Was this business in operation at the end of 1992?
How many months was this business in operation during 1992? .
If this is the first Schedule C filed for this business, check here

•ffli^

.

.

.

JL

•

^

Income

Gross receipts or sales. Caution: If this income was reported to you on Form W-2 and the "Statutory
employee'' box on that form was checked, see page C-2 and check here
• LJ

lol

Returns and allowances

ZH*L\
?QS laH
• 91, Ho''

Subtract line 2 from line 1
Cost of goods sold (from line 40 on page 2)
Gross profit Subtract line 4 from line 3

Expenses (Caution: Do not enter expenses

JJLO.

Advertising
Bad debts from sales or
services (see page C-3) . .
Car and truck expenses
(see page C-3—also attach
Form 4662)
Commissions and fees. . .
Depletion
Depreciation and section 179
expense deduction (not included
In Part III) (see page C-3) . .

.

.

IM

21 Repairs and maintenance .

.

22 Supplies (not included in Part III).

23 Taxes and licenses
24 Travel, meals, and entertainment:
10

2,^-2-

11
12
13

Employee benefit programs
(other than on line 19) . . .

14

Insurance (other than health).

15

interest:
Mortgage (paid to banks, etc.)
•Other
Legal and professional services .

16b
17

Office expense
Pension and prom-sharing plans.
Rent or lease (see page C-4):
Vehicles, machinery, and equipment
Other business property . ,

£1$

—o I
H
I^
for business use of your home on lines 8-27. Instead, see line 30.)

Other income, including Federal and state gasoline or fuel tax credit or refund (see page C-2) .
Gross Income. Add lines 5 and 6

ffillf

No

1.1T-Z

.

b Meals and entertainment .
c Enter 20% of line
24b subject to
limitations (see
page C-4) . .

6t><\

i\%

d Subtract line 24c from line 24b

SA:

16a

18

a Travel .

25 Utilities
26 Wages (less jobs credit)
27a Other expenses (list type and amount):

1 \-\i~

19
20a
20b

^ao

27b Total other expenses

Total expenses before expenses for business use of home. Add lines 8 through 27b in columns .- •
Tentative profit (loss). Subtract line 28 from line 7
Expenses for business use of your home. Attach Form 6829
Net profit or (loss). Subtract line 30 from line 29. If a profit, enter here and on Form 1040, line 12. Also,
enter the net profit on Schedule SE. line 2 (statutory employees, see page C-5). If a loss, you MUST go
on to ime 32 (fiduciaries, see page C-5)
If ycu nave a loss, you MUST check the box that describes your investment in this activity (see page C-5)
If you checked 32a, enter the loss on Form 1040. line 12, and Scnoaj'e SE. Ime 2 (statutory employees,
see page C-5). if you checked 32b. you MUST attach Form 6198.
Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.

Cat. No. 11334P

119

32a LJ All investment »s at nsK.
32b D So^e investment is not at risk.
Schedule C (Form 1040) 1992

Inventory at beginning of year. If different from last year's closing inventory, attach explanation

33

Purchases less cost of Items withdrawn for personal use

34

Cost of labor. Do not include salary paid to yourself

35
36

Materials and supplies

^

MAa

l i e oisr
io, Hfl

Other costs

37

~<TW

Add lines 33 through 37

36

^ 1 , 1 r?(? •

Inventory at end of year.
,
,
Cost of goods sold. Subtract line 39 from line 38. Enter the result here and on page 1, line 4

40

mikTJ

39

"fti. Mot

Principal Business or Professional Activity Codes

ate the maior category that best describes your activity. Within the major category, select the activity code that most closely identifies the
mess or profession that is the prmcoai source of your sales or receipts. Enter this 4-digit code on page 1, line 8. For example, real estate
nt is under the major category of "Real Estate," and the code is "5520. H Note: If your principal source of income is from farming activities, you
uid file Schedule F (Form 1040), Profit or Loss From Farming.
^ ^ ^

ricultural Services,
restry, Fishing
0 Animal services, other than
• breeding
3 Crop services
3 Farm labor & management
services
5 Fishing, commercial
B Forestry, exceot logging
2 Horticulture & landscaping
9 Hunting & traoomg

4 Livestock breeding
5 Logging
3 Veterinary services, including oets

nstruction
9 Operative builders (for own
account)
ding Trade Contractors, Including
airs
l Caroentenng & flooring
3 Concrete work

3
J
f
?
)
>

Electncal work
Masonry, dry wall, stone. & tile
Painting a paper hanging
Plumbing, heating. 4 air conditioning
Roofing, siding & sheet metal
Otner budding trade contractors
(excavation, glazing, etc.)
era! Contractor!
j H.gnway & street construction
) Nonresidential building
i Residential building
) Other heavy construction (pipe
laying, bndge construction, etc.)

ance, Insurance, &
ated Services
i Brokers & dealers of securities
> C o ^ m o o i t y contracts brokers &

oea'ers. security a commodity
exchanges
C'edit institutions & mortgage
bankers
Insurance agents or brokers
Insurance services (appraisal,
. consulting, msoection. etc.)
Investment advisors & services
Other financial services

nufacturing, Including
iting & Publishing
Aooarei & other textile products
E'ectnc & electronic eouipment
Fabricated meta» products
Food products & beverages
Furniture & fixtures
Leather footwear, handbags, etc.
Lumber & other wood products
Machinery & machine Shops

Paoer & a»«ed products
Primary meta' mOuStneS
p».fMi*g & O'JO'^n-ng

Sto*e cay & g'ass products
Texfie mm O'OOuCTS
Other manufacturing

industries

ing 4 Mineral Extraction
Coal mining
Meta' mining

7708 Surveying services

1552 OH & gas
1719 Quarrying & nonmetailic mining

8730

Real Estate
5538 Operators & lessors of buildings.
including residential
5553 Operators & lessors of other real
property

5520 Real estate agents & brokers
5579 Real estate property managers
5710 Subdivides & developers, except
cemeteries
6155 Title abstract offices

Hotels 4 Other Lodging Pieces
7237 Camps & camping parks
7096 Hotels, motels. & tourist homes
7211 Rooming & boarding houses
Laundry & Cleaning Services
7450 Caroet 4 upholstery cleaning
7419 Com-operated laundries 4 dry
Cleaning

7435 Full-service laundry, dry cleaning.
& garment service
7476 Janitonal & related services
(building, house. & window
cleaning)

Sen/ices: Personal,
Professional, & Business
Services
Amusement & Recreational Services
9670

Teaching or tutoring

7880 Other business services
6882 Other personal services

Bowling centers

9686 Motion picture & tape distribution
& anted services
9597 Motion picture & video
production

9639 Motion picture theaters
8557 Phys'ca' fitness facilities
9696 Professional soons & racing.
•nc'ua'no promoters & managers
9 8 H Theatrical performers, musicians.
agents, producers & related
se'vices
9613 Video tape rental
9837 Otner amusement & recreational
services
Automotive Services
8813 Automotive rental or leasing,
wfhout driver

8953 Automotive repairs, general &
speeai'zed
8839 Pacing, except valet
8896 Other automotive services (wash.

Medical & Health Services
9274 Chiropractors
9233 OerMist s o^ce or cimic
9217 Doctor s IM D ) orf»ce or clinic
9456 Medical & dental laooratones
9472 Nursmg & personal care facilities
9290 Optometnsts
9258 Osteopathic physicians & surQeons
9241 Podiatrists
9415 Registered & practical nurses
9431 Offices 4 cimics o* other health
practitioners (dieticians.
midwives. speech pathologists.
etc)
9886 Other heanh services
Miscellaneous Repair, Except
Computers
9019 Audio eouioment 4 TV repair
9035 Electrical 4 electronic equipment
reoair, exceot audio 4 TV
9050 Furniture reoair 4 reupholStery
2881 Other eouioment reoair

towmg. etc.)

Business & Personal Services
7658

Accounting & bOOkkeeomg

7716
7682
8318
6iio
8714
7872

Advertising, except direct ma'i
Architectural services
Barber shoo (or barber)
Beauty shop (or beautician)
Ch"o cay care
Computer programming.
processing, oata preparation &
re'ateo services
7922 Comouter repair, maintenance. &
leas-^g
7286
7799

Consulting services
Consumer credit r e o o t m g &

collection services
8755 Counseling (exceot health
pract'tioners)

Trade, Retail—Selling Goods
to Individuals & Households
3038 Catalog or mail oroe'
3012 Se»i»ng door tofloor.Oy telephone
Of oany plan, or from mobitt unit
3053 Vending machine selling
Selling From S h o w r o o m , Store,
or Other Fixed Location
Apparel 4 Accessories
3921 Accessory 4 soeoa'ty stores 4
m

39,39
2772
3913

'ur'te'S *Or w O e *
O o r < n g . family
Coining, men s 4 DOyS'
C ! othmg. women s

7732 Employment agencies &
3756 Shoe stores
personnel supply
3954 Other apparel 4 accessory stores
7518 Eng-nee'ing services
Automotive 4 Service Stations
7773 Eau'pment rental & leasing
(except computer or automotive) 3558 Gasoline service stations
8532 Funeral services 4 crematories
3319 New car dea'e's (I'ancnised)
7633 mcome ta-x precaution
3533 Tires, accessories. 4 pans
7914 investigative 4 protective servces 3335 Used ca«- deal's
76W lega1 sen/ices (or lawyer)
3 5 1 ' 0:*e» auto^owe cea'ers
7856 Ma»img. reproduction, commerca'
i^orccyces. receationai
art. photography. &
vehicles, etc)
stenographic services
Building,
Hardware, 4 Garden Supply
7245 Management services
8771 Min-s'cs & cnapiams
4416 Bu'idmg materials dealers
8334 P"c'c;'ao*'C stua»os
4457 Hardware stores
7260 PJO'-C relations
4473 Nurseries 4 garden suopiy stores
8733 Research services
I 4432 Pamt g'ass. 4 wa'ipaoer stores

120

Food
0612
3086
3095

4 Beverages
Bakeries selling at retail
Catering services
Drinking places (bars, taverns,
pubs, saloons, etc.)
3079 Eating places, meals 4 snacks
3210 Grocery stores (general line)
3251 LiQuor stores
3236 Specialized food stores (meat.
produce, canoy. health food, etc.)
Furniture & General Merchandise
3988 Computer 4 software stores
3970 Furniture stores
4317

Home furnishings Stores (China,
floor coverings, drapes)

4 t i 9 Household appliance stores
4333 Music 4 record stores
3996 TV. audio 4 electronic stores
3715 Variety stores
3731 Other general merchandise stores
Miscellaneous Retail Stores
4812 Boat dealers
5017 Book stores, excluding newsstands
4853 Camera 4 photo supply stores
3277 Drug stores
5058 Fade 4 needlework stores
4655 Florists
5090 Fuel dealers (exceot gasoime)
4630 G«rt. nove»ty 4 souvenir shops
4838 Hoooy. toy. 4 game shops
4671 Jewelry stores
4695 Luggage 4 leather goods stores
5074 Mobile home dealers
4879 Optical gooos stores
4697 Sponmg goods 4 bicycle shops
5033 Stationery stores
4614 used merchandise 4 antique stores
(except motor vehicle parts)
5884 Qme' -etaii stores

Trade, Wholesale—Selling
Goods to Other Businesses, etc.
Durable Goods. Including Machinery
Equipment, Wood, Metals, etc.
263* Agent or broker for other firmsmore than 50% of gross sales
on commission

2618 Senmg for your own account
Nondurable Goods. Including Food*
Fiber, Chemicals, etc.
2675

Agent or 0rO*er for omer f»rms—

mo'e man 5C% of gfoss sales
on commission

2659 Se'i^g 'o' VOJ' own account

Transportation,
Communications, Public
Utilities, & Related Services
66^9
6312
6676
6395
6361

6551
6650

A.r transportation
B-s 4 ' -^ous'ne transportation
Co^^yn.cation services
Coune' or package oe»'very
H.gnway passenger transoonation
(e»ceoi c^anereo service)
P-wOt'C warehousing
Ta^cacs
Tras" cc'-ect'Oi without own dumo
Travel agents & tour ooerators
T'ucKmg (exceot trash collection)
Ut-M'os (Sumps, snow plowing,
roac c'eaning etc.)
Wa'e' "association
0**» r ••^scc , a*'C n se"vces

8888

Uneoie to classify

6536
6H4
65^0
6635
6338
6692

2 941/9416
Kind
of
Payer

E

Military

D

CT '

6 ?vnct<snment number

Q .
SJZ

3 Employer s state l.O number

943

O

0-l**0103-0
8 Advance EIC payments

11 Social security tax withheld

10 Wages, tips, and other compensation

13^3.00

1189.88

19192.00

12 Socai ser^". vagec

Total
numoer of
statements

Medicare
govt emp

7 Allocated tips

9 Federal income tax ,v -n^io

5

14 Medicare A ages and tips

13 Socat security tips

19192.00

19192.00

. 15 ivt*ocaf»-'ax *tr*neio

I 16 «^0'w..*.»

I

I

278.27

17 Deferred compensation

FjY fl7-QMba710
**
I STEVEN NEIL
BREINHOLT
BREINHOLT MUSIC
[•b? E MAIN ST
I PRICE
UT 5M5Q1

J 19 Other EIN «*c ••us year

21 Dependent care oenefits

R

om s -

23 Apiusteo total social security wages and tips

24 Adjusted total Medicare wages and tips

25 income tax wttnneid by third-party payer
22 E^p'oye' s icd'«»s« ^«d ZIP ".one <i* dvd»ia^'^ nmce label over Boxes 18 and ?o >
Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying documents, and. to the best of my knowledge and belief,
they are true, correct, and complete.^
yd
yp
Signature > - ^ f / M
Telephone number
Form

T^K/JO*

£ f T ~

Title • O w n e r

Date »

l / ' M / c n

— - _ _ _ _ « _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

W - 3 Transmittal of Income and Tax Statements 1 9 9 2

Please return this entire page with Copy A of Forms W-2
to the Social Secunty Administration address for your
state as listed below. Household employers filing
Forms W-2 for household employees should send the
forms to the Albuquerque Data Operations Center.

°tSTw^KS

Note: Extra postage may be necessary if the report you
seno contains more tnan a few pages or if the enve'ope
is larger than letter size. Do NOT order forms from the
addresses listed below. You may order forms by calling
1-800-829-3676.

If your legal residence,
principal place of business,
or office, or agency is located in

Use this address

Alaska. Arizona. California. Colorado. Hawaii. Idaho. Iowa.
Minnesota. Missouri, Montana. Nebraska. Nevada. North
Dakota. Oregon, South Dakota. Utah, Washington.
Wisconsin Wyoming

Social Security Administration
Data Operations Center
Salinas, CA 93911

Alabama, Arkansas Florida. Georgia, Illinois. Kansas.
Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico. Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas

Social Secunty Administration
Data Operations Center
Albuquerque. N M 87180

Connecticut. Delaware. District of Columbia. Indiana.
Kentucky, Maine. Maryland. Massachusetts, Michigan,
New Hampsnire. New Jersey, New York. Nonr Carolina.
Ohio. Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia. West
Virginia

Social Security Administration
Data Operations Center
WitkeS'Barre. PA 18769

If you have no legal residence or principal place of
business in any state

Social Secunty Administration
Data Operations Center
Wilkes-Barre. PA 18769

Paperwork Reduction Act Notice.—We ask for the information
on this form to carry out the Internal Revenue laws O' the Uniteo
States You are required to give us tne mtormat.on ,ve need "t to
ensure tnat taxpayers are complying with tnese a.%3 ,vo to a»'ow
us to '»gure and collect tne ngnt amount of tax

or suggestions for making this form more simple, we would De
haop/ to near from you You can write to botn the Internal
Revenue Service Wasnmgton DC 20224. Attention- IRS Repons
C e a ^ - ? O^cer T ?P and the Office of Management and
Budget Paperwork Reduction Project (1545-0008). Washington.
DC 20503 Do NOT send tne form to either of these offices
instead, see the chan aoove for information on where to send
this form

The time needed to comoiete and file this form w»i vary
depending on i^O'vidoa ccumstances Tne estimated average
time is 27 minutes !• *ou have comments concerning the
accuracy of this time estimate

Cat. No. 10159Y

SCHEDULE SE
(Form 1040)

• See Instructions for Schedule SE (Form 1040),

1D92

• Attach to Form 1040.

Attachment
Sequence No 1 7

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
{5)

Name of person with self •employment income (as shown on Form 1040)

^T&v^/J

OMB No. 1545-0074

Self-Employment Tax

h) , *1A*J t ftggWfol/T

Social security number of person
with self-employment income •

m

-M\ 'wiio

Who Must File Schedule SE
You must file Schedule SE if:
• Your wages (and tips) subject to social secunty AND Medicare tax (or railroad retirement tax) were less than $130,200; AND
• Your net earnings from self-employment from other than church employee income (line 4 of Short Schedule SE or line 4c of Long
Schedule SE) were $400 or more;
OR
• You had church employee income (as defined on page SE-1) of $108.28 or more.
Exception. If your only self-employment income was from earnings as a minister, member of a religious order, or Christian Science
practitioner, AND you filed Form 4361 and received IRS approval not to be taxed on those earnings, DO NOT file
Schedule SE. Instead, write "Exempt-Form 4361" on Form 1040, line 47.

May I Use Short Schedule SE or MUST I Use Long Schedule SE?
Did you receive wages or tips in 1992?
Yes

No
Are you a minister, member of a religious order,
or Chnstian Science practitioner who received
IRS approval not to be taxed on earnings from
these sources, but you owe self-employment tax
on other earnings?

Was the total of your wages and tips subject to
social security or railroad retirement tax plus your
net earnings from self-employment more than
$55,500?

Yes

No
Are you using one of the optional methods to
figure your net earnings (see page SE-3)?

No
Was the total of your wages and tips subject to
Medicare tax plus your net earnings from selfemployment more than $130,200?
No

Yes

No
Did you receive church employee income
reported on Form W-2 of $108.28 or more?
No

Yes

Yes

YOU MAY USE SHORT SCHEDULE SE BELOW

.No

Did you receive tips subject to social security or
Medicare tax that you did not report to your
employer?

Yes

Yes

*H YOU MUST USE LONG SCHEDULE SE ON THE BACK

Section A—Short Schedule SE. Caution: Read above to see if you must use Long Schedule SE on the back (Section B).
1

Net farm profit or (loss) from Schedule F, line 36, and farm partnerships, Schedule K-1 (Form
1065), line 15a

2

Net profit or (loss) from Schedule C, line 31; Schedule C-EZ, line 3; and Schedule K-1 (Form
1065), line 15a (other than farming). See page SE-2 for other income to report

3

Combine lines 1 and 2

4

Net earnings from self-employment. Multiply line 3 by 92.35% (.9235). If less than $400,
do not file this schedule; you do not owe self-employment tax
• . . . •
Self-employment tax. If the amount on line 4 is:
• $55,500 or less, multiply line 4 by 15.3% (.153) and enter the result.
• More than $55,500 but less than $130,200. multiply the amount in excess of $55,500 by 2.9%
(.029). Then, add $8,491.50 to the result and enter the total.
• $130,200 or more, enter $10,657.80.
Also, enter this amount on Form 1040, line 47
Note: Also, enter one-half of the amount from line 5 on Form 1040, line 25.

5

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions.

Cat No 11358Z

Schedule SE (Form 1040) 1992

Schedule SE (Form 1040) 1992
Name of person with self-employment income (as shown on Form 1040)

Attachment Sequence No 17
Social security number of person
with self-employment income •

Page 2

Sia>;Thqilfc

Section B—Long Schedule SE
A

If you are a minister, member of a religious order, or Christian Science practitioner AND you filed Form 4361, but you
had $400 or more of other net earnings from self-employment, check here and continue with Part I
•
B If your only income subject to self-employment tax is church employee income and you are not a minister or a member
of a religious order, skip lines 1 through 4b Enter -0- on line 4c and go to line 5a.
P ikrt 1M Self-Employment Tax
1

Net farm profit or (loss) from Schedule F, line 36, and farm partnerships, Schedule K-1 (Form
1065), line 15a. Note: Skip this line if you use the farm optional method. See requirements in
Part II below and on page SE-3

2

Net profit or (loss) from Schedule C, line 3 1 ; Schedule C-EZ, line 3; and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065),
line 15a (other than farming). See page SE-2 for other income to report. Note: Skip this line if you use
the nonfarm optional method. See requirements in Part II below and on page SE-3

3
4a
b
c

Combine lines 1 and 2
If line 3 is more than zero, multiply line 3 by 92.35% (.9235). Otherwise, enter amount from line 3
If you elected one or both of-the optional methods, enter the total of lines 17 and 19 here . ,
Combine lines 4a and 4b. If less than $400, do not file this schedule; you do not owe self-employment
tax. Exception. If less than $400 and you had church employee income, enter -0- and continue . •
5a Enter your church employee income from Form W-2. Caution: See
5a
page SE-1 for definition of church employee income
b Multiply line 5a by 92.35% (.9235). If less than $100, enter-06 Net earnings from self-employment. Add lines 4c and 5b
7 Maximum amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings subject to social security
tax or the 6.2% portion of the 7.65% railroad retirement (tier 1) tax for 1992
8a Total social security wages and tips (from Form(s) W-2) and railroad
8a
K.9SH
retirement (tier 1) compensation
. . .
b Unreported tips subject to social security tax (from Form 4137,
8b
line 9)
c Add lines 8a and 8b
9 Subtract line 8c from line 7. If zero or less, enter -0- here and on line 10 and go to line 12a •
10 Multiply the smaller of line 6 or line 9 by 12.4% (.124)
11 Maximum amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings subject to Medicare tax
or the 1.45% portion of the 7.65% railroad retirement (tier 1) tax for 1992
12a Total Medicare wages and tips (from Form(s) W-2) and railroad
12a
H.ESK
retirement (tier 1) compensation

H\x

LJ

Uo\

f l , la't

4a
4b

J22uHJLl

4C

38.MH

-o

—O

<~

*fi,Hi1
55,500

\3J1±
10

&M<*

JLsiifl.

130,200

b Unreported tips subject to Medicare tax (from Form 4137,
12b
line 14)
l« L 6Sf
c Add lines 12a and 12b
13
13 Subtract line 12c from line 11. If zero or less, enter -0- here and on line 14 and go to line 15
14
i. i S l
14 Multiply the smaller of line 6 or line 13 by 2.9% (.029)
15
15 Self-employment tax. Add lines 10 and 14. Enter the result here and on Form 1040, line 47
?,6P?
Note: Also, enter one-half of the amount from line 15 on Form 1040, line 25.
L i t l i A J Optional M e t h o d s To Figure Net Earnings (See Who Can File Schedule SE on page SE-1 and Optional
Methods on page SE-3.)
1
Farm Optional Method. You may use this method only if (a) Your gross farm income was not more than $2,400 or (b) Your gross
farm income1 was more than $2,400 and your net farm profits2 were less than $1,733.
16
1,600
16 Maximum income for optional methods . . .
*. .
. .17 Enter the smaller of: two-thirds (%) of gross farm income1 or $1,600. Also, include this amount
on line 4b above
. .
. . . . . ,
. . .
17

• \onfr

Nonfarm Optional Method. You may use this method only if (a) Your net nonfarm profits3 were less than $1,733 and also less
than 72.189% of your gross nonfarm income,4 and (b) You had net earnings from self-employment of at least $400 in 2 of the prior.
3 years. Caution: You may use this method no more than five times.
18
18 Subtract line 17 from line 16
. . .
19

Enter the smaller of: two-thirds (%) of gross
include this amount on line 4b above . . .
'From Schedule F line 11 and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), line
'From Schedule F line 36 and S c ^ d j i " K-1 (Fern 1065) line

nonfarm income 4 or the amount on line 18. Also,
19
.
. . . .
3
15b
From Schedule C. line 31 Schedule C-EZ line 3. and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065). line 15a
15a
'From Schedule C line 7 Schedule C-EZ 'me 1 and Scheie K-1 (Form 1065) line 15c

Form

Z441

umia ana uepenaem uare expenses
•

bcptftmant of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service (5)

•

11)92

Attach to Form 1040.

Attachment
Sequence No 2 1
Your social aecunty number

See separate instructions.

Name<s) shown on Form 1040

To

fe/<iv\Wol-|—
6.1A
Caution: • tf you have a child who was born in 1992 and the amount on Form 1040, line 32, is less than $22,370, see A Change
To Note on page 1 of the instructions before completing this form.
e If you paid cash wages of $50 or more in a calendar quarter to an individual for services performed in your home, you
must file an employment tax return. Get Form 942 for details.
Persons or Organizations Who Provided the Care—You must complete this part. (See the instructions.
If you need more space, use the bottom of page 2.)
(a) Care provider's
(c) Identifying number
(d) Amount paid
(b) Address
name
(number, street, apt, no., city, state, and ZIP code)
(SSN or EIN)
(see instructions)

6W\sV\< hr iCC

2-1 \

XH

Add the amounts in column (d) of line 1
Next: Did you receive employer-provided dependent care benefits?
• YES. Complete Part III on the back now.
• NO. Complete Part II below.
I t f T i i n Credit for Chitd and Dependent Care Expenses
Enter the number of qualifying persons cared for in 1992. See the instructions to find out who is a qualifying
person. Caution: To qualify, the person(s) must have shared the same home with you m 1992

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

Enter the amount of qualified expenses you incurred and actually paid in 1992. See the instructions
to find out which expenses qualify. Caution: If you completed Part III on page 2, do not include on
this line any excluded benefits shown on line 25
Enter $2,400 ($4,800 if you paid for the care of two or more
2-H66
qualifying persons)
If you completed Part III on page 2 f enter the excluded benefits,
- o6
if any, from line 25
Subtract line 6 from line 5. If the result is zero or less, skip lines 8 through 13, enter -0- on line
14, and go to line 15
Look at lines 4 and 7. Enter the smaller of the two amounts here
You must enter your earned income. See the instructions for the definition of earned income
Note: If you are not filing a joint return, go to "All other filers" on line 11 now.
If you are filing a joint return, you must enter your spouse's earned income. If your spouse was
a student or disabled, see the instructions for the amount to enter
• If you are filing a joint return, look at lines 8, 9, and 10. Enter the
smallest of the three amounts here.
• All other filers, look at lines 8 and 9. Enter the smaller of the
two amounts here.
Enter the amount from Form 1040, line 32
I 12 I
^>1 x ^ M 0 |
Enter the decimal amount shown below that applies to the amount on line 12
If line 12 Is:
Decimal amount is:
O v e r - But not
over—
30
$0—10.000
29
10.000—12,000
28
12,000—14,000
21
14,000—16,000
26
16,000—18,000
25
18,000—20,000

14
15

16

If line 12 Is:
But not
over—
$20,000—22.000
22.000—24,000
24,000—26.000
26.000—28,000
28,000—No limit

i/i

8

10
11

V\bO
zn
Sfl, iS5
3000

zii

Decimal amount is:

Over—

.24
.23
.22
.21
.20

Multiply line 11 above by the decimal amount on line 13
Multiply any qualified expenses for 1991 that you paid in 1992 by the decimal amount that
applies to the amount on your 1991 Form 1040, line 32, or Form 1040A, line 17. You must
complete Part I and attach a statement. See the instructions
. . .
Add lines 14 and 15 See the instructions for the amount of credit you can claim

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see separate instructions.

Cat NO U862M

Form 2441 (1992)

r u r m £**u i \ i ;»»<:;

Employer-Provided Dependent Care Benefits—Complete this part only if you received employer-provided
dependent care benefits.
17

Enter the total amount of employer-provided dependent care benefits you received for 1992.
This amount should be shown in box 22 of your W-2 form(s). Do not include amounts that
were reported to you as wages in box 10 of Form(s) W-2

17

18

Enter the amount forfeited, if any. Caution: See the instructions

18

19
20

Subtract line 18 from line 17
Enter the total amount of qualified expenses incurred in 1992
for the care of a qualifying person. See the instructions . . .

19

21
22

23

24

25

26

Look at lines 19 and 20. Enter the smaller of the two amounts here
You must enter your earned income. See the instructions for
lines 9 and 10 for the definition of earned income . . . . .
Note: If you are not filing a joint return, go to "All other filers" on
line 24 now.
If you are filing a joint return, you must enter your spouse's earned
income. If your spouse was*a student or disabled, see the
instructions for lines 9 and 10 for the amount to enter
. . . .
• If you are filing a joint return, look at lines 22 and 23. 1
Enter the smaller of the two amounts here.
> . .
• All other filers, enter the amount from line 22 here. J
Excluded benefits. Enter here the smallest of the following:
• The amount from line 21, or
\
• The amount from line 24, or
I
• $5,000 ($2,500 if married filing a separate return). J

20
21
22

23
24

Taxable benefits. Subtract line 25 from line 19. Enter the result, but not less than zero. Also,
include this amount in the total on Form 1040, line 7. On the dotted line next to line 7, write
26
"DCB"
Next: If you are also claiming the child and dependent care credit, fill in Form 1040 through line 40. Then, complete Part
of this form.

Attachment
Sequence No.

of th9 Treasury
R * V « H M Service

•

M

See separate Instructions*

•

67
Wantlfytng numb«r

Attach this form to your return.

lame(s) snown on return

TA>J

Q&^IN

qi&-W-qilL,

VOLT*

usmess or activity to which this form relates

Election To Expense Certain Tangible Property (Section 179) (Note: If you have any "Listed Property,"
complete Part V before you complete Part I.)
_ _ _ _ _
$10,000
Maximum dollar limitation (soe instructions)

1
2
3
4
5

Total cost of section 179 property placed in service during the tax year (see instructions) .
Threshold cost of section 179 property before reduction in limitation
Reduction in limitation. Subtract line 3 from line 2. but do not enter less than -0. . .
Dollar limitation for tax year. Subtract line 4 from line 1, but do not enter less than -f>
(a) Description of property

(to) Cost

$200,000
4
5

(c) Elected cost

7 Listed property. Enter amount from line 26
8 Total elected cost of section 179 property. Add amounts in column (c), lines 6 and 7 . .
9 Tentative deduction. Enter the smaller of line 5 or line 8
10
0 Carryover of disallowed deduction-from 1991 (see instructions)
1 Taxable income limitation. Enter the smaller of taxable income or line 5 (see instructions) .
11
2 Section 179 expense deduction. Add lines 9 and 10, but do not enter more than line 11
12
3 Carryover of disallowed deduction to 1993. Add lines 9 and 10, less line 12 •
13
lote: Do not use Part II or Part III below for automobiles, certain other vehicles, cellular telephones, computers, or
rooenv used for entertainment, recreation, or amusement (hsted property) Instead, use Part V for listed property.
MACRS Depreciation For Assets Placed in Service ONLY During Your 1992 Tax Year (Do Not Include
Listed Property)
(a) Classification of property

4
a
b
c
d
e
f

(b) Montn and
yea' placed m
sendee

(c) Basis 'or depreciation
(business/investment use
only—see instructions)

PTiiiH

'
\

(e) Convention

(f) Method

(g) Depreciation deduction

General Depreciation System (GPS) (see instructions):
3-year property
5-year property
7-year property
10-year property
15-year property
20-year property
27,5
27,5
31.5
31 . 5

Residential rental
property
Nonresidential real
property
3 Alternative Depreciation System (ADS) (see instructions):
a Class life
b 12-year
c 40-year

i

(d) Recovery
period

yrs,
yrs,
yrs,
yrs,

12 y r s .
40 y r s .

MM
MM
MM

MM

S/L
S/L
S/L

Other Depreciation (Do Not Include Listed Property)

GDS and ADS deductions for assets placed in service in tax years beginning before 1992 (see
instructions)
Property subject to section 168(0(1) election (see instructions)
ACRS and other depreciation (see instructions)

ETIII'I

S/L
S/L
S/L
S/L

16
17
18 I

Summary

Listed property. Enter amount from line 25
Total. Add deductions on line 12, lines 14 and 15 in column (g), and lines 16 through 19. Enter here
and on the appropriate lines of your return. (Partnerships and S corporations—see instructions

19
20

ru^sL
7, ^ ^ 5 ^

For assets shown above and placed m service during the current year, enter
the portion of the basis attnbutab'r* K section 263A costs (see instructions)
r Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page 1 of the separate instructions.

277

Cat. No. 12906N

Form 4562 (1992)

Used for Entertainment, Recreation, or Amusement
For any vehicle for which you are using the standard mileage rate or deducting lease expense, complete only 22a,
22b, columns (a) through (c) of Section A, all of Section B. and Section C if applicable.
Section A—Depreciation (Caution: See instructions for limitations for automobiles.)
2a Oo you have evidence to support the business/investment use claimed7 B YesD No I 22b If "Yes," is the evidence written? (5 YesDNo
(c)
(0
(a)
(h)
(b)
(t)
Business/
(d)
Type of property (Wst
vehicle* first)

Date placed in
service

investment
use
percentage

Cost or other
basis

(g)
Method/
Convention

Basis for depreciation Recovery
(business/investment
penod
use only)

Property used more than 50% in a qualified business use (see instructions)
{*&*&
©
S^% V 7,6 f
V*1
| 1 , Hoc
\oo %
i 3 , "iOd
i i to
JikvU <S>

Depreciation
deduction

Elected
section 179
cost

3

J3CT

r+l\c*<>

T^Cv^» F f l u \ /

Mtcvti
^rUiti.

4

JLL

j££_%

M.llt

l-fc.H?-

Property used 50% or less in a qualified business use (see instructions):

%
%

WIMM^

S/L S/L S/L -

%

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

I 25
16

J8K.

3,71^
2.51k

Ttir

. . .

1
Add amounts in column (i). Enter
the total here and on line 7, page 1

^mMmfW
^ ^ ^ ^ ^

I 26

Section B—information Regarding Use of Vehicles—/f you deduct expenses for vehicles:
Always complete this section for vehicles used by a sole proprietor, partner, or other "more than 5% owner," or related person.
If you provided vehicles to your employees, first answer the questions in Section C to see if you meet an exception to completing this section for

17
\B
!9
K)

(a)
Vehicle 1

Total business/investment miles driven during
the year (DO NOT include commuting miles)
Total commuting miles driven during the year
Total other personal (noncommuting)
miies driven
Total miies driven during the year.
Add lines 27 through 29

I4L1
-o

\2
13

Was the vehicle available for personal
use during off-duty hours? . . . .
Was the vehicle used primarily by a
more than 5% owner or related person?
is another vehicle available for personal
use?

-

Vehicle 6

Vehicle 5

?>\i~

- o -

3,18 2

10,41-4

No

(d)
Vehicle 4

(c)
Vehicle 3

\o. \n

Ifclt/
Yes

11

(b)
Vehicle 2

Yes

No

Yea

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

y

v'

•

V

y

\S

•

Section C—•Questions for Employers Who Provide Vehicles for Use by Their Employees
Answer these questions to determine if you meet an exception to completing Section B. Note: Section B must always
be completed for vehicles used by sole proprietors, partners, or other more than 5% owners or related persons.
Yes
\A

Do you maintain a written policy statement that prohibits all personal use of vehicles, including commuting,
by your employees?
*5 Do you maintain a written policy statement that prohibits personal use of vehicles, except commuting, by
your employees? (See instructions for vehicles used by corporate officers, directors, or 1 % or more owners.)
J6 Do you treat ail use of vehicles by employees as personal use?
17 Do you provide more than five vehicles to your employees and retain the information received from your
employees concerning the use of the vehicles?
38 Do you meet the requirements concerning qualified automobile demonstration use (see instructions)? . .
Note: If your answer to 34, 35, 36, 37, or 38 is "Yes,m you need not complete Section B for the covered vehicles.
c/rrjeVii
Amortization
(a)
Description of costs

(b)
Date amortization
begins

(0
Amortizaole
amount

(d)
Cooe
section

39

Amortization of costs that begins during your 1992 tax year:

40
41

Amortization of costs that began before 1992
Total. Enter here and on "Other Deductions" or "Other Expenses" line of your return
278

(a)
Amortization
penod or
percentage

40
41

0
Amortization for
this year

No

Tf?}3 State and Federal
Income Tax Return
Plaintiff's Exhibit 10

37

13 93

Individual Income Tax Return

Ill

for the year ending Dec. 31,1993, or other taxable year beginning
FORM
.19 m and ending
.19
TC-40
Seepage *for "THE REASONS FOR > —
AMENDlNG"andeiterttie number in

r=^ \r
II

II no label, enter your full name (first, middle initial, last)

Your soaal secunty number

Use label.
Otherwise, Spouse's name (first, middle initial, last)
please type
6 l £ / A J Wotor pnnt in Present home address (number and street including apartment number or rural route)
black ink.
1L S
Sou-i-W
l o o
t^s^
State and ZIP cooe (foreign country)
City, town or post office
County (province)

Spouse's soaai secunty number
;
5 ^
o% cz,o~\

( io\
• 1. Rllng Status

2. E x e m p t i o n s (Enter number claimed
federal return)
from ft

Single
a.
" i"" ] Yourself *
j
i
Head of household/qualifying widow(er) b. .
Spouse
Married filing joint return
c.
2.
Other dependents
Mamed filing separate return
4 •
Disabled (page 5)
e. #
If filing married lotnt or separate return, pleaee enter
4 ! Total number of exemptions
a.
b.
c.
d.

n
LJ
p<J
LJ

Mouse's name and social security number In the
soace provided abov.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

t

*Enttr "0" If you did not claim younttt on federal rttum

• 3. Section Campaign Fund
Yourself Spouse

Yejtgeif Sp

American
A | | Libertarian
JL
Democratic L J D
Republican
I IRI
Independent
No Contribution E N £
Independent
American
(Checking a party dott not changi your t u or rtduc* your refund.)

Federal adiusted gross income from federal return (1040E2 line 4,1040A line 16, or 1040 line 31)
Itemized or standard deduction claimed on federal return (instructions, pg. 6) e
to ZOO
Personal exemptions (line 2e tmes $1,763, unless your exemptions were
limited on the federal form due to high income. If so, see instructions, pg. 6) e
loST1/2 federal tax liability on federal return (see instructions, pg. 6)
•
1 17b
State tax refund included on line 10 of federal form 1040
•
Interest from U.S. government obligations (see instructions, pg. 6) —
•
Retirement income (refer to instructions and Schedule B on back of return) Check the box if age 65 or older e Self Q • SpouseQ
e 10
Other Deductions (see instructions, pg. 7) - Check the appropnate boxes
| | Adoption exp. Q R.R. Retirement QJ Indian i n c . [ j Equitable adj. • 11
Total (add lines 5 through 11)
Deduct line 12 from line 4
State income tax deducted as itemized deduction on federal Sch. A
14 1
Entire amount of lump sum attribution shown on federal form 4972
15 {
Total additions to income (add lines 14 and 15)
Utah taxable income (add lines 13 and 16, if less than zero, enter zero)
Utah tax (from tax calculations worksheets on page 13 of instruction booklet) t 18!
T~<*«1
Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on page 8 of booklet)
• 19 1
Total check-off contnbutions from Schedule D on back of the return
• 20 1
AMENDED RETURNS ONLY (previous refunds, see instructions, pg. 9) - 1 21
Total tax and contnbutions (add lines 18 through 21)
Utah income tax withheld (attach withholding forms)
e 23
7>l3
Credit for Utah income tax prepaid (see instructions, page 9)
24
Credit for taxes paid to another state (from Schedule A on back of return) •
25
Other credits (from Schedule C line 11 on back of return)
26
AMENDED RETURNS ONLY (previous payments, see instructions, pg. 11)
27
Total credits (add lines 23 through 27)
~
TAX DUE - If line 22 is larger than line 28, subtract line 28 from line 22. This is the amount you owe
Penalty and interest paid (for extension, late filed or amended returns only)
Total amount paid with this return (add lines 29 and 30)
REFUND DUE - If line 28 is larger than line 22, subtract line 22 from line 28, and enter balance,
This is the amount you overpaid.
Apply my refund to my 1994 taxes. I understand that f will not receive a refund this year.
e Q

If paid preparer(s) filled out this return, please check this box •••••

Daytime telephone number
) UZ1 - « a * 0

©

©

• Q

5(o

12J
13 I

Jtft

tiff <5V1
V\ (*T~\

- o

22 I

~ W-T3

3(3

28J
29

Z 3^0

32

f

i^EXHIBr

Schedule A - Credit for taxes paid to another state (Complete separate Schedule A for each state)
1. Federal adjusted gross income taxed in state of:
2. Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions, pg. 6)
3. Percent of other state gross income to total income (line 1 divided by line 2)
4. Utah income tax (line 18 on front of return)
5. Credit limitation (line 4 times percentage on line 3)
6. Actual income tax paid to state of:.
7. Credit for taxes paid to another state (line 5 or 6, whichever is less). Enter on line 25 on front of return.

Jk
71$

YOU MUST ATTACH A SIGNED COPY OF ALL OTHER STATE INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR WHICH CREDIT IS CLAIMED
Schedule B - Retirement Income Exemption/Deduction.

(The total number of exemptions and deductions cannot exceed 2)

B

X $7,500«
1. Retirement Exemption Age 65 or older Self
Spouse n Total checked.
.X $4,800:
2. Retirement Deduction* Under age 65
Self _ Spouse • Total checked
3. Total exemption and deduction amount (add lines 1 and 2)
4, Enter federal adjusted gross income from line 4 of state return plus any
interest on line 8b of federal forms 1040A or 1040
Less: (a) $32,000~mamed filing joint or head of household
(b) $16,000-mamed filing separate
(c) $25,000~singie
6. Line 4 less line 5 (if zero a less, enter zero)
7. One-half of line 6 (line 6 divided by 2). If zero or less, enter zero.
8. Line 3 less line 7. This is your retirement exemption/deduction. Enter on line 10 on the front of this form,
Do not enter an amount less than zero. -

1

8
*Line 2 is limited to qualifying income up to $4,800 per retiree and can only be used by the retiree who earned the income (see
instructions on page 7). ATTACH ALL FORMS 1Q99R, SSA-1099, RRB-1099, OR OTHER DOCUMENTATION TO SUPPORT
YOUR DEDUCTION.

Schedule C - Other Credits (See instructions on pages 10 and 11)
1. Credit f a energy systems installation (attach form TC-40E showing Energy Office approval) (page 10)
2. Credit for cash contnbution to qualified sheltered workshop. Name of workshop
Total cash contnbution
x 50% (maximum credit is $200) (page 10)
3. Enterprise zone credit (read and complete instructions, page 10)
4. Clean Fuel Alternative Credit • (attach form TC-40F showing Division of Air Quality approval) (page 10) •5. Clean Fuel Vehicle Credit - (attach form TC-40V showing Division of Air Quality approval) (page 10) —
6. Historic Credit (attach form TC40H showing Histonc Preservation Office approval) (page 11) •*
7. Nonrefundable Credits (add lines 1 through 6. This amount cannot be greater than line 18 less line 25 on the lace of return)

8. Mineral production withholding tax credit (attach form(s) TC-675R or federal Schedule(s) K-1] (page 11)
9. Agricultural off-highway gas tax credit (page 11)
X19C:
Tax paid gallons purchased 1/1/93 to 12/31/93
10. Credit to beneficiary of trust receiving accumulation distribution (see instructions pagel 1)
11. Total of other credits (add lines 7 through 10 and enter total on line 26 on front of return)..,

1 $

T
'3

u
5
6
"7
8

fr

10

hi $

Schedule D • Check-off Contributions (Enter any amount greater than or equal to $1.00; see instructions)
1. Utah nongame wildlife fund (page 9)
— •
2. Homeless contnbution (page 9)
•pi— •
3. State Colleges and Universities (for libraries and library equipment) College code (pages 9)
• I I t
4. Contnbutions for nonprofit school district foundation. School district code (page 9)
• | ( | •
5. Children's Organ Transplant Fund (page 9)
6. Total contnbutions (add lines 1 through 5 and enter total on line 20 on front of return)

1 $
2
3
4

,5

6 $

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief, this return and accompanying schedules are true, correct and complete
^ Y o u r signature
Date signeo
Occupation
w

Spouses signature (if tiling jointly, ocxn MUST sign even it on«y one nao income)

Daesjgneo

Occupation

w P a w preparers name

Date signeo

Preparers social security or FID numoer

N^Paio preparersrcompiete¥doress

Ccy

State

IZlPcooe

1040

Department of the Treasury—Internal Revenue Service

1193 U

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return

Label r

Your first name and initial

(See
instructions
on page 12.)

If a joint return, spouse's first name and initial

U s e t h e IRS
label.
Otherwise,
please pnnt
or type.

Presidential v .
Election Campaign
(See page 12.)

<T£i/g/s/

SlA

1(*S

<W^rU

Price.

•
3

Check only
one box.

£.

E

19

Note: Checking ~Yes
will not change your
tax or reduce your
refund.

). (See page 13.)
No. of boxes
checked on 6a
and 6b

Yourself. If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent on his or her tax
return, do not check box 6a. But be sure to check the box on line 33b on page 2

b

E

c

Dependents:
(1) Name (first, initial, and last name)

If more than six
dependents,
see page 14.

Adjusted
Gross Income

No

Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 13.) If the qualifying person is a child but not your dependent,

Spouse .

.

.

Aw/lrffc.

(See page 20.)

-A Y e s

Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)

enter this child's name here. •
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (year spouse died •

(See page 13.)

Adjustments
to Income

W:o\

Mamed filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name here. •

6a

If you are
attaching a
check or money
order, put it on
top of any
Forms W - 2 .
W - 2 G . or
1099-R.

For Privacy A c t a n d *
Paperwork Reduction
Act Notice, s e e page 4 .

E^f'

g-UK

0101

Single

Exemptions

If you did not
get a W - 2 . see
page 10.

loo

\0%\

Do you want $3 to go to this fund?
If a joint return, does your spouse want $3 to go to this fund?

2

4

Attach
Copy B of your
Forms W - 2 ,
W-2G, and
1099-R here.

Apt. no.

City, town or post office, state, and ZIP. code. If you have a foreign address, see page 12.

(See page 12.)

Income

. 19
OMB No. 1545-0074
Your social security number

Spouse's social security numbe

Last name

Home address (number and street). If you have a P.O. box, see page 12.

1

Filing Status

\

Last name

4

hJ .

IRS Uf« Only—Oo not wnte or staple in this space

, 1993, ending

For the year Jan. 1-Oec. 31, 1993. or other tax year beginning

T i . \ . c<

^

A

.

?^t.^Ut\Y
ur<

AU/?

.
(2) Check
if under
aoe 1

(3) If age 1 or older,
dependents social secunty
number

»

\T

(4) Dependents
relationship to
vou

(5) No. of months
lived in your
home in 1993

si* :-n imn

da^uVv

n-

<?Vk

k+\jssAtr

l -U

:

^3

i^oS

\

\
j

If your child didn't live with you but is claimed as your dependent under a pre-1985 agreement, check here •

e

Total number of exemptions claimed

Q

8a

Taxable refunds, credits, or offsets of state and local income taxes (see page 17)

10

11

Alimony received

11

12

Business income or (loss). Attach Schedule C or C - E 2

12

13

Caoital gain or (loss). Attach Schedule D

13

14

Capital gain distnbutions not reported on line 13 (see page 17)

14

15

Other gains or (losses). Attach Form 4797 .
16a
Total IRA distributions .

b Taxable amount (see page 18)

17a
17a Total pensions and annuities
b 'Taxable amount (see page 18)
18 Rental real estate, royalties, partnerships, S corporations, trusts, etc. Attach Schedule £
19 Farm income or (loss). Attach Schedule F

17b

b

(Li

Your IRA deduction (see page 20)

24a

IOPO

Spouse's IRA deduction (see page 20)

24b

Zooo
ZVVL

25

One-half of self-employment tax (see page 21)

.

25

26

Seif-empioyed health insurance deduction (see page 22)

26

27

Keogn retirement plan and self-employed SEP deduction

27

28

Penalty on early withdrawal of savings

28

29

Alimony paid. Recipient's SSN •

30
31

Add lines 24a through 29. These are vour total adjustments
SuDtraa line 30 from line 23. This is your adjusted gross income. // this amount is less than
$23,050 and a child lived with you, see page EIC-1 to find out if you can claim the "Earned
Income Credit" on line 56
. . . .
•

:

l<& ^oH

18
19
20

Unemployment compensation (see page 19)

21a Social security benefits I 2 1 a '
I
I b Taxable amount (see page 19)
22 Other income. List type and amount—see page 2 0
23 Add the amounts in the far right column for lines 7 through 22. This is your total income •
24a

I

15

.

16b

20

.

.

"L

Dtl

U> IP

Dividend income. Attach Schedule B if over $400

10

16a

Add numbers
entered on
lines above •

2.I

Wages, salaries, tips. etc. Attach Form(s) W - 2

8a Taxable interest income (see page 16). Attach Schedule B if over $400
b Tax-exempt interest (see page 17). DON'T include on line flal 8 b !
9

who:

Dependents on 6c
not entered above ,

d

7

No. of your
children on 6c
• lived with you ,
• didn't live with
you due to
divorce or
tepiration ( M O
page 15)

4

i

•L

21b
22
23

fr^?gip

1QQ

29

7 HH
31

£(* \^<6

Page 2

Tax
Computation

32

Amount from line 31 (adjusted gross income)

33a

Check if: •

(See page
25.)

. •

33*
33b

Payments
Attach
Forms W - 2 .
W - 2 G . and
1099-R on
the front.

Refund or
Amount
You Owe

Keep a copy
of this return
for your
records.

Paid
Preparer's
Use Only

.

•

33c

LJ

t Itemized deductions from Scheduie A, line 26, OR
Enter
Standard deduction shown below for your filing status. But if you checked
the
any box on line 33a or b, go to page 24 to find your standard deduction.
larger j
If you checked box 33c, your standard deduction is zero
of
• Single—$3,700
• Head of household—$5,450
your
• Mamed filing jointly or Qualifying widow(er)—$6,200
• Married filing separately—$3,100

io ICO

m <m

35

35

Subtract line 34 from line 32

36

If line 32 is $81,350 or less, multiply $2,350 by the total number of exemptions claimed on
line 6e. If line 32 is over $81,350, see the worksheet on page 25 for the amount to enter .

36

37

Taxable income. Subtract line 36 from line 35. If line 36 is more than line 35, enter -0-

37

38

Tax. Check if from a S Tax Table, b D Tax Rate Schedules, c Q Schedule D Tax Worksheet, or d D Form 8615 (see page 25). Amount from Form(s) 8814 • e

39
40

Additional taxes (see page 25). Check if from
Add lines 38 and 39.

41
42
43

Credit for child and dependent care expenses. Attach Form 2441

a D Form 4970 b •

Credit for the elderly or the disabled. Attach Schedule R .

.

Foreign tax credit. Attach Form 1116

38

I

Form 4972 .

1*00

4 0SH&

.

39 !

.

-O

-

40

k.SSQ

m
5H63

41
42
43

Other credits (see page 26). Check if from a O Form 3800

47
48
49
50
51
52
53

44
b • Form 8396 c • Form 8801 d • Form (specify)
Add lines 41 through 44
Subtract line 45 from line 40. If line 45 is more than line 40, enter -0Self-employment tax. Attach Schedule SE. Also, see line 25
Alternative minimum tax. Attach Form 6251

46

Recapture taxes (see page 26). Check if from

49

a D Form 4255 b D Form 8611 c Q Form 8828

Social security and Medicare tax on tip income not reported to employer. Attach Form 4137

50

Tax on qualified retirement plans, including IRAs. If required, attach Form 5329
Advance earned income credit payments from Form W-2
Add lines 46 through 52. This is your total tax

51

Federal income tax withheld. If any is from Form(s) 1099, check •
•
1993 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1992 return .
Earned income credit Attach Schedule EiC
Amount paid with Form 4868 (extension request)
. . . .
Excess social security, Medicare, and RRTA tax withheld (see page 28) ,
Deferral of additional 1993 taxes. Attach Form 8841
. . . .
Other payments (see page 28). Check if from a D Form 2439

60

b • Form 4136
Add lines 54 through 59. These are your total payments

61
62
63
64

Q

47

54
55
56
57
58a
b
59

65

Sign
Here

.

If you are married filing separately and your spouse itemizes deductions or
you are a dual-status alien, see page 24 and check here

45
46

Other
Taxes

SL. /M8l

Spouse was 65 or older, D Blind.

Add the number of boxes checked above and enter the total here .

34

Credits

.

D Blind; •

b If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent, check here . •

(See page
23.)

If you want
the IRS to
figure your
tax. see
page 24.

You were 65 or older,

32 j

. . . .
'.
•

52

«,7^
55
56

", mo

57

56a
56b
59
•

If line 60 is more than line 53. subtract line 53 from line 60. This is the amount you OVERPAID.

.

Amount of line 61 you want REFUNDED TO YOU

60

•
•

Amount of line 61 you want APPLIED. TO YOUR 1994 ESTIMATED TAX •

I 63 I

| _

If line 53 is more than line 60. subtract line 60 from line 53. This is the AMOUNT YOU OWE.
For details on how to pay, including what to write on your payment, see page 29 . . .
Estimated tax penalty (see page 29). Also include on line 64
| 65 I
|

Under penalties of penury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and
belief, they are true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of wnicn preparer has any Knowledge.
Your signature

Date

Your occupation

Spouse's signature. If a joint return, BOTH must sign.

Date

Spouse's occupation

Preparer's
signature

Date

•

Firm's name (or yours
if self-employed) ana
aadress

•

Check if
self-employed

•

E.I. No.
ZIP code

Preparer's social security noj

U M H NO. 1545-0074
Name(s) shown on Form 1040. Do not enter name and social security numoer if snown on other side.

Schedule B—Interest and Dividend Income
Parti
Interest
Income

Note; If you had over $400 in taxable interest income, you must also complete Part III.
Interest Income
List name of payer. If any interest is from a seller-financed mortgage and the
buyer used the property as a personal residence, see page B-1 and list this
interest first Also show that buyer's social secunty number and address •

(See
pages 16
and B-1.)

^Af.^?.^....^.l^.r...^h,^P.h!
£AVA4..../5\^.

Note: If you
received a Form
1099-INT. Form
1099-OID, or
substitute
statement from
a brokerage firm,
list the firm's
name as the
payer and enter
the total interest
shown on that
form.

"2.«0iA6

]

Page 2

Your social security number

Attachment
Sequence No. 0 8

Amount

ss
3J±
L,eo

fVV^V

£L_

faTOTife^
:J

JLLSL

Add the amounts on line 1
"3, IfeS
Excludable interest on senes EE U.S. savings bonds issued after 1989 from Form
J3_
8815, line 14. You MUST attach Form 8815 to Form 1040
4
4 Subtract line 3 from line 2. Enter the result here and on Form 1040, line 8a •
"5 \<o&
Note: If you had over $400 in gross dividends and/or other distnbutions on stock, you must also complete Part III.
Dividend Income
Amount
2
3

Part II
Dividend
Income

List name of payer. Include gross dividends and/or other distributions on stock
here. Any capital gain distributions and nontaxable distnbutions will be deducted
on lines 7 and 8 •

(See
pages 17
and B-1.)

Note: If you
received a Form
1099-OIVor
substitute
statement from
a brokerage
firm, list the
firm's name as
the payer and
enter the total
dividends
shown on that
form.

Part III
Foreign
Accounts
and
Trusts
(See
page B-2.)

6
7
8
9
10

Add the amounts on line 5
Capital gam distnbutions. Enter here and on Schedule D*.
8
Nontaxable distnbutions. (See the mst. for Form 1040, line 9.)
Add lines 7 and 8
Subtract line 9 from line 6. Enter the result here and on Form 1040, line 9 . •
Vf you received capital gam distributions but do not need Schedule D to report
any other gains or losses, see the instructions for Form 1040, lines 13 and 14.

If you had over $400 of interest or dividends OR had a foreign account or were a grantor of, or a transferor
to, a foreign trust, you must complete this part.
11a At any time during 1993, did you have an interest in or a signature or other authority over a financial
account in a foreign country, such as a bank account, secunties account, or other financial
account? See page B-2 for exceptions and filing requirements for Form TD F 90-22.1 . . . .
b If "Yes," enter the name of the foreign country •
12 Were you the grantor of, or transferor to, a foreign trust that existed during 1993, whether or not
you have any beneficial interest in it 9 if "Yes." you may have to file Form 3520, 3520-A, or 926

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions.

Schedule B (Form 1040) 1993

(Form 1040)
(3)
Name(s) shown on Form 1040

Taxes You
Paid
(See
page A-1.)

Interest
You Paid
(See
page A-2.)

Note:
Personal
interest is
not
deductible.

Caution: Do not include expenses reimbursed or paid by others.
Medical and dental expenses (see page A-1) . . . .
Enter amount from Form 1Q4Q, line 32. I 2 I
|_
Multiply line 2 above by 7.5% (.075)
Subtract line 3 from line 1. If zero or less, enter - 0 - . .

5
6
7

State and local income taxes
Real estate taxes (see page A-2)
Other taxes. List—include personal property taxes

8

Add lines 5 through 7 .

•

9a
9a Home mortgage interest and points reported to you on Form 1098
b Home mortgage interest not reported to you on Form 1098. If paid
to the person from whom you bought the home, see page A-3
and show that person's name, identifying no.f and address •

10
11

Gifts to
Charity

Points not reported to you on Form 1098. See page A-3
for special rules
Investment interest If required, attach Form 4952. (See
page A-3.)
Add lines 9a through 11

10
11

Caution: If you made a charitable contribution and
received a benefit in return, see page A-3.
13

Contributions by cash or check

14

Other than by cash or check. If over $500, you MUST
attach Form 8283
Carryover from prior year
Add lines 13 through 15

15
16

Casualty and
Theft Losses 17
Moving
Expenses
18
Job Expenses 19
and Most
Other
Miscellaneous
Deductions
20
(See
page A-5 for
expenses to
deduct here.)

Attachment
• Attach to Form 1040. • See Instructions for Schedules A and B (Form 1040).
Sequence No. 0 7
Your social security number

1
2
3
4

12

(See
page A-3.)

HD93

(Schedule B is on back)

Dtpauiwil of tfw Treasury
Internal Ravonua Sarvica

Medical
and
Dental
Expenses

O M B NO. 1D45-U074

Schedule A—Itemized Deductions

SCHEDULES A&B

Casualty or theft loss(es). Attach Form 4684, (See page A-4.)
Moving expenses. Attach Form 3903 or 3903-F. (See page A-4.)

•

17
18

Unreimbursed employee expenses—job travel, union
dues, job education, etc. If required, you MUST attach
Form 2106. (See page A-4.) •
19
Other expenses—investment, tax preparation, safe
deposit box, etc. List type and amount •

20
21
22
23
24

21

Add lines 19 and 20 . . .
.
Enter amount from Form 1040, line 32. 22
Multiply line 22 above by 2% (.02)
Subtract line 23 from line 21. If zero or less, enter -0-

23

Other
25
Miscellaneous
Deductions

Other—from list on page A-5. List type and amount

Total
26
Itemized
Deductions

Is the amount on Form 1040, line 32, more than $108,450 (more than $54,225
married filing separately)?
• NO. Your deduction is not limited. Add lines 4, 8, 12, 16, 17, 18, 24, and 25
and enter the total here. Also enter on Form 1040, line 34, the larger of this

•
25

amount or your standard deduction.
• YES. Your deduction may be limited. See page A-5 for the amount to enter.
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions.

Cat. No. 11330X

Schedule A (Form 1040) 1993

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
(0)

UMO NO 1345-0074

i-1win. vi LUd5 rrum ousmess

(Form 1040)

93

(Sole Proprietorship)
• Partnerships, joint ventures, etc., must file Form 1065.
• Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041.

• See Instructions for Schedule C (Form 1040).

Name of propnetor

6/^VA

Attachment
Sequence No 0 9

Social security number (SSN)

Ll+-

Pnn^ipal, business or profession, including product or service (see page C-1)

B Enter principal business code
(see page C-6) • ' 4 [ 3 i ? \3

Business name. If no separate business name, leave blank.

D Employer ID number (EIN), if any

E

Business address (including suite or room no.) •
City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code

F

Accounting method:

G

Method(s) used to
r-i
*n L o w e r o f c o s t
m 0 t h e r (attach
m D o e s n o t a p p , y *,f
value closing inventory: (1) U Cost
(2) Q or market
(3) D explanation)
(4) U checked, skip line H)
Was there any change m determining quantities, costs, or valuations between opening and closing inventory? If "Yes," attach

(1) Uv Cash

(2) •

. a r AOAV.0 A A?.. .IV. J*.* ?"£-.
$r\ce
lAA A U
6 H 5Q
Accrual

(3) •

Other (specify) •

explanation
Did you "matenally participate" in the operation of this business dunng 1993? If "No," see page C-2 for limit on losses.
If you started or acquired this business dunng 1993, check here

irSffir
1

.

Yes I No

X
X

.

»•

•

Income"

Gross receipts or sales. Caution: If this income was reported to you on Form W-2 and the "Statutory
employee'' box on that form was checked, see page C-2 and check here
• LJ

2

Returns and allowances

3

Subtract line 2 from line 1

4

Cost of goods sold (from line 40 on page 2)

5

Gross profit. Subtract line 4 from line 3

6
7

Other income, including Federal and state gasoline or fuel tax credit or refund (see page C-2) .
Gross income. Add lines 5 and 6
. . .

3^,318
UhiL

3A3, 1 fefl
.
.

.UJ135J

.
•

.(P5.e>e5_

Expenses. Caution: Do not enter expenses for business use of your home on lines 8-27. instead, see tine 30.
8
9
10
11
12
13

Bad debts from sales or
services (see page C-3) , .
Car and truck expenses
(see cage C-3) . .
Commissions and fees. . .
Depletion

Depreciation and section 179
expense deduction (not included
in Part III) (see page C-3) . .
14 Employee benefit programs
(other than on line 19)
15 Insurance (other than health).
16 Interest:
a Mortgage (paid to banks, etc.) .

faOther
17

1 . 3 7Q

Advertising

19 Pension and profit-shanng plans

19

20 Rent or tease (see page C-4):

^

a Vehicles, machinery, and equipment

20a

b Other business property

20b I

21 Repairs and maintenance .

21

11

22 Supplies (not included in Part III)

22

12

23 Taxes and licenses .

23

10

.

.

24 Travel, meals, and entertainment:
24a

a Travel
13
14
15

l,3oS
ZA\^

16a
16b

b Meals and entertainment
c Enter 20% of
nne 24b subject
to
(irritations
(see page C-4).

\3

2

1 1 1

llol

T-^fo
MHO

d Subtract line 24c from line 24b

,^fe

fHeo

25 Utilities
26 Wages (less jobs credit)
. .
27 Other expenses (from line 46 on
page 2)

I
24d
26

T 491
^^,o^^-

25 I

18

Legal and professional
services
Office expense

27

Z ^3o

28

Total expenses betore expenses for business use of home. Add lines 8 through 27 m columns.

28

Tentative profit (loss). Subtract line 28 from line 7

29 I

trosi

29
30

Expenses for business use of your nome. Attach Form 8829

30

31

Net profit or (loss). Subtract line 30 from line 29.

17
18

86TI
3.3 9<?

• If a profit, enter on Form 1040, line 12, and ALSO on Schedule SE, line 2 (statutory employees,
see page C-5). Fiduciaries, enter on Form 1041, line 3.

31

3 6 9>0 M

3 $ fco4

• If a loss, you MUST go on to line 32.
32

If you have a loss, checK the box that describes your investment in this activity (see page C-5).
• if you checked 32a. enter the loss on Form 1040, line 12, and ALSO on Schedule SE, line 2
(statutory employees, see page C-5). Fiduciaries, enter on Form 1041, line 3.
• If you checked 32b, you MUST attach Form 6198.

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions.

Cat No H334P

32a L J All investment is at risk.
32b L_i Some investment is not
at nsk
Schedule C (Form 1040) 1993

rage <&j

ocneauie u (r-orm 1U4U) 1333

Cost of Goods Sold (see page C-5)

^,ni

33

Inventory at beginning of year. If different from last year's closing inventory, attach explanation

33

34

Purchases less cost of items withdrawn for personal use

34

35

Cost of labor. Do not include saiary paid to yourself

35

-o —

36

Materials and supplies

36

G 111

37

Other costs

37

v^e

38

Add lines 33 through 37

38

39

Inventory at end of year

39

40

Cost of goods sold. Subtract line 39 from line 38. Enter the result here and on page 1, line 4

40

2a4

ItH

T-Hft.lSH
33,S-&M
1'5\

010

Information on Your Vehicle. Complete this part ONLY if you are claiming car or truck expenses on
line 10 and are not required to file Form 4562 for this business.
41

When did you place your vehicle in service for business purposes? (month, day, year) •

42

Of the total number of miles you drove your vehicle during 1993, enter the number of miles you used your vehicle for:
a

Business

b Commuting

/.

/.

c Other

43

Do you (or your spouse) have another vehicle available for personal use?

D

Yes

D

No

44

Was your vehicle available for use during off-duty hours?

D

Yes

D

No

If "Yes." is the evidence written?

Q Yes

•
•

No
No

b

•yrriiTi

Other Expenses, List below business expenses not included on lines 8-26 or line 30.

8a~J
116

^ S . yv<5<.

46

.T^.?.l$.

Total other expenses. Enter here and on page 1, line 27

1 »51

46 >

ia^o

-* U.S.GPO: 19e3-43-1410168/34&-1M

Form

OMB No. 1545-0172

uepreciaiion ana Amortization
(Including Information on Listed Property)

43bZ

Oeoartment of th« Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
fl»D

• See separate instructions.

W9Z

Attachment
Sequence No. 6 7
Identifying number

• Attach this form to your return.

Name(s) shown on return

pvciwvyg I r
Business or activity
ity to
to wfiicn this form relates

C

5larC

Election To Expense Certain Tangible Property (Section 179) (Note: If you have any "Listed
complete Part V before you complete Part I.)
1
2
3
4
5

Maximum dollar limitation (If an enterprise zone business, see instructions.)
Total cost of section 179 property placed in service during the tax year (see instructions) .
Threshold cost of section 179 property before reduction in limitation
Reduction in limitation. Subtract line 3 from line 2, but do not enter less than -0- . . .
Dollar limitation for tax year. Subtract line 4 from line 1, but do not enter less than -0-. (If
married filing separately, see instructions.)

;0,COO
4

(c) Elected cost

(b) Cost

(a) Description of property

Property,"

7 Listed property. Enter amount'from line 26
8 Total elected cost of section 179 property. Add amounts in column (c), lines 6 and 7 .
9 Tentative deduction. Enter the smaller of line 5 or line 8
10
10 Carryover of disallowed deduction from 1992 (see instructions)
11
11 Taxable income limitation. Enter the smaller of taxable income or line 5 (see instructions)
12
12 Section 179 expense deduction. Add lines 9 and 10. but do not enter more than line 11
13 Carryover of disallowed deduction to 1994. Add lines 9 and 10, less line 12 •
13
Note: Do not use Part II or Part III below for listed property (automobiles, certain other vehicles, cellular telephones,
certain computers, or property used for entertainment, recreation, or amusement). Instead, use Part V for listed property.
MACRS Depreciation For Assets Placed in Service ONLY During Your 1993 Tax Year (Do Not Include
Listed Property)
(a) Classification of property

14
a
b
c
d
e
f

(b) Month ana
year placed m
service

(c) Basis for depreciation
(business/investment use
oniy—see instructions)

(d) Recovery

(e) Convention

period

(g) Depreciation aeduction

(f) Method

General Depreciation System (GPS) (see instructions):
3-year property
5-year property
7-year property
10-year property
15-year property
20-year property

g Residential rental
property
h Nonresidential real
property
,15 Alternative Depreciation System (ADS) (see instructions):
a Class life
^ ^ ^ ^ j
b 12-year
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
c 40-year
I

27.5 v r s
27 . 5 y r s ,

S/I
S/L

MM
MM
MM

I
12 y r s . I
40 yrs. !

MM

S/i
1
1
1

S/L
S/L
S/L

•

'

Other Depreciation (Do Not Include Listed Property)
16
17
18

GDS and ADS deductions for assets placed in service in tax years beginning before 1993 (see instructions)
Property subject to section 168(f)(1) election (see instructions)
ACRS and other depreciation (see instructions)

CSaia
19
20
21

16 I
17 I
18 i

Summary

Listed property. Enter amount from line 25
Total. Add deductions on line 12, lines 14 and 15 in column (g), and lines 16 through 19. Enter here
and on the appropriate lines of your return. (Partnerships and S corporations—see instructions)
For assets shown above and placed in service during the current year, enter
the oortion of the basis attributable to section 263A costs (see instructions)

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page 1 of the separate instructions.

Cat. No. 15789Q

19

1.30S
1,365 :

Form 4 5 6 2 (1993)

^age^

Form 4562 (1993)

Listed Property—Automobiles, Certain Other Vehicles, Cellular Telephones, Certain Computers, anc
Property Used for Entertainment, Recreation, or Amusement
For any vehicle for wmch you are using the standard mileage rate or deducting lease expense, complete only 22a,
22b, columns (a) through (c) of Section A, all of Section B, and Section C if applicable.
Section A—Depreciation and Other Information fCaution: See instructions for limitations for automobiles )
22a Do you have evidence to support tne business/investment use claimed? D Yes D No I 22b If "Yes," is the evidence written? D Yes D N<
(a)

(b)
Date placed in
service

Type of property (list
vehicles first)

(c)
Business/
investment
use
oercentage

(e)
(f)
Basis for depreciation
Recovery
(business/investment
period

(d)
Cost or other
basis

(9)
Method/
Convention

use only)

Property used more than 50°o tn a qualified business use (see instructions)
%
/ 2 , ZT-TWACD
V e k . c \ < C\5
\T~\ sio ' Ci.o %

(h)
Deoreciation
cecwc: on

0) >
Elected
section 179
cost

23

TT»VK

24

n /8ft

t QVJ ^

/ i , H*o

n^

TA,

^0<b

8«n

Property used 50% or less in a qualified business use (see instructions):

1

25
26

Q1.Z%

MUiLS
yfi*At\L*

1
1

1

%
/o

HHHH

S/L S/1 S L -

°
%

^ ^ ^ ^ ^
25

Add amounts in column (h). Enter the total here and on 1me 19, page 1
Add amounts in column (Q Enter the total here and on line 7 page 1

1xT>oS
I 26

§111

Section B—Information Regarding Use of Vehicles—if you deduct expenses for vehicles:
• /A/ways complete this section for vehicles used by a sole proprietor, partner, or other "more than 5% owner," or related person.
• If you provided vehicles to your employees first answer the questions in Section C to see if you meet an exception to completing this se
27
28
29
30

Total business/investment miles driven during
the year (DO NOT include commuting miles)
Total commuting miles cnven dunnc ^e year
Total other personal (noncommuting)
miles driven
Total miles dnven during the year.
Add lines 27 through 29
. . .

(a)
Venicie 1

32
33

Was the vehicle available for personal
use during off-duty hours 9
Was the vehicle used primarily by a
more than 5% owner or related person?
Is another vehicle available for personal
use9

|
'

(d)
Vehicle 4

(c)
Vehicle 3

(e)
Ve r cie 5

(f)
Vehicle 6

7-M7
LlU

1.15?

a *m
Yes

31

(b)
Vehicle 2

No

Yes

No

Yes ' No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

i

K
X

1

X

I
i

Section C—Questions for Employers Who Provide Vehicles for Use by Their Employees
Answer these questions to determine if you meet an exception to completing Section B Note: Section B must always
be completed for vehicles used by sole proprietors, partners, or other more than 5% owners or related persons
Yes
34
35
36
37
38

Do you maintain a wntten policy statement that prohibits all personal use of vehicles, including commuting,
by your employees9
. . .
Do you maintain a written poncy statement that prohibits personal use of vehicles, except commuting, by
your employees? (See instructions for vehicles used oy corporate of icers. directors, or 1 % or more owners.)
Do you treat all use of vehicles by employees as personal use 9
Do you provide more than five vehicles to your employees and retain the information received from your
employees concerning the use of the vehicles?
. . .
Do you meet the requirements concerning qualified automobile demonstration use (see instructions)9
Note: If your answer to 34 35 36 37 or 38 is "Yes " you need not complete Section B for the covered vehicles
Amortization
(a)
Description of costs

(b)
Date amortization
begins

(c)
AmortizaDie
amount

39

Amortization of costs that begins during your 1993 tax year

40
41

Amortization of costs that beaan oefore 1993
Total. Enter here arc on OtHer Deductions or O f ne r Exoenses

(d)
Coae
section

(e)
Amortization
period or
percentage

40

ne of vour return

41

(f)
Amortization for
this year

No

Page 4

Attachment Sequence No 1 7
Name of person with self-employment income (as shown on Form 1040)

^TPPUCNJ

M

*

JArO

fc

fattrJ

Haul

Social secunty number of person
with self-employment income •

sxfr <H

qn(o

Section B—Long Schedule SE
ill

Self-Employment Tax

Note: If your only income subject to self-employment tax is church employee income, skip lines 1 through 4b. Enter -0on line 4c and go to line 5a. Income from services you performed as a minister or a member of a religious order is not
church employee income. See page SE-7.
If you are a minister, member of a rei gious order, or Chnstian Science practitioner AND you filed Form 4361, but you
had S400 or more of other net earnings from self-employment, check here and continue with Part I
•
1

Net farm profit or (loss) from Schedule F, line 36, and farm partnerships, Schedule K-1 (Form
1065), line 15a. Note: Skip this line if you use the farm optional method. See page SE-3 . .

2

Net profit or (loss) from Schedule C, line 3 1 ; Schedule C-EZ, line 3; and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065),
line 15a (other than farming). Ministers and members of religious orders see page SE-1 for amounts
to report on this line. See page SE-2 for other income to report. Note: Skip this line if you use the
nonfarm optional method. See page SE-3

3 Combine lines 1 and 2
4a If line 3 is more than zero, multiply line 3 by 92.35% (.9235). Otherwise, enter amount from line 3
b If you elected one or both of the optional methods, enter the total of lines 17 and 19 here . .
c Combine lines 4a and 4b. If less than $400, do not file this schedule; you do not owe self-employment
5a
b
6
7
8a
b
c
9
10
11
12a
b
c
13
14
15

tax. Exception. If less than $400 and you had church employee income, enter -0- and continue. •
Enter your church employee income from Form W-2. Caution: See
5a
page SE~ 1 for definition of church employee income
Multiply line 5a by 92.35% (.9235). If less than $100, enter -0Net earnings from self-employment Add lines 4c and 5b
Maximum amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings subject to social secunty
tax or the 6.2% portion of the 7.65% railroad retirement (tier 1) tax for 1993
Total social secunty wages and tips (from Form(s) W-2) and railroad
{*l&
8a
retirement (tier 1) compensation
8b
Unreported tips subject to social security tax (from Form 4137, line 9)
Add lines 8a and 8b
Subtract line 8c from line 7. If zero or less, enter -0- here and on line 10 and go to line 12a •
Multiply the smaller of line 6 or line 9 by 12.4% (.124)
Maximum amount of combined wages and self-employment earnings subject to Medicare tax
or the 1.45% portion of the 7.65% railroad retirement (tier 1) tax for 1993
Total Medicare wages and tips (from Form(s) W-2) and railroad I
2L(,I&
retirement (tier 1) compensation
12a
Unreported tips subject to Medicare tax (from Form 4137, line 14) . I T2b
Add lines 12a and 12b
Subtract line 12c from line 11. If zero or less, enter -0- here and on line 14 and go to line 15 .
Multiply the smaller of line 6 or line 13 by 2.9% (.029)
Self-employment tax. Add lines 10 and 14. Enter here and on Form 1040, line 47. (Important:
You are allowed a deduction for one-half of this amount. Multiply line 15 by 50% (.5) and enter
the result on Form 1040, line 25.)
O p t i o n a l M e t h o d s To Figure Net Earnings (See page SE-3.)

4a
4b

4c

LJ

IQ.tO*
fo.fr^
35-, 8 ^
-o

^f,S3S

If.QZS
57,600

00

Z i , (#16
10
11

12c

3g.3gXJ
q.MHM

135,000

JdJsS.

14

,13, 38-zJ
\.n*c\

15

€MZ

13

00

Farm Optional Method. You may use this method only if (a) Your gross farm income1 was not more than $2,400 or (b) Your gross
farm income1 was more than $2,400 and your net farm profits2 were less than $1,733.
16
1,600 00
18 Maximum income for optional methods
17 Enter the smaller of: two-thirds (%) of gross farm income1 (not less than zero) or $1,600. Also,
include this amount on line 4b above
17
Nonfarm Optional Method. You may use this method only if (a) Your net nonfarm profits3 were less than $1,733 and also less
than 72.189% of your gross nonfarm income,4 and (b) You had net earnings from self-employment of at least $400 in 2 of the prior
3 years. Caution: You may use this method no more than five times.
18
18 Subtract line 17 from line 16
19

Enter the s m a l l e r of: two-thirds (%) of gross nonfarm income 4 (not less than zero) o r the amount
on line 18. Also, include this amount on line 4b above

'From Schedule F line 11 and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065) line 15b
From Schedule F line 36 and Srecuie K-1 (Form 1065) line 15a

2

19

3p

rom Schedule C line 31 Scheauie C EZ line 3 and Schedule K-1 (Form 1065) line 15a
"From Scheauie C me 7 Scheauie C-E2 line 1 ana Scheauie K-1 (Form 1065) line 15c
O U S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 199J— )45 220

wwii-h.iii|jivrjiii«*iib

(Form 1040)
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• See Instructions for Schedule SE (Form 1040).

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
(O)

• Attach to Form 1040.
Name of person with setfremployment income (as shown on Form 1040)
Social security number of person
with self-employment income •

Attachment
Sequence No. 17

C2.6 ;14; <?/>£,

Who Must File Schedule SE

You must file Schedule SE if:
e Your wages (and tips) subject to social security AND Medicare tax (or railroad retirement tax) were less than $135,000; AND
• Your net earnings from self-employment from other than church employee income (line 4 of Short Schedule SE or line 4c of Lone
Schedule SE) were $400 or more; OR
• You had church employee income of $108.28 or more. Income from services you performed as a minister or a member of <
religious order is not church employee income. See page SE-1.
Note: Even if you have a loss or a small amount of income from self-employment, it may be to your benefit to file Schedule SE an
use either "optional method" in Part II of Long Schedule SE. See page SE-3.
Exception. If your only self-employment income was from earnings as a minister, member of a religious order, or Christian Science
practitioner, AND you filed Form 4361 and received IRS approval not to be taxed on those earnings, DO NOT file Schedule SE
Instead, write "Exempt-Form 4361" on Form 1040, line 47.

May I Use Short Schedule SE or MUST I Use Long Schedule SE?
nirl

! no

Yes
1f

r

Are you a minister, member of a religious order, or Christian
Science practitioner who received IRS approval not to be taxed
on earnings from these sources, but you owe self-employment
tax on other earnings?

v

Was the total of your wages and tips subject to social security
or railroad retirement tax plus your net earnings from
self-employment more than $57,600?

*»-fc.

'""W\

INO

INO
Are you using one of the oovonal methods to figure your netYes
earnings (see page SE-3)?
No
r
Oid you receive church employee income reported on Form
W-2 of $108.28 or more?

Y.8

Was the total of your wages and tips subject to Medicare tax
plus your net earnings from self-employment more than
$135,000?

w

Y.8

w\

INo

i

Yes ^
w\

+*°

i ^ , ,

Oid you receive tips subject to social security or Medicare tax
that you did not report to your employer?

No

4

^r

^UUC 9 C O C k W n
T U U IvIAT U d C o n U H T d w f i C P

Y«.

•w

YOU MUST USE LONG SCH C U U L C

ac u n

i n c o#%wr\

Section A—Short Schedule SE. Caution: Read above to see if you can use Short Schedule SE.
1

Net farm profit or (loss) from Schedule F, line 36, and farm partnerships, Schedule K-1 (Form
1065), line 15a

2

Net profit or (loss) from Schedule C, line 31; Schedule C-EZ, line 3; and Schedule K-1 (Form
1065), line 15a (other than farming). Ministers and members of religious orders see page SE-1
for amounts to report on this line. See page SE-2 for other income to report

3
4

Combine lines 1 and 2
Net earnings from self-employment Multiply Wne 3 by 92.35% (.9235). If less than $400,
do not file this schedule; you do not owe self-employment tax
•
Self-employment tax. If the amount on line 4 is:
• $57,600 or less, multiply line 4 by 15.3% (.153) and enter the result.
• More than $57,600 but less than $135,000, multiply the amount in excess of $57,600 by 2.9%
(.029). Then, add 58,812.80 to the result and enter the total.

5

• $135,000 or more, enter $11,057.40.
Also enter on Form 1040, line 47. (Important: You are allowed a deduction for one-half of this
amount. Multiply line 5 by 50% (.5) and enter the result on Form 1040, line 25.)
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions.

Cat. No. 113582

Schedule SE (Form 1040) 191
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iPRECIATION SCHEDULE
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| 12/31/92
lAccum Depr

Basis

Vehicle

1ar-87 Pontiac

$13,265

an-85 Dodge Van

$4,000 i
|
$28,172 |

Jul-88 Trans Equip
*
ec-90 Chev 4wd

12/31/93
Depr Exp

Business
%

$13,265 full
$4,000 full
$24,793

$0

$1,296

69.23%

$7,925

$0

$2,235

97=20%

I

$19,400 I
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TEREST EARNINGS:

Tax
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$897

200%
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Plaintiff's Summary
of Business Disbursements
1993
Defendant's Exhibit 19
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(*«93<CHG0KS

8006

KMart

Store Supplies

8091

Mountain View Motors

Auto Expense

8094

St. Anthony's

Donation

8107

KMart

Store Supplies

8108

Wal Mart

Store Supplies

8109

KMart

Store Supplies

Amount
$73.19$
$236,03 6
$90.00 : £
$2175.00 T "
$8.37 #
$31.616
$12.00"D
$750.00 X$9.84 6
$5.00 t>
$50.00 O
$1.00 £>
$32.00 X
$615.60 X
$25.00 X>
$157.00 £>
$550.00 X
$803.48 X
$719.00 g?
$422.94 X
$175.25 #
$99.95 6
$400.00 &
$300.00 £>
$323.86 $
$105,19 8
$50.56 X$18.00 6
$151.23$
$160.25 £
$95.20 b

8110

Wal Mart

Store Supplies

$114.46 &

8112

Jan Breinholt

Withdrawal

8113

Diane Dart

Piano Lessons

8114

Brenda Kalatzes

Dance Lessons

8116

Smith's

Preset iptlon

$750.00 X
$47.50:£
$46.00 I t
$6.00 X

8122

KMart

Store Supplies

8128

Emery County Commulnty

Donation

8131

TCI Cablevision

Neil

8133

Children International

Donation

8134

Carbon County Chamber

Luncheon

8137

Key Bank

Visa

8138

Jan Breinholt

Withdrawal

8140

KMart

Store Supplies

Check#

Written To:

For:

8005

Wal Mart

Store Supplies

8018

John's Auto Tech

Auto Expense - Gas

8025

Christie Bruce

Day Care

8026

IRS

Quarterly 1040ES

8031

Photo Quik

NAMM pictures

8032

Smiths

Supplies

8046
8048
8049

Children International

Donation

8051

Jan Breinholt
Photo Quik
Boy Scout Troop

Withdrawal
Store Supplies
Donation

8052

RMEF

Donation

8059

CCCS

Contribution

8060

Sun Advocate

Subscription (Jan)

8064

Blue Cross/Blue Shield

Insurance

8067

Children International

Donation

8069

Ultimate Sound

Equipment for resale

8070

Richard Ghlrardelll

Neil - Rent

8071

Nell • Home Furnishings

8072

Freight Damaged Furniture
Royal Insurance

8076

Bill's Home Furnishings

Nell • Home Furnishings

8077

Wal Mart

Store Supplies

8078

A Pawn & Loan

CD Player

8080

Zlons

Truck Payment

8081

Zlons

Boat Payment

8085

Wal Mart

Store Supplies

Car Insurance

$6.76 £>
$25.00 8
$53.43 X
$14.00 D
$7.00 6
$327.40 6
$750.00 X $102.14 6

8142
8143
8144
8145
8147
8149
8151
8152
8153
8155
8159
8160
0164

Frandsen, Keller & Jensen
Obrten Plumbing
Photo Qulk
Wal Mart
Carbon County Assessor
TCI Cablevision
Zions
Zlons
Children International
Jan Breinholt
Janeyl
KMart
Radio Shack

8165
8167
8176
8177
8170
8179
8182
$188
8190
8191
8205
8Z15
8224
8230
8231
8233
8236
8237

Price Floral
Richard Ghlrardelll
Brenda Kalatzes
Price Elks
Price Floral
Department of Utilities
Ultimate Sound
l/Wmate Sound
Christy Bruce
Jan Breinholt
Key Bank
Mad Platter
Children International
Jan Breinholt
Cash
US West
Zions
Zlons

8238

Richard Ghirardelli

8241
8242

John's Auto Tech
Wal Mart
TO
Oliveto Furniture
Wal Mart
Mariene Ghlrardelll
Market Express
Carbon County Assessor

8243
8244
8251
8255
8258
8262
8263
8Z69
8273
8274
0275
8284

State Tax Commission
Department of Utilities
Brenda kalatzes
Diane Dart
Jan Breinholt
Jeanselmes (Radio Shack)

Divorce Expense
Jan
NAMM pictures
Slore Supplies
Personal Property Tax
Neil
Boat Payment
Truck Payment
Donation
Money Market
Travel - Moab
Store Supplies
Wlro, Tools
Business Related Gifts
Neil - Rent
Dance Lessons
Membership
Business Related
Nell
Tapo Cleanor
Tap* Deck
Day Care
Withdrawal
Visa
Business Related Gifts
Donation
Withdrawal
Jan
Neil
Boat Payment
Truck Payment
Nell - Rent
Auto Expense • Gas
Store Supplies
Neil
Business Related Gifts
Store Supplies
Neil - Mountain Fuel
Auto Expense
Boat Taxes
Boat Taxes
Neil

$400.00 X
$187.00 X -

$9.32 5
$33.53 &
$29,19 6
$18.10 X
$300.00 P
$400.00 6
$25.00 V>
$10000.00 S T
$25.00 6>
$556.31 &

$72.61 6
$9.19 X
$3 50.00 X .
$25.00 £ .
$65.00 P
$23.20:£
$3.71 T
$12.00 P
$160.00 2>
$135.00X$7 50.00 X
$110.92 6?
$12.71 X>
$14.00 T>
$7 50.00 X
$500.00 X $49.78 X

$300.00 P
$400.00 6
$350.00 t
$360.83 6
$23.91 £>
$37.72 X
$51.60 6
$34.87 &
$108.06 X
$23.78 £
$242.59 D

Dance Lessons
Piano Lessons
Withdrawal

$10.00 D
$77.76 X
$46.00 X
$23.50 X
$750.00X

Repair Tool

$2.00 6
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8427
8431
8432
8433
8436
8439
8441

Ta

8454
8455
8463
8470
8473
8479
8404
8487
8494
8497
8496
8498
8501
8502
8506
8513
8514
8515
8516
8517
0510
8524
052S
8532
8533
8534

Joane Pappas White
Jan Brelnholt
John's Auto Tech
IRS
Sam McGinnus
The Travelers
ULEC Circus
US West
Children International
Smith's
Jamles 1. Bailey
Hard Hat Appliance
Ollveto Furniture
TO
Jan Brelnholt
Zions
Zions
Brenda Kalatzes
Diane Dart
Mountain Fuel
Department of Utilities
Ulitmate Sound
Hard Hat Appliance
Reunion
James 1. Bailey
Price Municipal
Jan Brelnholt
Brockbank Appraisal
John Hailey
Mountain Fuel
Culllgan
Photo Qulk
KMart

Zions
Zions
Richard Ghlrardelll
Department of Utilities
Carbon County Chamber
Smith's

Nell
Truck Payment
Boat Payment
Nell - Rent
Nell
Luncheon
Store Supplies
Divorce Expense
Withdrawal
Auto Expense • Gas
Quarterly 1040ES
Yard Work - Jan
Boat Insurance
Donation
Neil
Donation
Store Supplies
Jan - Dentist
Nell - Fridge
Business Related Gifts
Nell
Withdrawal
Truck Payment
Boat Payment
Dance Lessons
Piano Lessons
Nell
Nell

0559
0560
8564

Jan Brelnholt
Smith's
Price Insurance
John's Auto Tech

8568

cccc

Tape Decks
Nell • Washer & Dryer
Class Reunion
Jan - Dentist
Neil
Withdrawal
Home Appraisals
Nell
Neil
Neil
Napblrt Pictures
Store Supplies
Withdrawal
Store Supplies
Auto Insurance
Auto Expense - Gas
Contribution

8574

Key Bank

Visa

8538
8539
8544
8545
8546
8547
8548
8558

$37.72 £
$400.00 £
$300.00 Tp
$350.00 X
$69.39 £
$7.00 6
$18.82 £
$500.00 X
$750.00X
$86.67 £
$2930.00T
$60.00 X
$339.00 D
$30.00 t>
$25.45 X
$14.00"P
$32.46 &
$411,001.
$900.9511
$78.33#
$37.72 X
$750.00X
$400.00 £
$300.00 P
$46.00 X
$33.75 X
$12.76X
$68.61 X
$350.00^.
$763.10 U
$53.00X
$28.00 J $19.93 £
$750.00 X
$250.00 X
$500.00 X
$7.23 X
$31.70 X
$11.55 6
$39.21 £>
$950.00X
$26.95 &
$1057.00 fi>
$325,17 6
$1.00 6
$120.69 £>

857S
8584
8587
8589
8590
8592
8593
8594
8596
8597
8605
8608
8618
8619
8624
8634
8635
8645
8647
8652
8654
8658
8659
8661
8665
8674
8676
8677
8681
8686
8687
8690
8691
8699
8702
8706
8710
8726
8729
8732
8737
8740
8741
8743
8749
8754

Janoyl
Blue Cross/Blue Shield
US West
Department of Utilities
Mountain Fuel
Department of Utilities
TO
Mountain Fuel
Zlons
Zlons
Hal Murdock
Children International
TO
Diane Dart
Jan
Culllgan
Key Bank
John's Auto Tech
Southeast Paint
US West
, Mad Platter
Ferron City
Scofteid Reservoir
Jan Breinholt
Jan Breinholt
Jan Breinholt
Zions
Zlons
Carbon High
Children International
TO
Mountain Fuel
Department of Utilities
Kilfoyle Krafts

Gas - Rusty & Scott
Medical Insurance
Neil
Jan

$34.55 5

Jan
Neil
Jan
Nell
Truck Payment
Boat Payment
Air Fare - Rusty
Donation
Nell
Piano Lessons
Withdrawal
Neil
Visa
Auto Expense

$13.88X1
$70.59 X
$39.7411
$43.04 X
$400.00 $
$300.00 D
$380.00 6
$14.00p
$70.38 X
$22.50 ~Z"
$599.64X1

Nell
Store Music
Donation
Neil & Jan
Withdrawal
Withdrawal
Withdrawal * Day Care
Truck Payment
Boat Payment
Donation
Donation
Nell
Nell
Neil

$727.95 "£
$61.99 11
$96.74 X

$15.85 X
$587.97 6
$287.67 f j
$204.58X
$32.91 X
$40.97 P
$200,006
$600.00 X
$750.00X
$250,00 X
$1 10.00X
$400.00 £>
$300.00 P
$25.00 £>
$14.00 P
$26.39 X
$13.43X
$82.17 X
$15.39^
$155.64 &
$20.00 O
$750.00 X

Jana Hoyt
Joane Pappas White
Ollvato Furniture

Tools & Equipment
Equipment for Resale
Donation
Withdrawal
Auto Expense - Gas
Quarterly 1040ES
Visa
Piano Lessons
Divorce Expense
Business Related Gifts

US West
Zions
Culllgan

Neil
Visa Machine
Neil

$24.08 X
$701,25 6
$15.85 *£

Jeanselme's (Radio Shack)
Muscular Dystrophy
Jan Breinholt
John's Auto Tech
IRS
Key Bank

$198.58 £
$2930.00 X
$178,69 6
$14.00 I
$70.45 X
$49.09 P

8761
8766
8770
8776
8782
8783
8787
8788
8790
8798
8807
8809
8810
8811
8812
8817
8818
8825
8839
8848
8850
8852
8859
8867
6868
8869
8870
8874
8877
8887
8888
8890
8900
8901
8902
8903
8907
8908
8912
8913
8914
8928
8931
8932
8945
8946

Michael R. Jensen
Price Fire Department
Jan Breinholt
Children International
Zlons
Zlons
Western Reserve Ufe
Department of Utilities
Mountain Fuel
Market Express
Dorr Hansen
Jan Breinholt
Miss Alice's Preschool
Diane Dart
Wal Mart
Culligan
TO
Joane Pappas White
Ollveto Furniture
Jan Breinholt
BIIPs Home Furnishing
Wal Mart
Children International
St. Anthony's
Zlons
Zlons
Mad Man Basso
Soroptlmlst
Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Children International
Price Floral
Kllfoyie Krafts
Jan Breinholt
Miss Alice's Preschool
Diane Dart
Brenda Kalatzes
Supreme Muffler
Tunex
Joane Pappas White
Jesse R. Holdaway
Jesse R, Holdaway
John's Auto Tech
Boy Scouts of America
Jan Breinholt
Zlons
Zlons

Divorce Expense
Donation
Withdrawal
Donation
Truck Payment
Boat Payment
Life Insurance - Nell
Nell
Neil
Auto Expense
Neil • Dentist
Withdrawal
Day Care
Piano Lessons
Store Supplies
Neil
Noil
Divorce Expense
Business Related Gifts
Withdrawal
Tape Deck
Store Supplies
Donation
Donation
Boat Payment
Truck Payment
Auto Expense
Donation
Medical Insurance
Donation
Business Related Gifts
Tools & Equipment
Withdrawal
Day Care
Piano Lessons
Dance Lessons
Auto Expense
Auto Expense
Divorce Expense
Scofield Prop, Tax
Property Tax
Auto Expense - Gas
Donation
Withdrawal
Truck Payment
Boat Payment

$95.00 T
$15.00 &
$750.00 X
$14.00 D
$400.00 b
$300.00 P
$200.0011
$78.32 X
$16.92X
$25.65 £>
$122.00^
$750.00^

$1 oo.oo ; £
$47.00 JZ
$29.20 #
$15.85 X
$31.20 £
$50,00 : p
$20.98 £
$750.0031
$1 57.94 ft
$172.20 £>
$14.00 O
$10.00 b
$300.00 "D
$400.00 6>
$63.49 P
$75.00 V
$727.95 X
$25.00 V
$23.20 £?
$129,52 5
$7 50.00 X
$50.00 X
$23.50 X
$96.00 X
$172.52 &
$85.75 h
$175.00 —**
X
$58.32 X
$118.58 £
$257.90 V
$25.00 P
$750.00 X
$400.00 6?
$300.00 "£>

8950
8957
8958
8960
8968
8968
8977

Children International
Wal Mart
Gordon's Nursery
KNOCA
Market Express
KNOCA
Brenda Kalatzes

8978
8979
8980

Diane Dart
Miss Alice's Preschool
Jan Brelnholt
Western Reserve Ufa
Ultimate Sound
Carbon County Assessor.
State Tax Commission
Joane Pappas White
Wal Mart
AT&T Universal Card
Matadore
Children International

8986
8993
8994
9006
9008
9017
9022
9025
903S
9038
9049
9053
9054
9061
9067
9071
9075

Zlons
Zlons
John's Auto Tech
Carbon County Assessor
State Tax Commission
Jdhn's Auto Tech
Grate's Car Center
K Mart
Radio Shack
Western Reserve Life

Donation
Store Supplies
Business Related Gifts
Donation
Auto Expense
Donation
Dance Lessons
Piano Lessons
Day Care
Withdrawal
Nell • Life Insurance
CD Player
Van Taxes
Van Taxes
Divorce Expense
Store Supplies
Visa
Company Party
Donation
Boat Payment
Truck Payment
Auto Expense - Gas
Truck Taxes
Truck Taxes
Auto txpense > Gas
Truck Tires
Store Supplies
Tools & Equipment
Ufa Insurance • Nell

$14.00 t >
$24.62 r3
$95.00 £
$500.001>
$20.96 S
$48.00 X>
$72.00 " X

$u.zs:c
$50.00 X
$750,001:
$200.00 "£.
$190.00 £?
$8.S0 g>
$13.50 £>
$100.00 : £
$6.39 g?
$779.16 £>
$97.00 g>
$14.00 P
$300.00 p
$400.00 h
$55.77 £
$224.40 £>
$13.50 6
$364.00 f3
$621.88 A
$115.00^
$12,97 5

$20o.oo;£$85120.73
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Summary

of Business Disbursements
1991 & 1992
Defendant's Exhibit 20
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Defeftdaht# s Est imated
Monthly Expenses
Defendant's Exhibit 58
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I DEFENDANT'S
[
EXHIBIT

[

£1

BREINHOLT VS- BREINHOLT
DEFENDANT'S FUTURE ESTIMATED MONTHLY COST OF LIVING
COST

CATEGORY
MORTGAGE
33. Oo
PROPERTY INSURANCE (INCLUDED) ^nn no
(INCLUDED) fro.00
PROPERTY TAXES
SCOFIELD PROPERTY TAXES
UTILITIES
TELEPHONE
FOOD HOUSEHOLD
CLOTHING
LAUNDRY CLEANING
TRANSPORTATION
MEDICAL & DENTAL
EDUCATION (PIANO, DANCE)
HEALTH INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE
RECREATION
INCIDENTALS
INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS
ALL OTHER
AUTOMOBILE
$70. 00
INSURANCE
26.,00
TAXES
80.,00
GAS/MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE
DAY CARE
IRA CONTRIBUTIONS
COLLEGE FUND ($150 .00/MONTH/CHILD]1

TOTAL

$

430.00
5.00
160.00
66.00
450.00
350.00
25.00
50.00
100.00
100.00
72.00
23.00
150.00
100.00
-050.00

176.00
60.00
-0167.00
300.00
$

2,834.00

Defendant's Summary
For Division of Marital Equity
Defendant's Exhibit 59
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I

: DEFENDANT'S
|
EXHIBIT

JAN
JAN'S HOME w/ Lot

$84,000.00

NEIL'S HOME
SCOFIELD PROPERTY

NEIL

$14,000.00
7,000.00

NEIL'S TRUCK

14,000.00

BOAT

19,000.00

NEIL'S VAN & SPITFIRE
JAN'S CAR

1,500.00
17,000.00

BREINHOLT MUSIC

198,400.00

BAND EQUIPMENT
SUBTOTAL

3,000.00
$108,000.00

$249,900.00

BANK ACCOUNTS:
ZIONS (Consolidated Acc't)

$55,045.00

N E I L ' S IRA
JAN'S

IRA

ZIONS BUSINESS CHECK ACC'T

$14,636.00
14,676.00

20,000.00

UTAH RETIREMENT
SAFE DEPOSIT COINS
WASHINGTON FED

2,438.00
800.00
5,711.00

STATE FARM INS
WESTERN LIFE

5,748.00

2,559.00
1,000.00

CARBON CREDIT U.

3,656.00

ZIONS C D .

6,437.00

ZIONS C D .

20,171.00

SUBTOTAL

$123,840.00

$29,037.00

TOTAL:

$231,840.00

$278,937.00

